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Chapter 1

Introduction and Summary of Results

During the past few years, two-dimensional confonnally invariant quantum field
theory has become of importance in string theory and statistical mechanics. Aside
from its physical applications, this theory revealed interesting connections between
mathematics and physics, which lead to a formulation of quantum field theory based
on algebraic geometrical principles.

Conformal field theory turned out to be relevant in models in two-dimensional
statistical mechanics exhibiting a second order phase transition [26]. At such a phase
transition the typical configurations have fluctuations on all length scales, so that the
field theory describing the model at a critical point is expected to be invariant under
scale transformations. In fact, it turns out that the field theory is invariant under
a larger set of symmetry transformations which form the so-called conformal group.
Unlike in three or higher dimensions the conformal group is infinite dimensional
in two dimensions. This fact imposes significant restrictions on two-dimensional
conformally invariant theories. Ultimately, one might hope that these restrictions
are strong enough to obtain a complete classification of two-dimensional critical
systems.

Two-dimensional conformally invariant field theories are also central to string
theory. This is a theory in which it is assumed that elementary particles are not
point-like but rather behave as one dimensional objects, called strings. Strings can
propagate in different vibration modes, and interact by joining and splitting. In one
of these possible modes the string behaves as a massless spin-two state, so that one
concludes that string theory is in fact a theory of gravity.

In perturbation theory, the amplitudes of a string theory can be expressed as
sums over all possible two-dimensional world-sheets of various topology, swept out
by a string in space-time. In a Euclidean formulation the world-sheet is described
as a Riemann surface of a given genus. The terms in the perturbation series only
depend on the conformal equivalence class of the two-dimensional metric on the
Riemann surface. These classes are labelled by the so-called moduli of the surface.
Let us make this more precise. The metrics that can be realized on a two dimensional
Eurlidean compact surface fall into equivalence classes of the diffeomorphism group
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and the group of scale transformations acting on the infinite dimensional space of
all metrics. These two groups arc the symmetry groups in string theory, so it seems
natural to require that the perturbation series have the same symmetries. This can
bo conveniently achieved by a so-called gauge fixing procedure.

Ideally, one would like to gauge fix both groups simultaneously. However, this
is impossible as there does not exist a measure on the space of metrics that is
invariant under the both scale transformations and the diffeomorphism group. One
way to deal with this problem is to choose the measure to be invariant under the
diffeomorphism group. One then tries to compute the dependence on the conformal
factor of the metric, which describes scale transformations. This tan be done easily
on a Riemann surface of genus zero, for a given conformal factor, in which case all
metrics are equivalent, i.e. they are pure gauge. The condition of scale in variance
is then expressed as a differential equation for the conformal factor.

For a generic Riemann surface this analysis is much more complicated. One
now has to distinguish between metrics that can be identified by an infinitesimal
diffeomorphism, and metrics that are only equivalent under a global diffeomorphism
which cannot be continuously deformed to the identity. Consequently, one now has
to consider the space of equivalence classes of diffeomorphisms, which is called the
Teichmuller space. On this space we have the action of the mapping class group.
which is formed by the global diffeomorphisms of a Riemann surface. As we will
show in detail in chapter two, the condition of scale invariance is equivalent to the
requirement that the theory be invariant under the action of the mapping class
group. The scale invariant theory is thus defined on the orbit space obtained from
the Teichmuller space by dividing out the mapping class group. This orbit space is
known as the moduli space of the Riemann surface. For compact Riemann surfaces
it is a finite dimensional space. In this way the condition of scale invariance reduces
to the problem of finding a real valued measure on the moduli space. We will
compute such a measure, which we refer to as the Polyakov measure, using elements
of algebraic geometry. Its existence was first proven by Belavin and Kniznik [17].

The formulation of string theory in terms of algebraic geometry allows one to
discuss in detail the relation between this theory and conformal field theory. For ex-
ample, it follows that the amplitudes of a consistent string theory can be expressed
in terms of correlation functions of a conformal field theory. Some conformal field
theories describe the propagation of a string on compactified space-time. Others
do not have such an obvious space-time interpretation. However, as we will ex-
plain later, the property of conformal invariance allows one to interpret arbitrary
combinations of conformal field theories as a space-time, so that one concludes that
a conformally invariant two-dimensional quantum field theory describes the prop-
agation of a string in a static background. The Ward identities of the conformal
field theory guarantee the unitarity of the string scattering amplitudes. We thus

9 conclude that it is relevant for both string theory and statistical systems to study
the classification of two-dimensional conformal field theories.



In this thesis we will study the classification of two-dimensional conformal field
theories in terms of algebraic principles. The first attempts to formulate a classifica-
tion program for conformal field theories are described in [18,55,52]. As we will sec
below the properties of a conformal field theory are conveniently described by means
of the representation theory of its symmetry algebra. The most familiar example
of such an algebra is the Virasoro Lie algebra. The Hilbert space of a conformal
field theory with the Virasoro algebra as its symmetry algebra, can be decomposed
into highest weight representations of this algebra. An important property of the
symmetry algebra is the existence of so-called degenerate representations which are
highest weight representations that contain invariant subspaces, spanned by null-
vectors, which vectors othogonal to every other vector inducing themselves. In the
physical Hilbert space these subspaces have to be excluded. This amounts to con-
sidering the 'irreducible quotient', by simply putting these vectors to zero, which
results ,n a smaller representation of the symmetry algebra. (This is similar to the
situation in quantum electrodynamics where one uses the Gupta-Bleuler method
to construct the physical Hilbcrt space.) All these representations are specified by
two parameters. One is the Cfntral charge c of the algebra, which normalizes the
character of irreducible representations on the center of the algebra. The other is
the conformal weight h which specifies the so-called scaling dimension of the field
associated with a highest weight. Such a field is called a primary field.

The Virasoro algebra has degenerate representations only if the central charge c
is less than one. Only for a discrete set of values 0 < c < 1 there exist irreducible
highest weight representations. A subset of these are unitary. Furthermore, for
each of the c values in this discrete set, there occur only finitely many irreducible
highest weight representations. This implies that the Hilbert space of a conformal
field theory for which the central charge c < 1, decomposes into a finite number of
irreducible highest weight representations. The highest weights define the so-called
primary fields of the theory. Thus a conformal field theory for which the Hilbert
space decomposes into a finite number of irreducible unitary representations has only
finitely many primary fields. All other fields in the theory are obtained from these
by applying the generators of the algebra. The conformal field theories for which
the Hilbert space has this property of finite decomposition, are called minimal.
An example of such a field theory is the critical Ising model, which contains three
primary fields.

In this thesis we will consider a larger class of theories that have finitely many
primary fields for an arbitrary symmetry algebra in which the Virasoro algebra
appears as a subalgebra. These theories are referred to as rational theories. It
turns out that, by conformal invariance, the correlation functions of rational theories
are characterized by three sets of parameters, namely the central charge and the
conformal weights, which specify the representations, and the so-called operator
product coefficients C which appear in the three-point correlation functions. The
operator product coefficients describe the structure of the short distance expansion
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of two fields, which is determined by conformal invariance. Such an expansion
is called an operator product expansion. The operator product expansion of two
primary fields defines the so-called operator algebra. Only the singular terms in this
expansion are determined by conformal invariance.

In order to determine the actual value of the operator product coefficients we re-
quire that the operator algebra be associative. This gives rise to algebraic equations
for the operator product coefficients C, which arise from the fact that the correla-
tion functions can be evaluated in different ways, all yielding the same answer, due
to the associativity. This phenomenon is known as the duality of the correlation
functions. In combination with the requirement of unitarity of the representations
(which ensures the decoupling of the null-vectors), one finds that the duality of the
correlation functions defines selection rules from which one can compute the coef-
ficients C. This in turn determines all correlation functions of the theory. So we
conclude that the conformal properties of the symmetry algebra (i.e. those that, fol-
low from conformal invariance) in combination with the associativity of the algebra
leads to a set of constraints on the correlation function which can be solved if the
symmetry algebra has degenerate representations. This procedure is referred to as
the conformal bootstrap.

Although this program has only been successful for the Virasoro algebra, it is
in principle applicable to arbitrary symmetry algebras. However, the consequences
of duality are far more difficult to determine for general symmetry algebras than
for the Virasoro algebra, which is in this respect a rather exceptional example of a
symmetry algebra. In order to deal with more general algebras it seems that a more
abstract formulation of the bootstrap program is required.

In this thesis we present a formalism in which the duality property follows from
a global structure of a symmetry algebra. To be more precise: we will show that
the duality of correlation functions of a general rational conformal field theory is
equivalent to the associativity and the co-associativity of the symmetry algebra
together with a certain compatibility relation between these properties.

Let us give an heuristic discussion of the concept of co-associativity of an algebra.
A more precise discussion follows in section 1.3. Consider a generic associative
algebra A. As is well known one can find representations of A as an algebra of linear
transformations of a vector space V. Such a representation is described by giving a
vector space V and a realization of A as an algebra of linear transformations of V.
tl.at is, the representation is provided by an algebra homomorphism p : A —* End V.
Given two representations p and p' of A, one would like to know if the tensor product
p ® p' also provides a representation of A, in other words, whether V 0 V can be
given the structure of an v4-module in a natural way, so that there is an isomorphism
between the A-modules (V 0 V") 0 V" and V 0 (V 0 V"). In a generic associative
algebra there is no natural way to define an /1-module structure for the tensor
product of two j4-modules. However, there is a special kind of associative algebras
which do have this property: they are called Hopf algebras.



Before we proceed let us discuss this tensor product property in a simple example.
We consider .4 as the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra Q. In this case
presenting a representation of A is equivalent to presenting a representation for Q.
Now, given two distinct representations p : Q —+ End V and p' : Q —> End V" we
define the tensor product representation p" : Q —* End V Q V' by

p" = p 0 Id + Id © p'.

This gives the tensor product V 0 V a natural structure as a representation space
of Q. By taking monomials in the generators of Q this provides a tensor product
representation of the universal enveloping algebra A of Q. In fact, such a representa-
tion just describes the addition of angular momenta familiar in quantum mechanics.
The fact that p" indeed affords a representation of .4 is due to special properties of
Lie algebras and their universal enveloping algebras.

The construction of representations of tensor products can be done for an arbi-
trary associative algebra .4, in a universal way by defining a so-called co-multiplication
A. This is a map

A : .4 —> A 0 A.

The requirement that the tensor product obtains the structure of an .4-module via
the comultiplication A is the condition that the A is an algebra homomorphism.
If A has this property and is in addition coassociative then A is a Hopf algebra.
As a result there is an associativity law: (U © V) © \V ~ U Q (V 0 \V), and an
isomorphism U 0 V ~ V © U, for the /1-modules £/, V and W. As we will discuss
in chapter three, these properties are conveniently encoded in a matrix r 6 A Q A
which satisfies a certain relation in A Q A © A. Each matrix satisfying this relation
defines a Hopf algebra structure. The relation implies the existence of a quadratic
Casimir operator, which lies in the center of the algebra .4. This fact will be used
when we discuss the representation theory of .4.

An important point we want to mention at this point concerns a duality property-
shared by a class of Hopf algebras associated with finite groups. It can be roughly
described as follows. Denote the dual of a Hopf algebra A by -4V- One can form the
dual of /.v: denote it by (J4V)V . NOW one can show that for Hopf algebras A which
are associated with the group algebra of finite groups, A and (.4V)V are isomorphic.1

Such an isomorphism is an important generalization of the well known duality of
commutative groups and their duals. In that case the map of a commutative group
G to its dual Gv is provided by the Fourier transform. For these Hopf algebras
there exists a generalized Fourier map, by which one can map ,4 into its dual and
vice-versa. This duality property turns out to be closely related with the duality
property in conformal field theory mentioned above. In chapter four we will make
this explicit in a concrete example.

'This isomorphism is actually defined in the category of Hopf algebras and their duals [74].
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Before we will discuss the relation between conformal field theories and Hopf
algebras for finite groups, we will first consider another class of Hopf algebras which
are related to Poisson algebras. A Poisson algebra is an algebra Ao (usually a
commutative algebra of functions) with an additional multiplication {, } : Ao®AQ —+
,4o such that

1. {, } defines a Lie algebra structure on Ao;

2. the Leibniz property holds: {Jg, h} — f{g,h} + {f,h}g.

A Poisson manifold M is by definition a Poisson algebra structure on the algebra of
functions on M. An important example to which we come back later on, is provided
by a symplectic manifold (M,u>), u> denoting a symplectic form on M where {/,</}
is equal to the function which via u> corresponds to the vector field [df, dg]. The
form w defines a symplectic bilinear form on Ao. We will be interested in the case
where M is the group manifold of a Lie group G with Lie algebra Q. Choose a basis
/'* of Q and let 3** be a right-invariant vector field on M defined by 1*. It can be
shown [16] that in this case the Poisson bracket on M can be expressed as

where </>, V £ C°°(M) and where is r = r^I* 0 /" is a skew-symmetric matrix in
A2Q which satisfies the so-called Yang-Baxter relation in A3(?:

h2,na] + [ri3,r23] + [r13,r23] = 0.

Let us assume that we have a matrix r 6 A2Q which is invertible, and denote by
m the inverse r"1. It is easily shown (see e.g. [16]), that such a matrix r satisfies
the Yang-Baxter relation if and only if w is a 2-cocycle with values in R (the real
numbers). In other words the inverse of w i.e. the r matrix, defines in this case the
Poisson brackets on the G-manifold. Such an r matrix defines what is technically
called a coboundary Lie bialgebra structure on Q. One may regard the associated
Poisson algebra Ao, (i.e. the algebra AQ of which the Poisson manifold is the G-
manifold), as an 'infinitesimal' Hopf algebra; one calls AQ a Poisson-Hopf algebra.
The Yang-Baxter matrix summarizes the intertwining property of representations
of this Hopf algebra, i.e. it amounts to an isomorphism [/ ® V ~ V © U', for two
modules U and V.

In general, a Poisson manifold can be considered as the classical phase space
of some mechanical system. In our case the Poisson manifold associated with a
symmetry algebra of a conformal field theory, describes the classical phase space of
such a field theory. In the quantum theory, one replaces the classical phase space

• by the Hilbert space of states carrying a representation of the symmetry algebra
.J in which the elements now correspond to non-commuting operator valued matrix

functions. We will show that this 'passing from commutative to non-commutative



algebras' can be mathematically described as a deformation of the representations
of the Poisson- Hopf algebra.

For generic deformations there is little hope that the deformed representations
will still have the tensor product property. In order to investigate the conditions
under which this property survives the deformation, we consider deformations of the
classical r matrix. That is, one forms a new matrix R by a perturbation series in a
parameter /,

R = 1 + it r + • • •

and requires that it satisfies a relation, which describes the intertwining property for
deformed representations such that in the limit t —• 0 this equation goes over into
the classical relation for r. The requirement that R has this intertwining property
is equivalent to the condition that there is an isomorphism l\ Q V, ~ V, 0 U, of two
deformed representations Ut and Vt. Those representations Ut for which R has this
property forms what we call a quantum group. A quantum group is defined as a
noncommutative non-cocomrnutative Hopf algebra .4 with comultiplication A. The
quantum groups that we shall consider have in addition to A a second comultipli-
cation given by A' = rj o A, with a : A 0 A —> .4 © A, the permutation operator in
.4 0 .4. In the most interesting case the Hopf algebra ,4 has an invrrtible element
R e A® A satisfying

A'=RAR~l.

If the R matrix satisfies these properties then the representations of ,4 have the
intertwining property. Now assume that the R matrix in addition satisfies

(A ©Id)fl = fl13/?23, (W © A)/? = fl,3«12,

whore the indices attached to R have a similar meaning as for the r matrix discussed
earlier. It is not difficult to show that this implies that R satisfies the so-called
quantum Yang-Baxter relation:

If this is the case one calls A a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra [41]. Furthermore, it is
easy to see that if R has the above mentioned perturbation expansion, the quantum
Yang-Baxter relation reduces in the limit t —» 0 to the classical Yang-Baxter relation
for r. Therefore, one refers to the algebra A as the 'quantization' of Ao. In general
A is a non-commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra.

For certain values of the deformation parameter t the representation content of
the quantum group A is reduced significantly, in a similar way as happens in the
Virasoro algebra when the central charge is less than one. This phenomenon occurs
if q = e1' is a root of unity. In this case it turns out that not all representations of
Ao survive the deformation, that is, some of them do not have the tensor product
property, and are no longer representations of a Hopf algebra. The representations
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that build up the quantum algebra are called regular, while the deformed repre-
sentations of Ao that not form representations of the quantum algebra A are called
singular. The Hilbert space of the quantum conformal theory forms a representation
of the quantum algebra ,4 hence the singular representations must decouple from
the theory.

This effect can be conveniently studied on the level of the Yang-Baxter relation
that characterizes the quantum algebra A. First let us return to the quadratic
relation for the classical algebra ,40. As we mentioned earlier such a relation gives
rise to a quadratic Casimir operator which lies in the center of the algebra AQ. If
we start deforming the representations of Ao, the structure of the center changes.
To study the representations it is useful to decompose the deformed representations
with respect to the deformed center. That is, if the center is denoted by C, then a
generic deformed representation pq can be decomposed as

P, = E W< ® vi
i

where Wi is a representation of C, which is an irreducible representation of the
undeformed center in the limit q —> 1, and Vj a deformed representation which
becomes an irreducible representation of Ao in the limit q —* 1. The multiplicity
by which the representation Vj occurs equals the dimension of W;.2 Now it turns
out that if q is a root of unity only a finite number of representations appear in
the above decomposition. That is, some of the representations become singular and
correspondingly their multiplicities become zero, so that they decouple. Only the
regular representations of the quantum algebra A will appear in the Hilbert space
decomposition of the theory. One may view this 'reduction' of the representation
content enforced by the quantum algebra as a symmetry breaking, since the vacuum
of the quantum theory will only be invariant under a subalgebra under which the
regular representations transform into each other. In this case we see that the
deformation parameter q behaves very much the same as the central charge in a
symmetry algebra of a conformal field theory. In the later chapters we will discuss
the relation between Hopf algebras and symmetry algebras of conformal field theories
in more detail.

We conclude with a few remarks concerning the organization of this thesis. In
section 1.1 we have summarized the most relevant properties of conformal field
theory, based on a compilation of the lectures of Ginsparg, Alvarez-Gaume and
Bagger on the subject [62]. We hope that the language used in this section is not
totally unacceptable for a mathematician. In section 1.2 and 1.3 we adopt a more
mathematical point of view. In these two, rather condensed sections we summarized
the line of reasoning used in the later chapters. Some of the results in section 1.1.
are reformulated in section 1.2, where an abstract definition of conformal field theory

2This dimension will not be an integer but rather a function of g. One speaks of the q-dimension
[89].
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is presented, based on the formalism of Segal [114]. In section 1.3 we introduce Hopf
algebras and define an algebraic quantization prescription. A physicist may find
these sections a bit technical, however, a lot of the discussion in section 1.2 and 1.3
will be worked out explicitly in the later chapters.

At this point we would like to mention that some of the results presented in this
work were obtained independently by a few other authors. With respect to chapter
two we mention the work of [7]. Some of the results in section 3.2 of chapter three
overlap with the work of [100,129,13].

1.1. Conformal Invariance and the Conformal Bootstrap

In this section we review the basic properties of conformally invariant quantum
field theories in two dimensions. We show that such a quantum field theory is
conveniently characterized in terms of the properties of the representations of its
symmetry algebra.

We have divided the section into two parts. In the first we show that the con-
formal invariance of the theory leads to the conclusion that all correlation functions
can be expressed in terms of correlations functions of the primary fields. This is used
in the second subsection where we focus on the principles of the so-called conformal
bootstrap program which, as we mentioned earlier, is an approach to classifying
conformally invariant field theories.

1.1.1. CONFORMAL SYMMETRY AND CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

We begin with an introduction to the conformal group in d dimensions and
discuss the constraints imposed by conformal invariance in this context. Later we
will restrict to the case of two dimensional Euclidean space. Consider the space
Rrf with a flat metric g^ = t]^ of signature (p, q)1 so that p + q = d, and the line
element ds2 = g^dx^dx". Under a change of coordinates, x —> x', we have the
corresponding transformation g^ —» g'^x') = gpj-f^;<7tt/3(x). (We use this metric
to rise and lower indices. ) By definition, the conformal group is the subgroup of
coordinate transformations that leaves the metric invariant up to a change in the
scale.

Consequently, these are transformations that preserve the angle between two vectors
in Rrf but change the length at different points differently. The infinitesimal gen-
erators of the conformal group can be determined by considering the infinitesimal
coordinate transformation x11 —* xM + eM, under which the line element transforms
as

ds2 — . ds2 + (d^ + d*tr)dx»dxu. (1.1.2)
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Now we observe that to satisfy (1.1.1), the factor #„£„ + d^e^ must be proportional
to the metric rj^. The proportionality factor follows from contraction with if" (we
use that n^v^ = 6%), so that

8^ + 8^-1(8-^=0, (1 .1 .3)

and hence

n ( : r ) = H - | ( 3 - e ) . (1.1.4)

Equation (1.1.3) is the so-called conformal Killing equation in d dimensions. A
consequence of this equation is that

(!?,.„•+ ( r f - 2 ) 9 ^ ) 3 - e = 0, (1.1.5)

where • denotes the d'Alembertian in d dimensions. For d > 2 one can deduce from
(1.1.3) and (1.1.5) that e can be at most quadratic in x. If e is of zeroth order in
x then the coordinate transformation is simply a constant translation. For e linear
in x it follows that the transformation is either a rotation or a scale transformation,
whereas if t is quadratic in x the transformation is the so-called special conformal
transformation, which may be expressed as x'^/x12 = x>l/x2+b>', i.e. it is an inversion
followed by a translation. In fact for d > 2 the conformal group is isomorphic to the
Lie group O(p + l,q + 1).

In what follows we sometimes use the jacobian of a conformal transformation
which is

dx'
dx = n~d/2,

rather than the scale factor itself. We will now introduce a conformally invariant field
theory in d > 2 dimensions as a theory which satifies the following four properties.

1. There is a set {Ai} of fields {A{}, where i labels different fields. This is in
general an inifinite set and contains the derivatives of all the fields /I,.

2. There is a subset of fields fa C A, called quasi-primary, that under conformal
transformations i - t i ' (i.e. elements of the conformal group O(p + 1, q + 1))
transform as scalars

<j>i —* ~~z— (pj(x'), (1.1.7)

* where Aj is called the dimension of 4>j (see below).
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3. The rest of the fields A, can be expressed as linear combinations of these
primary fields and their derivatives.

4. There is a vacuum |0) invariant under the conformal group 0(p+ l,q + 1).

These conditions imply that correlation functions of the fields 4>i transform covari-
antlv:

• • < t > n [

dx' d£
dx

An/rf

(0,(3-; • • • < M O ) . (1.1.8)

This covariance property imposes restrictions on the 2- and 3-point correlation func-
tions. Due to translational invariance, an arbitrary A'-point function depends only
on the differences ry, = r, — Xj. For the 2- and 3-point functions conformal in-
variance imposes more restrictions. For the 2-point function it follows by explicitly
calculating the consequence of (1.1.7-8) that

where C\2 is constant which follows from the normalization of the fields. Similarly,
one finds for the three point function

where C123 is a constant determined by the normalization of the fields. So we see
that conformal invariance determines the 2- and 3-point function completely. This
is not true for the higher A'-point functions. For these the condition of conformal
invariance only tells us that an A'-point function is a function of the independent
cross-ratio T\ = rijry/ritrji. This concludes our brief discussion on the implications
of conformal invariance in a field theory in more than two dimensions.

The situation in two-dimensions is quite differently. The main difference is that
in this case the conformal group is infinite dimensional. To see this we observe that
in two dimensions, with g^ = £„„, equation (1.1.3) becomes the Cauchy-Riemann ;

equation. Passing to complex coordinates z = x, + ix2 and writing t{z) = er + it2

together with their anti-holomorphic counter parts, we find that the conformal trans-
formations coincide with the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic coordinate trans- ;
formations i

z^f(z), r-m), (1.1.11) }
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so that we conclude that the conformal group is infinite dimensional. A basis for the
infinitesimal transformations of the form (1.1.11) are monomials of the coordinates:

r - » ='= z + cn(s), 5 ^ r ' = ?+6 n (~) U G Z , (1.1.12)

where

tn(z) = -=«+\ in{z) = -T»+\ (1.1.13)

The infinitesimal generators for these transformations, are denoted by /n respectively
7n and are given by

/„ = -;"+>& 7n = -F1+1dF , (1.1.14)

which define two mutually commuting algebras

[lm,Q = {™ - n)lm+n, [lm,ln} = (m-n)lm+n. (1.1.15)

Thus we observe that two independent algebras arise. We will denote these algebras
by ,4 and A respectively. Because of this factorization, we will frequently restrict to
the holomorphic dependent part. Afterwards one obtains the real theory back by
implementing at the appropriate places the anti-holomorphic parts.

It is worth mentioning that only the generators of the algebras A and A with
n = 0, ±1 are globally defined on the Riemann sphere P1 = C U oo. The generators
/±i,/0 U 7±i,70 generate the subalgebra corresponding to the group SLI{C)I7I2(—
50(3,1)), which consists of the fractional linear transformations

az + b _ az + b
Z * ;, Z > =. (1.1.16)

cz + d cz + d

The other generators of A respectively A generate a pole which may be located at
the origin, or at infinity. It is therefore convenenient to make in two dimensions a
distinction between the global conformal algebra, of which the generators are globally
defined (i.e. they generate 5Z/2(C)), and the local conformal algebra of which the
generators can only locally be defined. Clearly, the global conformal algebra is
contained as a subalgebra in the local conformal algebra.

To introduce a conformal field theory in two dimensions one can start with
reconsidering the properties in terms of which we introduced a generic conformal field
theory. To do so we begin with recalling that the line element ds2dz dz transforms
under / —• f(z) as

I) (I
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In view of this we generalize the transformation property (1.1.7) to a tensor trans-
formation

where h and h are real valued constants. This transformation property simply tells
us that 4>(z, z)dzh dzh is invariant. One calls the field <f> a primary field of conformal
weight (h,h). Not all the fields in a two-dimensional conformal field theory will
have this property. For example the derivative of a primary field will have a more
complicated transformation law. One calls all the other (i.e. non-primary) fields
secondary fields. Usually one groups the fields into what is called a conformal family
denoted by [cj)\ which contains one primary field $ and an infinite set of secondary
fields (including the derivative of <*>). The secondary fields in a conformal family
are called the descendants of the primary field. Thus the set {,4,} corresponds to a
sum over all conformal families: {.4;} — 5Zn[<?n]- A primary field transforms under
global transformations as in (1.1.7), so that we conclude that a primary field is
automatically quasi-primary.

One assumes in two-dimensional conformal filed theory a unique vacuum |0)
which is invariant under the global conformal group. This implies that in two-
dimensions a correlation functions of primary fields transforms under a fractional
linear transformation / ( ; ) as

(1.1.18)

which thus replaces (1.1.8)
One can now apply arguments paralleling those in arbitrary dimensions to deter-

mine the form of the two- and three-point correlation functions, implied by global
conformal invariance. This leads to similar expressions as in (1.1.9-10), where rtj

is replaced by Z{j = z; — Zj and its complex conjugated counter part. The primary
fields are eigenfunctions of the generators /0 and Io. Their corresponding eigenvalues
are h and h. Since /0 + 7o and i[l0 — 70) generate dilatations respectively rotations,
the factor A = h + h, is called the scaling dimension, and the factor $ = h — h \s
called the spin of the primary field <j>. The values of h and h are restricted signifi-
cantly in the quantum theory, due to the condition of unitarity. This summarizes
the implications of global conformal invariance in two-dimensions.

To study the properties of conformal invariance of the correlation functions in a
conformal field theory in more detail, we will introduce the stress-energy tensor and
the so-called Ward identity.

The stress-energy tensor for a general quantum field theory is defined as a sym-
metric rank two tensor T^, which generates coordinate transformations of the fields.
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Since the theory is invariant under such transformations this implies an identity for
the correlation functions, which takes in two-dimensions the following form:

= - j d2xdflt"{T^{x)Al(x)---An(x)), (1.1.19)

where we recall that we take the two-dimensional metric to be flat. This identity is
called the Ward identity of two-dimensional field theory.

After integration by parts (1.1.18) implies that T^u has vanishing divergence,

a"T/11/ = 0, (1.1.20)

except at the locations of the fields A{. In conformal field theories the stress-energy
tensor is also traceless. This follows from requiring the conservation of the dilatation
current, associated with constant scale transformations, j ^ = T^x", i.e. d • j ' =
T£ — 0. The current of the other conformal transformations is j ^ = T^t", where
tj, satisfies (1.1.3). Due to the tracelessness condition on Twl/ this current has also a
vanishing divergence, since, using (1.1.3),

d-j = ±T£(d-e) = 0. (1.1.21)

It is useful to consider these properties in terms of complex coordinates for which
<^2 = g^dx^dx" = dzdz. Thus, gzz = g^ = 0, while gzz = gjz = | , so that

zz — 4 \ 00 £>t± 10 -̂  11 /

Tzz = Tix = \(Taa + Tu) = \T». (1.1.22)

The conservation law gaiidaTliU = 0 now gives two equations di-Tzz + dzTjz = 0 and
dzT-n+dzT^ — 0. The tracelessness condition gives Tzz = Tjz = 0, so that we arrive
at the Cauchy-Riemann equations:

d;Tzz = 0

dzTji- = 0. (1.1.23)

The components T(z) = Tzz and T{1) — TJJ are strictly holomorphic or anti-
holomorphic. One can now rewrite the Ward identity (1.1.19) in terms of holo-
morphic piece concerning the holomorphic variations and an anti-holomorphic piece
for the anti-holomorphic variations. The holomorphic part reads:

z\,z\)-- -8Ai(zi,zi)- • • An(zn,zn))

'*{ = -Jdzdzd,t'(z,z)(T(z)A1{zi,S1)...An(z,zn)). (1.1.24)
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This describes the response of a conformal field theory to an arbitrary change of the
coordinates.

To proceed it is useful to discuss at this point some of the details of the quanti-
zation procedure of a conformal field theory. We would like to consider the primary
fields 4> in a quantum theory as operators on some positive definite Hilbert space car-
rying a representation of the symmetry algebra of which the commutation relations
are given as the equal-time commutators of these operators. The correlation func-
tions are then considered as vacuum expectation values of 'time-ordered products1

oi the operators.
Let us discuss a suitable quantization prescription, known as radial quantization

[36] in some detail. We begin with Euclidean 'space' and 'time' coordinates cr1 and
/7°. In Minkowski space the standard light-cone coordinates would be o° ± a1. In
Eucliedean space the analogues are instead the complex coordinates f = a0 + icr1

and £ = <r° — a1. Thus left- respectively right-moving massless fields in Minkowski
space become holomorphic or anti-holomorphic fields in Euclidean space. To avoid
infrared singularities in the correlation functions we compactify the space coordinate
by putting crl — a1 + 2JT, SO that the complex plane becomes a cylinder. Next we
consider the conformal map f —» z = e£ = e'CT +la ' , which maps the cylinder to
the complex plane with coordinate z. The infinite past and future on the cylinder,
<r° = ^foo, are mapped to the points ; = 0, oo on the plane. Equal-time surfaces,
<x° = const., become circles of constant radius on the z—plane and time reversal
<r° —» — a° becomes z —* l/z. In the quantum theory we have to construct the
operators that implement the conformal transformations on the plane. For example,
time translations on the cylinder a0 —> cr° + a correspond to dilatations z —» e°z on
the plane. Thus the dilation operator on the plane serves as a Hamiltonian for the
system, and the Hilbert space is built on surfaces of constant radius.

Let us now continue with the study of the Ward identity (1.1.24), and specialize
to conformal transformations. We recall that in this case : - u ' = f(z) is described
by a meromorphic function. An arbitrary meromorphic function f{z) can always be
written as

£)-^. (1.1.25)

Hence upon substituting e(z) = -^-; and using that di{jzz,) = ^ z ~ w^ ^'h

function in C at w), one finds that

n

^ { A i ( 2 ] , 5i) • • • 6Ai(zi, Zi) • • • An(zn,zn))

= (T(w)A1(zuz1)---An(z,zn)), (1.1.26)

where 6A{ denotes the variation of A{ with respect to the parameter w]_z .
This expression can be used to determine the conformal transformation of the
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field .4,, by integrating (1.1.26) along a contour encircling only the point ;,-, so that

1)---6Ai(zi,=i)---An[=n,zn))

dwt(w)(Al(=uzx)---hAi(zi,zi)---An(zn,zn))I
Jcc,

= I dwt{w){T[w)A,(z^zx)---An{z,zn)), (1.1-27)
Jc\

( w h e r e t(u<) = l / (u> - z,)).
Hence we see that the charge of the associated with a conformal transformation

is given by

^J( T[z)I(z)), (1.1.28)

where we also included the anti-holomorphic part.
Let us next specialize to the primary fields <j>(z, i) which as we recall trans-

form as tensors under conformal transformations. Under an infinitesimal conformal
t ransformation we have

SMw.w) = I —t(z)Tlz)<t>(w,w) = U(w)d + hdt(w)) 6{u\W). (1.1.29)
J 2-KI

We may use this to rewrite the Ward identity as follows. We perform a conformal
transformation in the interior of the region bounded by ;, by means of contour
integration of e(z)T(z). The contour encircling the points u\ is reduced to a sum of
contours C, encircling each of the points w,. Thus one finds for the r.h.s. of (1.1.27)
with 4>i substituted for Ai

•'*»<«'..*.>>. (M.30)

This is the fundamental expression for Ward identity of conformal field theory in
two-dimensions.

We next want to use this identity to describe the consequences of conformal
invariance in terms of an operator formalism, where one considers the fields as local
operators. In this context one would like to express the variation of a field A in terms
of an equal-time commutator with the charge generating that variation: 6A = [Q, A].
For conformal transformations we have identified the charge already above, so that
an infinitesimal variation of a primary field <j> can be formally rewritten as

— 1 T 1 — 1 1 T 1
2ni Uc ' ' J 2iri [fc

(1.1.31)
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This expression is purely formal since we have not explained how to deal with
products of operators and what to do if other fields lie inside the contour. Products
of operators A(z)B(w) in Euclidean space are in the radial quantization scheme only
defined for \z\ ^ \w\. This amounts to defining an ordering of the operators. We
define the radial ordering R in the Euclidean space as

B(w)A(z) i f | * |<M- ( '

The analytic continuation of ordered Euclidean correlation functions then gives the
desired Minkowski functions on the cylinder. In particular the equal-time commu-
tator of an operator A with the spatial integral of an operator B is replaced by a
contour integral over their radially ordered product:

R(A(,r)B( = )) dz, (1.1.33)
eq.time JC\.

where the contour Cw encircles w. As long as the operator B is analytic, the contour
may be deformed arbitrarily. However if the operator is placed into a correlation
function with other operators, the correlation function will become singular when
the position of B coincides with that of another operator. The singularities that
occur when a pair of operators approach each other are -ronveniently encoded in an
operator product expansion (OPE), which is a short distance expansion.

A(z)B(w) ~ £C,(c - w)O.:{w). (1.1.34)

The C\ are c-number coefficient functions (Wilson coefficient), which describe the
singularities and the 0, are a complete set of local operators Because of the absence
of a length scale in a two dimensional conformal field theory, one finds that the
general form of the Wilson coefficient is

d{z - w) = \z- w\-li*+i"-'lo.\ (1.1.35)

The precise form of these coefficients is encoded in the Ward identity. In particular
the singular terms in the OPE of T(z) and a primary field 4> follows from the
requirement that they are consistent with the Ward identity. This leads to the
OPE:

T(z)<j>(w,w) = ^ <f>(w,w) + --^--d^iiv^w) + • • •, (1.1.36)
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where the dots denote regular terms. We emphasize again that only the singular
terms are determined by the variation of <j>, i.e. by conformal in variance. The
regular terms in the OPE correspond to the descendant fields associated with (j>. A
generic descendant field appearing in (1.1.36) denoted by L-n<f>{z,z) can be isolated
by contour integrating the O P E :

fw(w-=)-n+'T(w)^,z), (1.1.37)

where n > 1. We leave it to the reader to show that by conformal invariance
the correlation functions of these descendant fields are determined in terms of the
correlation functions of the primary fields alone. Furthermore, the conformal trans-
formations of the descendant fields are fixed by their OPE with the stress-energy
tensor. The singular terms of in this OPE are also determined by conformal in-
variance, similar as before. The nonsingular terms give rise to new fields which are
called the 'descendants of descendant1 fields. Iterating this procedure gives the full
conformal family [<j>].

To find the conformal transformations of the conformal family it is necessary to
know the OPE of the stress-energy tensor with itself:

T ( z ) T ( w ) = C / 2 + 2 + 1 . d w T ( w ) + ••• (1.1.38)
(z — it))4 (z - w)2 (z — w)

where c is an arbitrary constant and the dots denote again regular terms. The con-
stant c is not fixed by the requirement that T generates conformal transformations,
since these involve only commutators of T with other fields. Note that this c-number
term in the OPE implies that the stress-energy tensor does not transform as a true
tensor under conformal transformations hence it does not correspond to a primary
field. The anti-holomorphic part of T satisfies a similar OPE with another constant
c, while the OPE of T and T does not contain singular terms. Rotational invariance
of the theory requires that c = c.3

The OPE (1.1.38) induces the infinitesimal transformation law of T(z):

6cT(z) = e(z)dT(z) + 2de(z)T(z) + ^e(z). (1.1.39)

The operator T{z)d + 2dT(z) + f^cP is recognized as the so-called Korteweg-de
Vries operator. It will play an important role in chapter three. The infinitesimal
transformation can be integrated to give the transformation under z —• f(z)

T(z) —> (dffT((f(z)) + ±S(f, z) (1.1.40)

3This condition is equivalent to the condition that the theory can be consistently coupled to
two-dimensional gravity, hence to the condition that the gravitational anomalies cancel [4].
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where .S'(/, s) denotes the Schwartzian derivative:

It follows I hat when / is a fractional linear transformation the Schwartzian derivative
vanishes, which thus shows that the stress energy is a quasi-primary field.

It is convenient to reexpress the relations above in terms of the Laurent coeffi-
cients of the stress energy tensor:

n

7(3) = £ V " - 2 I n (1.1.42)
n

1'sing Cauchy's theorem the OPE are rewritten in commutator relations for the Ln:

[Ln,Lm] = (n-m)Lm+n + -^(m3-m)6m+n,0 (1.1.43)

[ I n , l j = (n -m)Im+n + ̂ r{m3 - m)Sm+n_0. (1.1.44)

and all Ln commute with all Ln. We thus conclude that the singular part of the
OPE of the stress energy tensor with itself is equivalent with the infinite dimensional
Lie algebra (1.1.43) (or (1.1.44)) which is called the Virasoro algebra. Observe that
this modification of (1.1.15) is a quantum mechanical effect, which follows from the
singular part in the OPE (1.1.38). Every conformally invariant quantum field theory
determines a representation of this algebra for some value of the central charge c — ~c.

To analyze further the properties of the quantum theory, it is useful to have the
notion of an adjoint A^ of an operator A. It is defined as

A{z,z)* = A{\1
1-)z-uz-2\ (1.1.45)

on the real surface z = z. The powers of z and z are included to give the adjoint of
an operator tensorial properties under the conformal group.

Fields at the origin z = 0 create in the redial quantization scheme asymptotic
'in'-states; asymptotic 'out' states are created at infinity. That is, denoting the
vacuum by |0) one defines

|i4iB) = lim A(z,z)\0). (1.1.46)

To define the out-going states we need the definition at infinity. This can be done
by performing the transformation z —* 1/m, and consider

(Amt\= lim <0|.4inr(«;,*), (1.1-47)
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for some object A'nl. Of course v4mf is related to A by conformal invariance. In fact
using (1.1.47) and the formal definition of the adjoint one finds easily that

(Amt\ = (}\mQA(z, z)|0))f = \A,ny. (1.1.48)

Note that the definition of the adjoint applied to the stress-energy tensor implies

that

This property is useful to characterize the vacuum state |0) in terms of properties
of there Virasoro algebra. Namely, requiring that

r(s)|o) = £ Lmz-m-2\o)
ra6Z

is regular at the origin z = 0, it follows that

Ln\0) = 0 n > - 1 ,

{0\Ln = 0 n < 1. (1.1.50)

The only generators which annihilate both the 'in'-vacuum and the 'out'-vacuum
are the generators L±\, LQ. These generate precisely the SZ.2(R) subalgebra in the
Virasoro algebra. Similar arguments apply to the anti-holomorphic parts. Hence
we find that the full vacuum is indeed 5 i j (C) invariant, in agreement with the
properties by means we introduced a conformal field theory.

We are now in a position to discuss the relation between primary fields and
highest weight states of the Virasoro algebra. Namely, consider the state

|fc) = «(0)|0), (1.1.51)

created by a primary field <j>(z) at the origin. From the OPE of <j> with the stress-
energy tensor one finds that [Ln, cj>(0)} = 0 for n > —1, so that

L0\h) = h\h), Ln\h)=0 n > - l . (1.1.52)

Any state that has this property is a highest weight state, i.e. the 5I/2(R-) invariant
vacuum is highest weight state for the Virasoro algebra. Now recall that time evolu-
tion on the cylinder corresponds to the dilatation operator Lo + Lo on the 2-plane,
which thus serves as the the Hamiltonian. We have defined 'in'- and 'out'-states
by means of their scaling dimensions h and h. These are eigenvalues for the exact
Hamiltonian of the theory and not some asymptotic, effectively free Ilamiltonian.
This is different from the situation in ordinary field theories. Since both states and
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fields carry dimensions we conclude that, assuming that the theory has a finite num-
ber of primary fields, the assignment of highest weight states to primary fields is
unique. The other states in the theory are of the form £_„, . . . L_nk\h), for n,- > —1.
They are called descendant states and correspond to the decendent fields appearing
in the conformal family generated by (p. We already mentioned that the correla-
tion functions of any field in a conformal field theory can be expressed in terms
of correlations functions of the primary fields. We now conclude that the study of
rorrelation functions can be reduced to the study of highest weight representations
of the Virasoro algebra.

1.1.2. T H E CONFORMAL BOOTSTRAP PROGRAM

The observation that correlation functions in a conformal field theory is inti-
mately related to properties of highest weight representations of its symmetry al-
gebra, has lead to the formulation of conformal field theory in a more axiomatic
framework. It is referred to as the conformal bootstrap program, and was first for-
mulated by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov (BPZ) [18]. So far it has been
successful only for the Virasoro algebra. In this subsection we study the princi-
ples underlying this program and some of its consequences. In later subsections we
use this to develop a more abstract mathematical formulation of the classification
problem in general.

The principles underlying the conformal bootstrap program can be summarized
as follows.

1. There exists a unique SL2(H) ® SL2(R) invariant vacuum which is a highest
weight state of the conformal algebra.

2. The three point function satisfies the conformal Ward identity.

3. The operator algebra, defined as the algebra of the operators <f>, is associative.
This condition puts a strong condition on the correlation functions. For exam-
ple it requires that the four point function has a so-called crossing symmetry.

4. The theory is defined on a surface of arbitrary topology, and is manifestly
invariant under the full diffeomorphism group of the surface on which it is
defined. In particular this implies that the theory must be modular invariant.

We will now discuss these principles and some of its consequences in the case the
symmetry algebra is the Virasoro algebra. In this case the conformal families [$,-]
will correspond to highest weight representations of the Virasoro algebra. That is,
the Hilbert space of the theory decomposes as

W = £A*ife.-]®[&] (1-1-53)
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The matrix M,-, must have positive integer coefficients since it counts the multiplic-
ities of the states.

Now consider the expectation value of the commutation relation (1.1.38) for
highest weight states \h) and (h\. Taking m = — n one finds

(h\[Ln, L_n]\h) = (2nh + ^(n* - n)) (h\h). (1.1.54)

Requiring that this result must be positive it follows that the central charge c > 0.
Furthermore, if n = 1, the eigenvalue of Lo is positive and vanishes only if the state
is annihilated by L_\.

To obtain more information about the structure of the representations which
build up the Hilbert space, one considers the two- and three-point correlation func-
tions. By SL2(R) invariance, the two-point correlation function can be normalized j ,
as K

(^•(=,J),^(«;,tiJ))=«y(2-iW)-2 f c-(s-«?)-"•. (1.1.55)

One calls (1.1.56) the operator algebra. The OPE coefficients are defined by the
leading divergencies in

O,(z^)4>J(w,w) = ^Ctjk(z-iV)hk-h'-h'(z-w)^-~h--^(f>k(w,W) + ---. ( 1 . 1 . 5 6 )
it

These coefficients define the structure constants of the operator algebra. They are
symmetric in i,j, k. By taking the limit as any two of the r,'s approach each other in
the three point function {<f>i(pj<f>k), it follows that the coefficients djk coincide with
the constants in the three-point function, i.e. (viz. (1.1.10)

{U^z,)4>](z2,z2)4>k{z^zz)) = Cijk n (sp-*,)~h"(*p-5,r*" (1-1-57)

where hu = hi + h2 — A3.
An important fact is that the coefficients Cijk also determine the OPE coefficients

for the descendant fields. Therefore we conclude that coefficients Ci}k for the primary
fields determine the allowed non-vanishing three-point functions for any of the fields
in the representations [</>,], [<£j] and [<f>k]. Thus we see that the condition of conformal
invariance in two dimensions characterizes a theory by way of the following three
data: 1) the central charge; 2) the conformal weights (hi, ft,); 3) the OPE coefficients
Cljk.

We will now show that these data in combination with a global property of the
operator algebra are in fact enough to reconstruct any correlation function in the
theory. The global property we need is the associativity of the operator algebra. As
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we shall see below, this property implies algebraic equations for the OPE coefficients.
For example the associativity condition leads to two different ways of computing the
four point function. To see this we recall that the four point function

(&(21,ZlMz2,Z2)&(*3,*3Wj(*4,i4)), (1.1.58)

only depends due to SLi invariance on the cross-ration 77 = r u r ^ / ? " ^ ^ . Thus we
may set z\ = 00, z2 = 1 and z4 — 0, so that z3 = TJ. To evaluate the four point func-
tion one writes it as summation over the contributions denoted by !F}

kl(p\rj) Fk](p\fj)
from 'intermediate states', belonging to the conformal family [4>p]. The contribution
from the conformal family [<̂ p] factorizes into a holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
part. The function Ty(p\r]) is called a conformal block. The four-point function can
be expressed in these conformal blocks as

) . (1.1.59)

Using the associativity of the OPE, the same result must follow if we take zx = 00,
z-i — 0, z4 = 1, so that 23 = 1 — 77. Then we find

- rj. 1 - j)}^} Ep/ya^pI ?)^>|
p

s G'^I-T?). (1.1.60)

So we conclude that associativity implies the identity

G&(i?,ij) = G i y ( l - » M - v ) - (1.1.61)

The consequence of the associativity of the four point function leading to this iden-
tity for the conformal blocks, is called the duality property of the four point function.
Graphically this identity corresponds to the so-called crossing symmetry, see figure
1.1. Geometrically the four point-function corresponds to the Riemann sphere minus
four points. Such an object is called a four punctured sphere. The above way of eval-
uating this correlation function geometrically corresponds to a decomposition of the
four punctured sphere into two different three punctured spheres also called 'pants'.
This decomposition can be done in three different ways. The duality property of the
correlation functions now implies that each decomposition gives the same answer.
Intuitively it is clear that any correlation function can be reconstructed from the
data above. This is simply the statement that an JV-punctured sphere can always be
decomposed into pants, corresponding to three point functions. In the next section
this geometrical interpretation of correlation functions plays an important role. We
will there make this property of correlation functions more precise.

t
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Icirc,lr v •-. = Ic.,,c,,,
p \ 1

\

Figure 1.1: The duality of conformal blocks.

We now conclude that knowledge of the conformal blocks leads to a set of non-
linear equations involving the OPE-constants Cijk, the conformal weights (h, h) and
the central charge c. The classification of conformal field theories is closely related
to the classification of the solutions to these equations. In some cases the equations
can be solved explicitly, yielding explicit expressions for the OPE coefficients. This
fact is a consequence of a fundamental property of highest weight representations
of the Virasoro algebra. Namely, it turns out that for certain values of c and h
the Verma module is not irreducible, but contains invariant subspaces generated by
so-called null-vectors. If this is the case the representation is called degenerate. A
null-vector at level N is introduced as a state \\) in some module V^ satisfying

Pol(LB)|x> = 0, n < 0 ,

LO\X) = (h + N)\X), (1.1.62)

where 'Pol' denotes a polynomial in the generators Ln. Such a state is orthogonal to
all other vectors including itself appearing in VCih and also to the other vectors in any
other Verma module. Therefore, if Vc?/, appears in the decomposition of the Hilbert
space H, the submodule generated by the null-vectors will render the theory non-
unitary. Thus one is lead to put the | \) and all its descendants to zero. This gives
rise to a differential equation for the correlation functions involving the primary field
<j>h, where the index h denotes the conformal weight. More precisely, one forms the
quotient of the Verma module Vc,h by the module generated by |x). Thus a smaller,
irreducible, representation arises. The polynomial in the L_n's which previously
created the null-vector now annihilates the highest weight of a new Verma module.

For example, if h satisfies
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then the state

lv) =

is a null-state. Using (1.1.36-37) in combination with (1.1.30) one finds that (1.1.64)
gives a a differential equation for a correlation function involving the primary field
denoted by 4>i{zi, Z2) having conformal weight given by (1.1.63):

3 3?, (*,(*„ f, ),• ••*„(*„, iB)) =2(2A

,=2 (21 ~ Z0 ,=2
7 - I T A ) (<t>i(zuzi),---0n(zn,zn)). (1.1.65)

(For the anti-holomorphic part one finds a similar equation.)
The list of all irreducible representations VCtk has been computed by Kac [75].

They are labelled by pairs of positive integers (n.m). Writing

c = l -24a*

2a0 = Q + + O _ (1.1.66)

Q + Q _ — —1

then the Verma module V^, with

, 1
T ( " a + + " l a - ) (1.1.67)
4

has a null-vector at level nm. Here, a0 and a± are just constants. As a result we find
a differential equation of order nm for the correlation functions involving primary
fields of dimension h = ftm,n, since the null-vector will contain a term proportional
to L™4> which upon using the Ward identity defines a mn-th order differential
operator. If the constants a± satisfy in addition

Q + / Q _ = -q/p (1.1.68)

for p, q positive integers and relatively prime, then the central charge c and the
conformal weight h are given by

c = 1 - 6(p - q)2/pq

) (1.1.69)

1' The theories corresponding to these values have operator algebras which contain
I only a finite number of irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra labelled
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by 0 < n < p, 0 < m < q [18]. If one in addition requires the theory be unitary it
follows that <7 = p + l , p > 2 , leading to the so-called Friedan-Qui-Shenker discrete
series [54].

For these values of c and h the differential equations such as (1.1.65) can be solved
explicitly, yielding an explicit expression for the conformal blocks. Once these are
known, the duality condition (1.1.61) yields a system of algebraic equations which
determine the nonzero OPE coefficients and the conformal weights. It turns out that
for each value of the central charge in the discrete series the solutions to the duality
equation imply that the operator algebra closes with only a finite number of primary
fields. Thus the decomposition of the Hilbert space comprises only a finite number of
irreducible highest weight representations. Such models arc called minimal models.
Imposing the condition of unitarity yields a subset of these minimal models called
the unitary minimal models. The duality equation for the four-point functions thus
yields, at least in principle, a method to determine the OPE coefficients.

The notion of minimal models, which are characterized by Virasoro representa-
tions with c < 1, can be generalized to so-called rational models which have c > 1.
These models have a larger symmetry algebra containing the Virasoro algebra as
a subalgebra and are characterized by the property that they contain only a finite
number of fields primary to this larger algebra. One assumes that such a finiteness
property is a consequence of the presence of degenerate highest weight representa-
tions of the symmetry algebra, similar to the situation for the Virasoro algebra. One
calls such theories rational conformal field theories, since it turns out that they too
have only rational values for the central charge and conformal weights [2]. However,
the analysis for algebras other than the Virasoro algebra is much more complicated.
One needs a more powerful formalism which explains the structure of degenerate
representations in a general context.

Below we explain the first steps of a more powerful approach which yields infor-
mation about the the OPE coefficients without solving the above mentioned differ-
ential equations explicitly. The starting point is to explore the associativity of the
operator algebra in combination with the differential equation for the three-point
function. This does not provide explicit knowledge of the OPE coefficients, but in-
stead gives selection rules for those OPE coefficients which are nonvanishing. This
leads to a complete description of the representation content of the theory without
calculating the precise structure of each of the allowed representations, i.e. without
explicit knowledge of the the conformal blocks. This procedure turns out to be very
efficient in the classification of conformal field theories, and is at the origin of a more
abstract formalism which we shall discuss in later sections.

To describe it we begin with recalling that the OPE coefficients for the primary
fields also determine the coefficients for their descendants. Thus one may consider
the so-called fusion rules of the theory:
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These rules determine which conformal families [<fo.] have their members occurring
in the operator product between any members of the conformal families [4>i\ and
[Oj]. In fact the summation over k on the r.h.s. will be restricted. To see this
we note that for example the three point function {<f>pq[si)cl>TA::2)'t>uv(:^)) is anni-
hilated by the operator I_ 2 - 2 ( h

3
+ 1 .L l 1 . (We have labelled the primary fields

with the integers (p,q) etc., to specify the conformal weights as in (1.1.69).) Using
the operator product for two primary fields and subsequently the associativity of
the operator algebra, one finds selection rules for the values of (/></), (r.s), (ur), and
hence a condition on the summation in (1.1.70). A similar argument applies to
the anti-holomorphic part. The selection rules thus tell us how the combination of
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts should be done in order to find (1.1.70).
In particular for the minimal models one finds that these selection rules may be
expressed as

nun(p,+p2-l, min(Vl+q2—1.
Zm-l-(p,+P2|| 2m+I-(,,+,2H

4>P.,<M x <i>P2.<,2 = Y, Y. < w - (1.1.71)

If one denotes p, = 2j; + 1, q, = 2j[ -f 1 then these rules resemble the familiar .s'(r
2

branching rules for the tensor product of representations with of spin ji. i = 1.2.3.
and similarly for the representations with spin j[. However, the branching rules are
not quite those of SU2 because of the upper restriction on the summation. It turns
out that they are the branching rules for the affine Kac-moody algebra of SUj at
level k = m — 2 for the Ps and k = m — 1 for the q's respectively. We will come
back to this truncation in chapter three.

More generally one writes the fusion rules as

A x <?, = _ Nfa (1.1-72)
k

where the <f>{ denote a set of primary fields. The algebra (1.1.72) is called the fusion
algebra. Together with the anti-holomorphic part it gives the fusion rules (1.1.70).
In principle one may consider (1.1.72) for larger symmetry algebras which contain
the Virasoro algebra. Then the fields <j> are primary with respect to this larger
algebra.

The integers TV*- can be interpreted as the number of independent 'fusion paths'
from cj>i and (j>j to <£*.. They are automatically symmetric in i, j , k. (The index k has a
different status: in principle one should allow for fields that are not self-conjugated.)
One concludes that the coefficients TV* can be identified as the branching coefficient
occurring in the Clebsch-Gordan series of the symmetry algebra. Hence the fusion

vjj algebra corresponds to what is called in mathematics the representation ring of the
.] | symmetry algebra. Such an object summarizes the properties of the representations

of the algebra.
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Since the number Ar,* is finite for the minimal models, summations over them
are well defined. Using matrix notation N, = (A',)* then the associativity of the
operator algebra implies a quadratic relation

N,N, = N,Ni, or JV,-ty = £jV*JVt, (1.1.73)

showing that the matrices (A',) form a commutative associative matrix representa-
tion of the fusion algebra. They can simultaneously diagonalized, and their eigen-
values A; form one-dimensional representations of the fusion rules.

It seems that the fusion algebra is useful for characterizing a conformal field
theory in terms of the allowed representations of its symmetry algebra.4

There are several arguments which are in favour of this approach. For example
the fourth principle of the BPZ axioms listed in the beginning of this subsection
has a natural interpretation in terms of the fusion algebra. In combination with the
requirement of duality of the correlation functions it implies that on higher genus
Riemann surfaces the correlation function should be

1. a single-valued real analytic function of the 2,'s and the moduli of the Riemann
surface,

2. independent of the order of the fields (f>{

3. independent of the decomposition of the Riemann surface into thrice-punctured
spheres. (Compare with the geometrical interpretation of the duality relation
given above).

The condition of modular invariance puts already strong restrictions on the fusion
rules on genus-one surface, i.e. on a torus. In this case the modular invariance of
the theory is conveniently expressed in terms of the partition function Z(q,q) of the
theory, with q = e2mT, given by

Z(q,q) = TTqL°-fiqZo-*, (1-1-74)

where the trace is over the full Hilbert space. The number -c/24 is the ground state
energy of the conformal fieldjheory. Its appearance is explained by the fact that the
Virasoro generators Lo and Lo, as we saw earlier, are normalized for the coordinate
z = e2lnw on the cylinder. Restricting to the minimal models for the moment, this

4Observe that the fusion algebra bears some resemblance with algebras that occur in the theory
of finite groups, such as for the multiplication of conjugacy classes or for the branching rules for
the representations. In chapter four we will come back to this 'surprising' relation between rational
conformal field theories and finite group theory.
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may he combined with the decomposition of the Ililbert space (1.1.53) leading to
the following expression for the partition function

) = E\,(?).V i j\,ffl (1.1-75)

where \,(</) = Tr^jr/10 2< are the genus-one irreducible characters of the Virasoro
algebra graded by their Lo eigenvalue. The matrix Mt] consists, by conformal in-
variance and unitarity, only of non-negative integers. For the minimal models the
modular invariance of (1.1.78) has lead to a complete classification of the matrices
A',j. hence to a complete classification of all unitary c < 1 conformal field theories
[25.fi 1,78].

For general symmetry algebras larger than the Virasoro algebra, this analysis is
much more complicated, and has not been successful so far. It seems that one should
explore the fusion algebra in this more general situation. A first step in this approach
was made in [125], where it was shown that the fusion rules are diagonalized by the
matrix S representing the modular transformation r —> — 1/T on the characters
\ ,(r) of the representations of the algebra appearing in the theory.

1.2. Axiomatic Conformal Field Theory

In this section we will introduce an abstract geometrical formulation of two-
dimensional conformal field theory, which we will study in detail in the next chapters.
Our approach is based on the formulation proposed by Segal [114], and studied also
by Gawedzki and Vafa [57,122]. (We will follow the presentation given in [57].) It
establishes a mathematical formulation of an operator formalism for two dimensional
quantum field theory, which can be regarded as a starting point for defining such a
theory.

From a physical point of view an operator formalism is used to describe the
local aspects of the theory, by way of operator product expansions. As we saw, the
singular parts of these are determined by conformal invariance. In turn, knowledge
of the OPE coefficients, determine the correlation functions of the primary fields
and hence of all fields. In this way an effective description of the theory is obtained
without knowing the action functional. This is clearly an advantage, since in most
cases the action is not known. The crux of an operator formalism for conformal field
theories is the assignment of some Hilbert space of states to Riemann surfaces built
out of "pants" or "trinions". The idea is as follows. Consider

1. a Hilbert space H and

2. an operator A(S)': ti -* H, called an amplitude for each Riemann surface £
whose boundary consists of two circles So and Si, see figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: A Riemann Surface with boundaries.

The Riemann surface X! figures as a two-dimensional Euclidean space-time, interpo-
lating between two one-dimensional 'spaces' So and 5]. The Hilbert space therefore,
is considered as the space of wave functions defined on a 'space of fields' which are
functions on the circle. The amplitude A can be considered as an evolution oper-
ator which can be expressed in terms of a functional integral as follows. Consider
a compact oriented Riemann surface S of arbitrary topology with a boundary 5E,
consisting of disconnected components parametrized by real analytic maps

Pi : S1 —» (9S),

where Sl denotes the unit circle. Denote by p^ the parametrization with opposite
orientation. If there exists an action functional we may formally express the operator
A in terms of a path-integral as

exp(-SE)

where S% denotes a local conformally invariant action functional. The integral is
over all fields <f> : S —+ M whose boundary values on the 'in-comming' circles and
the 'outgoing' circles are <f>in and (j>out, defined by <j> o p; = 0in, and <f> ° Pi = <i>ont-
The measure <f/x is defined on the space M sometimes called the 'target space' of the
theory. The Hilbert space corresponds to the space of functions on the loop space
LM of M. To obtain a complete description of the theory one needs to know all the
matrix elements (1.2.1) for different surfaces.

Let us illustrate the general idea and consider the example defined by the action

(1.2.2)

The solutions of the field equations for (j> can be expressed into a sum of the holomor-
phic and anti-holomorphic parts (j>(z) and <f>{z). Such a decomposition is not unique
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since we may add to the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts arbitrary constants
without spoiling the conformai invariance. This implies that the Hilbert space of the
theory will not factorize in terms of a holomorphic piece and an anti-holomorphic
piece. To investigate the structure of 7i we apply the radial quantization procedure
introduced in the previous section. Using the reality condition ((j>(z)Y = <j>(l/z),
one may expand the holomorphic part (j>(z) as

4>{z) = q - iP\ogz + i £ - ^ ( a n z n - «*z»). (1.2.3)
n>0 V "

Upon imposing the canonical equal-time commutation relation for 4>{z) and dz(j>(z)
one then finds the equal-time commutation relations for the modes:

fo
[aB,ajJ = 6mn. (1.2.4)

We distinguished between the zero modes q and p which satisfy the same com-
mutation as the coordinate and momentum operators of a point particle, and the
harmonic oscillators with frequencies uin = n. Next we recall from the previous
section that in this framework the Hamiltonian corresponds to dilatations z —+ As,
generated by the Virasoro generator LQ. It takes the form

io = | P
2 + En>o«4«n- (1-2.5)

Using the creation and annihilation operators an and a* one constructs Fdck spaces
Ta labelled by the momentum a and formed as the span of states

( L 2 - 6 )

where |0) denotes the vacuum state annihilated by all the operators an and the
momentum p. The complete Hilbert space is thus recovered by combining Ta with
its anti-holomorphic counter part:

(1-2.7)

In general the values for a and a are unrestricted. However, we will be interested
in the case where tj> is defined on a circle of fixed radius R. A little argument shows
then that the momenta a and a will be quantized in units of ft"1 and will be defined
only modulo R. If R2 is a rational number this means that there are only finitely
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many possibilities for a and a, hence we expect that the sum in (1.2.7) is finite. If H
splits up in this way it is natural to ask whether the evolution operator A associated
to S has a similar decomposition:

It. turns out that this is in general not possible. Instead, one finds that for each
surface S and finitely many values for a and a there are natural finite dimensional
vector spaces of V((S;a,/?) and there conjugated spaces V((E; aa, ftp), which are
formed by operators Ta —> Ta respectively operators Ts —> .Fj, such that the
operator A is reconstructed as

AG 0 V'( (S;Q, /*)©F((S;Q,£) . (1.2.9)

Furthermore, the spaces V are required to obey a certain 'composition law1

V(E' ; /J ,7)oV(S;o,0)C V'(SUS';o,7) , (1.2.10)

where the surface S U S' is obtained by sewing the surfaces E and S' together
along their boundary circles. A similar statement holds for the anti-holomorphic
part. This shows that the real conformal field theory can be reconstructed out of its
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts. This is in fact a property of all conformal
field theories. To describe this property in more detail a precise meaning to the
spaces V attached to the Riemann surface £ is required.

Let us take a more general point of view and study the properties of these vector
spaces V and the way they build up a conformal field theory. The spaces V will
be closely related to the representations of the symmetry algebra which contains
by assumption the Virasoro algebra. This implies that the Hilbert space H may in
general be decomposed as

W = X>«]®[te] (1.2.11)
a,a

where [<j>a] respectively [<fe] are (not necessarily irreducible) representations of the
Virasoro algebra Vir, respectively Vir.

In view of the principles presented in the previous section we assume the existence
of a unique vacuum which appears in the representation labelled by [<j>0]. We shall
discuss the action of the operator A on a so-called integrated unitary representation
of the symmetry algebra containing the vacuum. To do so we will first discuss the
situation for the Virasoro algebra, that is we will consider the unitary representations
of the simple Lie group DiffS1, with Lie algebra VectS1 of smooth vector fields on
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the circle S1. In fact we will be interested in projective representations of this group
and its algebra. Therefore we recall the universal central extension of Vect^S1

which denotes the complexification of the algebra VectS1. The algebra VectS1 has
a central extension by R given as VectS1 © R Z (where Z denotes the center) with
the bracket

= 0. (1.2.12)

We use ,r as a coordinate on the circle. In the sequel we will denote by .Y a general
element of VectS1, which can be parametrized as A' = / ^ r -

Putting Ln = ie"11^ we recover the Virasoro algebra as the algebra of complex
polynomial vector fields on S1:

Vir = (&neZCLn) ® CZ = Vectc.?1 O C. (1.2.13)

We will introduce the following subalgebras of Vir.

T = CZeCL0

N+ = ® n>,CL n (1-2.14)

B+ = T(&N+. (1.2.15)

For convenience we recall the definitions of unitary, and highest weight representa-
tions:

Def in i t ion 1.2.1 A representation (TT, V) of Vir in a complex vector space V is
called unitary if there exists a positive scalar product {,) on V such that

(ir(Ln)v,w) = (ii,7r(L_n)to)

The representation (x, V) is called a highest weight representation if there exists a
(»o € V and c, h £ C such that

•K(N+)V0 = 0

ir(iZ)v0 = cv0

ir(L0)v0 = hv0

jr(W(Vir)H = V,

where U(Vir) is the universal enveloping algebra of Vir. This last condition simply
says that v0 generates the Vir-module.
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In a highest weight representation n{iZ) acts on the whole vector space V by mul-
tiplication by c called the central charge. The vector v0 is called a highest weight
vector of the representation. The pair (c, h) is called the highest weight. An example
of a highest weight module is a so-called Verma module which we already introduced
in ir. the previous section. We will now give a more precise definition. Consider a
one-dimensional representation of B+ in C with iZ and Lo acting by multiplication
by c and h respectively. Let N+ act trivially on this representation.

Definition 1.2.2 The Verma module VCij, is a highest weight module given by

Vc,h=U(Vir) (g) C,

with the left action ir of Vir. The highest weight vector is denoted by v0. (A basis

°f Vc h
 !S given by

*(£_„,)"'•••7r(Lp_'n>0,

with 1 < ni < ••• < Nj, and P i , - - p / > 0, where the index i runs over a finite

index set i = 1, • • • , I.)

For (c, h) real and positive there exists a unique Hermitean form such that (w0,
t»o) = 1. However, the form may be degenerate. Denoting by Null the invariant
subspace of all vectors in the Verma module orthogonal to themselves and to all
other vectors, we form the irreducible quotient

Wc,h = Vc,h/Null. (1.2.16)

The pair (TC,AI Wc.h) is a n irreducible highest weight representation. As we men-
tioned in the previous section such representations can be made unitary if c >
1, h > 0, and for 0 < c < 1 if and only if

c = 1 —
m(m+ 1)

((m + l)p — mq)
pq 4m(m + 1)

where m = 2,3, • • • and 1 < p < m — 1, 1 < g < p.
Relevant for us is the fact that the representations (irCth), Wc,h

 c a n be "exponen-
tiated" . This is nontrivial since there exists no complexification of the group DiffS*
[66]. To circumvent this problem we cite the following

Theorem 1.2.1[66] There exists a projective unitary representation of DiffS1, de-
t.# noted by (Uc,h, Wc,h) such that for X e VectS1

= Uc,h(e
x), (1.2.18)
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and for X € Vectc Sl and D £ DiffS1 7rCij, transforms as

Uc,h(D)wc,h(X) = (irc,h(D.X) + ca(X,D))Uc,h(D), (1.2.19)

where a is some function on Vectc S1 ® DiffS*, and D,X denotes the pull-back of
X by D.

The theorem may be extended to the class of representations of the form qwc
with q = e2l"T and r in the complex upper half plane.5 We will use these rep-
resentations as a starting point for constructing the amplitudes mentioned in the
beginning of this section. For this we need the inclusion of diffeomorphisms in the
representation ((/c,/n WC,A) which change the orientation of 5 ' . These are provided
by an involution P acting as:

Pvo = vo, P7rc,h(X)P = wc,h(X
v), (1-2.20)

where A'v denotes the image of A' under e'x —> e~'x. Now consider the annulus
y,q = {\q\ < \z\ < 1} with the boundary loops parametrized by S1 via

P2(e'1) = D2(e
ix), (1.2.21)

where Di,D2 are two real analytic elements of DiffS1. This defines the involution
P uniquely. With these definitions we now define the amplitude Ac,h(S,,p,) as

Ac,_(£,,Pi) = const. UCill(D-1)q^->'^Wc,h(Dl). (1.2.22)

Applying the theorem one finds that the amplitude acts on representations as

Ac,h(S,,P,)Tc,/l(p;-V) = (irc,h(P'2X) + ca(X,£,;p,)) Ac,fc(E,,Pl), (1.2.23)

where we the notation p'(X) means

\ d
f

and a in (1.2.23) is a function satisfying

'Strictly speaking, one should consider the closure of 7rc/,(A') in the Hilbert space completion
| of Wch. The representation 9

T=.»(i») is then a so-called contraction semigroup mapping IV into
* itself. Since this is only a technical point we will not make the distinction between Ttcj, and its

closure.
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The presence of the function a suggests that the amplitude Ac,/, may be considered as
a complex projective representation of some 'generalization' of DiffS1. To make this
more precise we first have to define the amplitude for more general Riemann surfaces.
We may use (1.2.22) to define the amplitude for a Riemann surface E of annular
topology with boundary dE = Uf=l(dY,)t, where (dE), are the connected components
of r)E, (see fig.2.1). For each of these two connected components introduce a real
analytic parametrization

Introduce also a metric g on the Riemann surface compatible with the complex struc-
ture ( i.e. g — gz-=d:dz locally) and which is trivial around the boundary, meaning
that p'g — \:\~2dzdz under analytic continuation of p't to a neighbourhood of the
circle |c| = 1. Furthermore, it is necessary to distinguish between reparametriza-
tions which preserve the orientation of the boundary component and ones which do
not. If we take (E,/>J) with p\ preserving the orientation, and p'2 reversing it, then
(E,/)J) is conformally equivalent with the annulus introduced before. We may now
introduce the generalization A^/jfE.p') of the amplitude defined in (1.2.22) as

Ac.h(S,p;.) = Ac.fc(S,,P,-). (1.2.24)

As was shown by Segal [114] the set £ of pairs (E,p,) forms a so-called semigroup
with the product defined as the glueing of two surfaces by identifying the boundary
components of opposite orientations, according to their parametrizations. An im-
portant result is that this semigroup replaces the non-existing complexification of
DiffS*. In this respect we quote the following result.

Theorem 1.2.2(114] The pair(ACtil,WCtil) is a projective representation of the semi-
group £.

As Segal puts it, one should consider the semigroup £ in relation with DiffS1 in the
same way as the unitary group UN in relation with the contraction semigroup

GL<*(C) = {x e GLN(C)\\\X\\ < \},

which is contained in its complexification. Like GL^,l(C) the semigroup £ is a
bounded complex domain, and DiffS1 forms part of the boundary of £. In fact, as
we will see below, this extends to the central extension of DiffS*: one can define
a central extension of £ as we will discuss below, which at the boundary defines a
central extension of DiffS1. In this way elements of £ generalize a central extension
of DiffS1.

The theorem (1.2.2) on the operators ACIA is the key point in the definition of
a real two dimensional conformal field theory which we will now present. Denote
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by I! an arbitrary genus Riemann surface with connected boundary components
OY, = U,(dE);) (provided with parametrizations), which has a metric g compatible
with the complex structure and trivial around the boundary, as explained above.
Denote by I± the index sets labelling the positive, (i.e. orientation preserving),
respectively negative (i.e. orientation reversing) parametrizations p, of the boundary
components. Furthermore, introduce a collective variable $ denoting the primary
fields of the theory, which we will consider as maps $ : E —> M for M a finite
dimensional vector space. Associated with $ we consider the Hilbert space "W formed
by functional of $ which are defined on S1. The Hilbert space corresponds to
a direct sum of representations Vc_h (not necessarily irreducible representations of
Vir), on which we introduce an involution P on H acting on a functional F as

Definition 1.2.3 .4 real conformal field theory is an assignment

where
A(S,p,-,s) : ®,€i_H —> ©,e/+W

an operators of trace-class which satisfy the following conditions:

1. Multiplicativity. If T, decomposes into disconnected components, i.e. (S,p,,p) =
UN(2N,P?,9N) then

A(E,p,,5)oc(g)A(EJ\pf\5
A'),

N

where the proportionality is given by a complex constant.

2. General covariance. If D : S t —> E2, 6 is a conformal diffeomorphism and
P2,i = <5 o Pi,i, 6"g2 = Si, then

3. CPT invariance. Ifpf(e'x) = p,(e- r) , then

where E denotes the Riemann surface with the conjugated complex structure
o/E.

4- Unitarity. If E' is obtained from E by identification of the boundary loops
i\ G /_ and i2 £ /+ by the composition p,2 op"1 , as depicted in fig. 1.3, then

where the trace is taken over the mappings associated with the factors in Ti.
corresponding to the states labelled by z'i and i2.
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Figure 1.3: Glueing of Riemann surfaces.

5. Conforma! invariance. If o~ denotes the conformal factor of the metric g, i.e.
a real valued smooth function vanishing in a neighbourhood of dT, then

where Ra denotes the imaginary part of the curvature of the metric g, normal-
ized such that / j ; = 27ri(2p —2 + | / | ) , where p denotes the genus of the surface,
and \I the number of boundary components.

As is shown in [114,57] these axioms imply a projective DiffS'-action on the Hilbert
space H which can be described as follows. Let S, be the annulus of above, with
boundary loops parametrized by po,i(e'x) = qe'T and po,2(elx) = elx. The metric on
S, is given by g0 = \z\~2dzdz, and let X be a holomoiphic vector field on E,. Then
we have the following representation of the Virasoro algebra:

J\«\<
(1.2.25)

where Vs denotes the holomorphic part of the Lie-derivative of the metric g. Sim-
ilarly one may define an anti-holomorphic representation by replacing x by its
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anti-holomorphic counterpart, and the taking the anti-holomorphic part of the Lie-
derivalive. This shows that at the boundary off we have a projective representation
of DiffS1, as we already mentioned above.

Let us now rephrase the properties of a conformal field theory we listed in section
1.1.2 in this geometrical formalism. In particular we will show explicitly how to
compute the amplitude for the annulus, from the Hamiltonian Lo + Lo — c/12 and
the spin Lo — LQ, Consider the cylinder

CT = {z E C| 0 < Imz < 27rlmr} /(2TTZ),

with boundary parametrizations

Pi(s) = i log;, p2(z) = i logZ + 2T

and with the metric g0 = dz dz. By applying the map z >—> qe~12, with q = e2l"z one
maps the cylinder on to the annulus

with parametrizations
pi{z) = qz, p2{z) = z

and metric g0 = r^ndzdz. The amplitude for the cylinder may now be computed

with the aid of (1.2.22) as

A(CT,Vi,g0) = e-
2lr(lmT)Lo+Io-c/12e2ir.(Rer)to-to _ ^L0-c/2\-L0-c/24 (1.2.26)

The amplitudes for annuli are obtained using the operators Ln. Namely, for the
annulus S z o , n contained between Pi[Sx), P\(z) = zq(l + nz0z~7'q~ny^n, P2(z) = z
the corresponding amplitude reads

A(^q,n,p,,g) = const, e ^ - ^ e * 1 - ^ . (1.2.27)

We may now immediately obtain the amplitudes for a complex torus TT =
C/(27rZ + 2TTTZ) with metric g0 = dzdz. This amplitude is called the toroidal
partition function

Z(q,q)=TT7iA{CT,p,,g0) = (qqrc/24TTnqL°qLo- (1-2-28)

It follows trivially from property (4) of definition (1.2.3) that this function is modular
invariant, i.e. it is invariant under 5I2(Z), since two tori TT and TT< are related by
a conformal diffeomorphism, which multiplies the metric and leaves the partition
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function invariant. It simply expresses the fact that depends only on the complex
structure of the torus obtained by glueing the boundary loops of £, .

The above description applies to Riemann surfaces which have the topology of
the standard annuli or are isomorphic to tori. In order to generalize the description
to arbitrary Riemann surfaces we first need a generalization to general annuli. These
are described in terms of a disc A = {z\ \z\ < 1} with parametrization denoted by
po(e'x) = e'x of its boundary. Then one introduces the amplitude for the disc as

A(A,po,<7) = const, v? ® vco°, (1.2.29)

where i>o'° is the highest weight in the irreducible module Wc<0 of Vir. The constant
is fixed by the glueing with S,. The amplitude for the sphere P1 is obtained by
glueing two discs. One may now generalize formally to arbitrary Riemann surfaces
by considering such a surface as obtained from identification of the boundary com-
ponents which arise after removing a number of discs from the sphere P1 . That is
we consider

X(zi,qi) = P1 - U, {z\ \z - zt\ < qi] , (1.2.30)

and identify the boundary components afterwards. (We introduced local coordinates
Zi and qi defining the parametrizations pOji(e'x) = Z{ + <7,e'r of the discs.) Now,
introduce a metric g on P1 which is trivial around the boundaries and denote by
gi the induced metrics on P1 which are obtained by the pull-backs of g under the
mappings 2 H ;,- + qiZ, resp z >-v q{z~l for \z\ < 1 respectively \z\ > 1. Fix in
the Hilbert space H some highest weight vectors t>,-. Then using the amplitude A
defined for the discs, we may define the correlation function (</>i • • • 4>n) with n < I
as

It is easily verified that this definition does not depend on </, or on the metric g.
One may consider this expression as the amplitude for (S(?,,(7;),p0,,) evaluated at
the vector ®;t;;.

We now proceed with determining the consequences of the properties listed in def-
inition (1.2.3) on the correlation functions. This should be considered in parallel with
the discussion given in section (1.1.2). Let us begin with showing that knowledge of
the correlation functions (1.2.31) and of the amplitude for the E = P 1 allows us to
find the amplitude X(T.{zi,qi),p0Ug). Namely, we may evaluate A(E(zi,qi),pOi,g)
on some vectors ®u>, obtained by acting with flc, *"(-̂ <>j) lift *(X/3,) on the highest
weight vectors u,-. The vectors u>; form a dense subspace in the Hilbert space, hence
it determines the amplitude A(S(z,,g,),pOl,0) on the whole of H and consequently
of A(S(2i,9i),p,,5) for arbitrary parametrizations. Then by applying the glueing
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prescription (property (2) of definition (1.2.3)) one finds all other ampli tudes. In
fact the same argument shows tha t knowledge of the three-point function is enough,
since upon applying the glueing prescription, one can obtain any ampl i tude from
the ampl i tude for a 'pant ' , i.e. for P 1 — {3 discs} . Now, by property (4) it follow-
that three-point function is invariant under the 5Z/2(Z), which indeed implies tha t it
is fixed by an element in the three-fold tensor product of the highest weight spaces,
i.e. by the three-point coupling V^ introduced in (1.1.71).

Now we turn to the four-point function. The duality property of the four-point
function leads to a set of algebraic equations on the O P E coefficients defined by
the three-point functions (c.f. (1.1.59-61)). In principle this effect of higher order
correlation functions on the O P E coefficients, could render the definition (1.2.3)
inconsistent. We argued in the previous section tha t this is actually not the case
when there are null-vectors present. In that case the requirement that these vectors
should decouple amounts to differential equations for correlation functions which
can be solved upon exploring the duality property of these correlation functions. In
turn this gives non-trivial solutions for the OPE coefficients.

Thus we would like to have a geometrical formulation in which it is clear that
the definition (1.2.3) is self-consistent. Let us remind the reader tha t the duality
property of correlation functions is closely related to the modular properties of the
theory (see text below 1.1.73). For example, the modular invariance of the part i t ion
function on the torus was necessary to ensure that it is independent of the way the
torus was obtained from glueing the boundary components of E , . This suggests
that one should consider correlation functions in terms of the geometry of complex
vector bundles on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. We will now show tha t
such a formulation in which the definition (1.2.3) fits in naturally, can be given for
the minimal models associated with the Virasoro algebra.

T h e key point in studying the consistency problem is the prescription how to
construct a real conformal field theory out of its holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
'square root1 The idea is to consider the Hilbert space of a holomorphic conformal
field theory as a the space of holomorphic sections of some complex vector bundle
over the moduli space of stable Riemann surfaces. T h e anti-holomorphic theory is
provided by the space of anti-holomorphic sections. T h e real theory is then specified
by way of a metric on this bundle.

It is necessary to require tha t the bundle is (projectively) flat. The flatness con-
dition then allows one to interpret the differential equations on correlation functions
in terms of a connection of the metric on this bundle. T h e correlation functions are
then described by the holonomy of the curvature of this connection. The consistency
of the correlation functions is the requirement that the metric depends smoothly on
the moduli of the Riemann surface.

u Let us discuss this program a bit more in detail . T h e formulation in which a
~̂ t real conformal field theory is constructed out of a holomorphic theory, requires the

•'•' { introduction of what is called a modular geometry, which was first introduced in
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the context of conformal field theory by Friedan and Shenker [55]. To describe this
formalism we assume that in the Hilbert space decomposition (1.2.11) there appear
only finitely many irreducible representations [<£„]. The first step is to introduce a
modular functor V.

Definition 1.2.4 Let us denote by J the finite index set which labels the representa-
tions [0a\. Let there be given a distinguished clement Qo and an involution a >—> av,
r> € J such that QQ = a0. Introduce a finite dimensional vector space V((E,p,),a,)
with Qj £ J and S and p, as above. We call V a modular functor if it satisfies the
following conditions.

1. Identity.
V'(U,po),Q) = «0,00C,

where A w the disc A = {:] |c| < 1}.

i>. Multiplicativey. If (S,p,,o,) = U,v V ' (S w ,p£ ,«£) then

(One has the freedom to multiply the r.h.s. with an arbitrary complex con-
stant.)

3. Genera! covariance. If 6 is a conformal difjeomorphism 6 : (E],p]) —>
(Sj.p?) then

4- Unitarity. If E' is obtained from S from glueing together the boundary loops
i\ and i? then

5. CPT invariance.

6. Holomorphicity. Vr((S,pi),Qj) depends holomorphically on the pair (S,p,),
that is, it arises from a holomorphic vector bundle V over the moduli space of

It follows that the modular functor V provides a projective holomorphic represen-
tation of the semigroup £, i.e. a modular functor has a central charge. In this way

c ."t it generalizes the central extension of DiffS1. With this definition of the modular
/* I functor we can define a holomorphic conformal field theory as follows.
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Definition 1.2.5 Consider a set of Hilbert spaces Ha which form representations
of the Virasoro algebra. We assume that the index a runs in the finite set J.
Furthermore, let P denote an involution: P : Ha —• Hav. Then a holomorphic
conformal field theory is defined by associating with each triple (S,p,, a,) the trace-
class operators, i.e. the amplitudes

A(£,p,,a,) : 0,e/_//Q, —> (®,<=/+Wo,) 0 V(£,p;,a.-)

which depend holomorphically on (£,p,) and satisfy, mutatis mutandis, the condi-
tions (l)-(4) of definition (1.2.3).

The final step is to reconstruct from a holomorphic theory the real rational conformal
field theory. This is done by introducing a metric on the modular functor l \ That is,
we require that there exists a non-degenerate Hermitean form <, >v on V(E,p,-) =
>Iinj'l

/((S,p,),Qj) which depends snoothly on the pair (E,p,) if g does, i.e. it depends
smoothly on the moduli of (S,p;) such that the properties of V as listed above are
preserved. Assuming that such a metric exists, (see below), we can reconstruct
the full conformal field theory out of its holomorphic fragments by combining the
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic amplitudes using this metric:

l-,oi) > . (1.2.32)

The dependence of A on the conformal factor as given in point (5) of definition
(1.2.3) should follow from the curvature of the metric on the vector bundle V.

Let us conclude this section with a few remarks concerning the practical use
of this formalism. The simplest nontrivial example of a modular functor in which
the metric can be computed explicitly are given by determinant line bundles. These
figure in bosonic string theory, considered as a real conformal field theory with c = 26
in which only the identity operator (corresponding to the trivial representation)
occurs. Thus the finite set J consists of precisely one element Q0. Each (S,p,)
determines a Riemann surface of genus p obtained after glueing copies if the unit
disc (D,pi) along the boundary loops of E parametrized by p; or its conjugate pf.
The modular functors are then given by

(1.2.33)

where //°(£,fi) denotes the (finite dimensional) vector space of holomorphic one-
forms on E. The modular functor \\ will be shown to have central charge c — 1.
The glueing isomorphism is given by the so-called h'richever construction. This
construction was first introduced in the formulation of an operator formalism for
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string theory in [123,6]. We will discuss this formalism from a more algebraic geo-
metrical point of view in the chapter 2. The metric mentioned above is in this case
known as the Quillen-metric of which the curvature can be computed by virtue of
the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula in the formulation of Bismut and Freed
[21]. We shall derive an explicit formula for the Quillen metric and of its curvature.

1.3. The Emergence of a Hopf Algebra

Let us now discuss the problem of classifying conformal field theories, using the
functorial description of the Hilbert space of the previous section. We will show
in this section that one may consider the functions on the spaces V introd'iced
in definition 1.2.4 as elements of a Hopf algebra which is an algebra that has in
addition to the usual multiplication law admits a co-multiplication law. As we will
argue below, this fact leads to a formulation of the classification problem in terms
of so-called quantum groups. The idea of formulating the classifiaction problem of
conformal field theories in terms of quantum groups will be discussed in more detail
in chapter three and four. In the present section, we will outline the general structure
we have in mind, of which various aspects will be discussed in later chapters.

We will proceed as follows. In the previous section we showed that the classi-
fication of rational conformal field theories corresponds to classifying the allowed
metrics on the space of holomorphic sections of the vector bundles V, arising as
a 'functor' acting on (the category of) Riemann surfaces (with cobordism maps as
morphisms). We will now show that the study of these metrics amounts to study-
ing the algebra of functions on the conjugacy classes of the linear representations
of the fundamental group Ti(£) of a Riemann surface S. We will see that this
algebra has the structure of a Poisson algebra. Subsequently, we will implement a
co-multiplication law which turns this Poisson algebra into a Poisson-Hopf algebra.
In this way we will find that the classification mentioned above is described in terms
of certain deformations of the representations of this Hopf algebra.

An important property of the metric defined by the Hermitean form <, > on
the bundles of the modular functors V introduced in the previous section, is that
they are flat for genus 1 and projectively flat for higher genus [68]. The bundle
is topologically trivial, but not holomorphically. The flat connection corresponding
to the metric on V is locally trivial, and is thus globally determined by a smooth,
linear (projective) representation of the fundamental group 7Ti(£) of the Riemann
surface, which arises as the holonomy of the flat connection. We will be interested
in linear smooth representations of the fundamental group, which are of the form

p:ir,(E)^G (1.3.1)

where G denotes a simple group in which the connection takes it values. We will
specify it shortly. Such representations are also called tnonodromy representations.
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The fundamental group 7Ti(E) is a group with 2p generators Ax, flj, • • •, Av, Bp

satisfying the single relation

f B i ] = l (1.3.2)

whore [A. B] is the commutator ABA lB ' . It follows that for genus p > 1, ^ ( H )
has a natural central extension

1 —» Z —» Fp —» jr,(S) —- 1 (1.3.3)

where Tp is generated by Au Bu • • •, Ap, Bp and a central element J satisfying

fn^i, a,-]=./. (1.3.4)

We extend this center to R at'.fi denote by Fp the corresponding group obtained
from Fp. That is we have

1 — R — > T « — n , ( S ) — 1 (1.3.5)

On dividing F^ by Z, instead of R, one finds that the group Fp1 becomes a direct
product

Now, given a (projective) linear representation of F^ in G one obtains a connection
of which the curvature is denoted by i). In particular we have the following

Theorem 1.3.1 The flat connections on the the bundles of the modular functors
\ V(I!,pj) of the metrics introduced above are classified by the conjugacy classes of

projective linear representations O/TTI(E) —» G.

One may compare this with theorem 6.7 in [H][p. 560], where c more general case
t is proved, therefore we omit the proof here.

An important property of the moduli space of flat vector bundles over a compact
Riemann surface of given genus, is that it admits a Kahler structure. This structure

' arises the imaginary part of the Hermitean metric discussed above. A remarkable
, property of this Kahler structure is that it only depends on the topology of the
i Riemann surface underlying these flat vector bundles. Thus, we are interested in
|) studying the space of conjugacy classes of the set of monodromy representations
f' (1.3.1), which is provided by the homomorphisms Hom(iri(E), G). On this set the
1 group G acts by composition of representations with the inner automorphisms of G.
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It is natural to consider the space of functions VG = Fun(SG), as the Hilbert space
associated with the modular functor V, where SG is the space

SG = Hom(7r1(E),G)/G. (1.3.7)

We attached a label G to the space V, to label the group used in (1.3.1). In [64]
Goldman shows that this space admits a natural symplectic structure corresponding
in the case of G ~ PSL2(K) with the Weil-Petersson Kahler form on the moduli
space of line bundles on Riemann surfaces. In the more general case, where G is
a simple Lie group, this construction leads to a Kahler structure on the moduli
space of holomorphic vector bundles and the space VQ is identified with the space
of holomorphic sections of the universal vector bundle on this moduli space. The
Kahler structure defines a Poisson algebra on Vc-

To construct this Poisson algebra on VG we have to consider the algebra of linear
representations of TTI(£). We denote by L the free Abelian group generated by free
homotopy classes of non-contractible loops 51 - > S . If Q denotes a non-contractible
loop, denote by [a] € L its class in L. For contractible loops we put [a] = 0 £ L. Let
a and /? be two arbitrary non-contractible loops on S, for a fixed orientation of Sl.
Denote by a#/3 the set a l~l 0. (We assume that this is a finite set.) Furthermore,
denote by ex = ±1 , for i 6 a#/?, the intersection index of a and /? and by (a/3)x

the loop obtained by joining a(Sl) with fi(Sl) in x in a smooth way which preserves
the orientation. Then as is shown in [64], one may define a Lie algebra structure on
L by the following bracket:

= £ MM),). (1-3.8)£

Next we extend this Lie bracket to the symmetric algebra S(L) of L. The
symmetric algebra 5(L) is generated by finite arbitrary commutative monomials of
non-contractible loops on E. The product corresponds to product of monomials.
Upon requiring the Leibniz properties

[Mi M2, M3] = M\ [M2, M3] + [Mt, M3] M2

[A/,M2,M3] = M2[MUM3] + [MUM2]M3, (1.3.9)

for all monomials Mi,M2 and M3, one may inductively define a Lie algebra structure
on S(L). If one requires in addition that [1, M] = 0 for all monomials M, then these
Leibniz properties turn 5(L) into a Poisson algebra. It follows that the dual of the
space VQ is a Poisson manifold.

We will show in detail in chapter 3 that if G ~ SLN(R) there is a natural Poisson
algebra acting on VG which is related with the Virasoro algebra, if N — 2 and with
a so-called "extended Virasoro" or W algebra if N > 2. We will find an explicit
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realization of such an algebra as the Poisson algebra of affine functionals forming
the dual of higher order differential operators using results of Drinfeld and Sokolov
[42]. To be able to discuss the quantization of these algebras we will use the Hopf
algebra structure of these Poisson algebras. In this section we will discuss the Hopf
algebra structure for S(L).

To introduce this Hopf algebra structure we need some machinery. First we will
introduce a Hopf algebra structure on a Lie algebra. Let Q be a Lie algebra. A Lie
co-bracket is by definition a linear homomorphism v : Q —> Q © Q such that

ao v = —v

(T2 + T + I)o (i/®Id)o v = 0 (1.3.10)

where a : x © y —> y ® x denotes the permutation of factors in Q © Q. while
T : x®y®z^>y®z®x denotes the cyclic permutation in Q 0 Q ® Q. These
abstract conditions essentially say that the dual u" : Q" © Q" —» Q" defines a Lie
bracket on the dual algebra Q'. Furthermore, the triple (<?,[,],/') is called a Lit
bialgebra if v is a 1-cocycle:

t/([x,y]) = xi/(y) — yt/(x) (1.3.11)

Let us next apply this to the algebra L as follows. Denote by A the finite set
of double points of a non-contractible loop a.6 The tangent vectors at x £ A of o
are linearly independent. Denote them by ui respectively «2- Then denote by ax

respectively ax the loop that starts at x in the direction Ui resp u2 and comes back
at x along the direction u2 respectively ut. Thus the loop a can be written as a).aT

up to an overall reparametrization. We may use this to define a co-bracket on L as

v(a) = £ ([al] © [al] - [*2
X ® [a>]) (1.3.12)

One may verify that this definition of v satisfies the conditions on v presented above,
which makes L a Lie bialgebra.

Now we turn to the problem of implementing a Hopf algebra structure on S(L),
using the bialgebra structure. A symmetric algebra S(Q) can be given the structure
of a Hopf algebra by defining a co-multiplication

A : S(G) - S(G) ® Si.G) (1.3.13)

acting on the elements of Q C S{Q) as

I d ® x , (1.3.14)

6The loop can always be deformed to a homotopically equivalent loop with only finitely transver-
sal double points.
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where Id denotes the identity element in S(Q). This gives S(Q) the structure of
a commutative and co-commutative Hopf algebra. As we saw earlier, the algebra
${G) has in addition the structure of a Poisson algebra. By definition the multi-
plication for the Hopf algebra structure and for the Poisson algebra structure on
>'(£/) are the same. It is easily verified that the comultiplication of the Hopf algebra
structure is a Poisson algebra morphism. A Hopf algebra which admits in addition
a Poisson algebra structure, such that the comultiplication is a Poisson morphism
is called a Poisson-Hopf algebra. So we conclude that S(G) is a commutative and
cocommutative Poisson-Hopf algebra.

There exists another, more canonical way, to associate with a Lie algebra Q a
Poisson-Hopf algebra7. Namely, consider the universal enveloping algebra U{Q) of Q.
This algebra has a natural Hopf algebra structure. Define on U[G) the commutator
[T,)/] = xy — yx for all x,y £ U{Q), so that U(Q) acquires a Poisson-Hopf algebra
structure. The next step is to 'transfer' this structure onto the algebra S{Q). This
is done as follows. The algebra U(Q) has a natural filtration, namely if Un{Q)
consists of all monomials in the generators of Q of degree less or equal to n, then
Un(G)Um(G) C Un+m{G). Next introduce S(Q) as the so-called -graded associated'
algebra S(G) of U{Q) as S(G) = ®nU

n(G)/Un~l(G) on which we define the bracket
\Un(G)Mm{Q)} C Un+m-x{G). This bracket induces aLie algebra structure on S{G).
hence S(G) is turned into a Poisson-Hopf algebra.

The notion of a Poisson-Ilopf algebra has also a dual description which leads to
the notion of co-Poisson Hopf algebras. They are conveniently described as follows
(see [41]). Again, let Q be a Lie algebra. One first introduces a co-Poisson co-algebra
as a cocommutative co-algebra C of which the Lie co-bracket v satisfies a relation
which is dual to the Leibniz property. That is, the co-bracket v is related to the
co-multiplication A bv

(Id Q A) oi/ = (i/Q/d+(<7 0 l d ) ( I d 0 i / ) ) o A, (1.3.15)

where a denotes the permutation of factors in C x C. This condition is dual to the
Leibniz rule (1.3.9). A co-Poisson-Hopf algebra is now defined as a module A (over
some algebraically closed field A') which has a cocommutative bialgebra structure
and a co-Poisson co-algebra structure with the same co-multiplication A, so that for
all x,y g A

v{xy) = v(x)A(y) + A(x)u{y) (1.3.16)

which is dual to the condition of Poisson-Hopf algebras, that the co-multiplication
be a Lie algebra homomorphism. It is easily verified that the symmetric algebra
S(G) of a co-Lie algebra Q (with a co-bracket v), can be given the structure of a
co-Poisson bialgebra obtained by extending v, using (1.3.16), to a homomorphism
v : S{G) -» S(G) 0 S{Q), where A denotes the co-multiplication on S(G).

I thank M. Hazewinkel for pointing this out to me.
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Finally, one combines these formalities into what is called a bi-Poisson-Hopf alge-
bra structure. Let A be the module introduced above endowed with a Poisson-Hopf
algebra and co-Poisson-Hopf algebra, with the same underlying commutative and
cocommutative Hopf algebra. The condition that A be a co-Poisson-Hopf algebra
is that the multiplication be a co-Lie algebra homomorphism. This is in fact ex-
pressed in (1.3.16). From this the following relation between the Lie bracket [,], the
Lie co-bracket v and the co-multiplication A can be derived for all i,y £ A

»([x,y]) = [„{!),A(y)] + [A{x)My)] - (1-3.17)

Observe that this consistency relation is such that the definition of a bi-Poisson-Hopf
algebra is self dual.

One may use these definitions to provide the Poisson algebra .'•(L) with the
structure of a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra, starting form the Lie bialgebra structure
on L defined in (1.3.12). The Lie algebra structure on the dual L" is induced by
the co-bracket v induces a so that 5(L) becomes a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra.8 The
bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra is associated with 5(L) is denoted by .4.

One can obtain another description of the Hopf algebra structure of ,4 by explor-
ing the fact that it arises as the algebra of functions with finite support denoted as
Fun(7Ti(S)). This description will be important in chapter four. It is straightforward
to implement two Hopf algebra structures on Fun(7Ti(S)). This is done as follows.
Denote by f(g) an element in Fun(7Ti(£)) Then a product and co-product can be
defined as

h-h(g) = Mg)h(g)
ffJ) = F(g,g2). (1.3.18)

This turns Fun(7Ti(E)) into a Hopf algebra. Alternatively, one can introduce a
multiplication and co-multiplication on Fun(7r](£)) by

fi*Mg) = E /i(5i)/2(s2)

It is easily verified that this defines an alternative Hopf algebra structure on Fun(jri(S)).
Furthermore, it follows easily that this Hopf algebra is dual to the previous Hopf
algebra structure defined by (1.3.18).

Now we define an algebra A which as a vector space has the structure

4 ~ J F ( J T , ( £ ) ) ©*[*,(£)] , (1.3.20)
sThis avoids the the technical subtlety that the Goldman-bracket on L cannot be induced by

any homomorphism L" — L* Q L" if the genus of E is nonzero.
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where J"(7Ti(S)) denotes the space of functions on 7r,(E) which are constant on every
conjugacy class. On ̂ ( ^ ( E ) we introduce the Hopf algebra structure (1.3.18) while
on A'[^(S)] we define a Hopf algebra structure by (1.3.19). Thus, one obtains a
Hopf algebra structure on A. If we pass to the 'infinitesimal limit' the analogue of
A is the bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra discussed above. That is one considers a linear
representation of 7i"i(S) in a continuous group G. Then one constructs in the way
described below (1.3.14) via the universal enveloping algebra the Poisson-Hopf al-
gebra on S(Q). Then the using method described above yields a bi-Poisson-Hopf
algebra A.

Now consider smooth monodromy representations of fl"i(E) —> G in an arbitrary
group G which is possibly disconnected. We will assume that there are only finitely
many connected components. That is we have the exact sequence

1 —» GLie - ^ G ^ GJin — 1 (1.3.21)

where GLU denotes the identity component in G which has the structure of a Lie
group, and Gjin is the finite group of the the components of G, called the component
group of G. Since we consider smooth monodromy representations, the represen-
tation p : iriCE) —> G, is in fact a representation of 7Ti(S) in the Lie group Gne.
However there is a natural action of G/;n on such a representation. To isolate this
action it is useful to consider the orbit space VoUe/Gjin. This space will be the clas-
sical phase space of a conformal field theory where we divided out the finite group
G/in. Such a theory is referred to as an orbifold theory [38,39,44]. Its symmetry
algebra is called an orbifold algebra. As we will discuss in chapter four, the Hopf al-
gebra structure of an orbifold theory is conveniently described in terms of the group
algebra of G/,n. This fact turns out to be useful to study the modular properties of
the characters of the representations. It turns out that these can be very elegantly
determined in terms of Fourier transformations on A. This result may lead to a
deeper understanding why the characters of the symmetry algebra for an arbitrary
rational conformal field theory define a representation of the modular group. It is
also of pure mathematical interest since it provides a new point of view on the rela-
tion between modular forms and character functions for finite groups which appear
in the context of Moonshine phenomena [30]. Such character functions appear in
context of conformal field theory as the partition function of the model.

Let us conclude this section with a description of the algebraic quantization of bi-
Poisson-Hopf algebras leading to a quantum group. The subject of quantum groups
is already quite old (see the work of Sklyanin [115]). The first results which describe
quantum groups in terms of tensor categories are due to V. Drinfeld [41]. It gives a
more abstract interpretation of the Yang-Baxter equation. Because of the absence of
a complete theory we will use both approaches to discuss the main ideas developed
so far. It turns out that our theory, which we will present below, is somewhat more
general than the original theory as formulated by Drinfeld. The main difference is
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that we define a quantization in terms of two deformation parameters, instead of
one as was done by Drinfeld.

We begin with a formal definition of a deformation of a Poisson algebra, also
called a quantization of a Poisson algebra.

Definition 1.3.1

1. The quantization of Poisson algebras. Let K be a commutative algebra with
unit. Let K be another commutative algebra and let <tf> : K —> K be an algebra
homomorphism such that Ker((j>) is a principal ideal. Let AQ be a Poisson Lie
algebra over K. A quantization of AQ is an associative algebra A over K such
that AQ = A/Ker(j>A and for t = Ker(cj>)

xy-yX = tp-\[4>(x),4>(y)}) modt\ (1.3.22)

where p : A —> AQ denotes a natural projection and where [,] denotes the Lie
bracket on AQ. The triple (A,(f>,p) is called a quantization over (K,<f>, t) of the
Poisson algebra AQ.

2. The quantization of co-Poisson co-algebras. Let K and K as above. Let <f> :
K —» A' be an algebra homomorphism such that Ker(4>) is a principal ideal.
Let Ao be a co-Poisson co-Lie algebra over K. A quantization of AQ is an
co-associative co-algebra A over K such that Ao — A/KeT<j>A and such that for
i= Ker(4>),

A(x)-t7A(A(x)) = i(p®p)-1((uo(j>)(x)) modP (1.3.23)

where p : A —> Ao is a natural projection and where A, v and II are defined
previously. The triple (/l,</>,p) is called a quantization of Ao.

Let us combine these two notions of quantization into what may be called a bi-
quantization of a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra. For this it is useful to describe first the
'inverse1 of the above definition. Let A be a Hopf algebra over A'. Assume that for
any x,y E A

xy -yx E tA
A(x)-a(A(x))EiA®RA, (1.3.24)

where A denotes the co-multiplication in A. Put Aa = A®£ ^ = A/Ker(</>) A. Let
p be as in 1) of definition (1.3.1). Then the Lie bracket on ,4o is given by

x,y e A. (1.3.25)
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The Lie co-bracket on ,40 is given by

u(P(x)) = (p® p) (rl(A(x) - a(A(x))) . (1.3.26)

This turns Ao into a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra^ Next we construct algebras At and
A-t over A', ~ K/tK respectively over Kt ^ K/t K, defined through the surjective
homomorphisms pt : A —^_A t respectively pt : A —> At. The algebra At is a
Poisson-Hopf algebra over A'( ~ K/tK and A\ is a co-Poisson- Hopf algebra over
A', ~ K/tK. Now we can define the bi-quantization of a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra
i4o as follows.

Definition 1.3.2 Algebraic quantization. Let Ao be a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra over
A". Let t and t be two elements in K. Introduce the following notation.

4>t:K — • K l - A/* A, 4>r- A — • K, ~ A / t A ,

and similarly, _ _

4't •• Kt —> A, 4't • A',- —^ K.

Futhermore, let
Pt • A —> At, pi : .4 > A{,

and similarly,

qt : At —> Ao, qi : At —> Ao,

be natural projections, where At respectively Ajjand A are defined previously.
A bi-quantization of AQ is a quadruple (A,K,t,t) consisting of a ring K, a Hopf

algebra A and two elements t,t£ K such that, with the notation as above,

1. The ideal tA is a co-ideal for the multiplication of A and the multiplication
of A is commutative modulo (t). (The first condition means that Ai has a
natural Hopf algebra structure; the second condition turns Ai into a Poisson-
Hopf algebra.)

2. The ideal IA is an ideal for the comultiplication of A and the comultiplicalion
of A is cocommutative modulo (t). (The first condition means that At has a
natural Hopf algebra structure; the second condition givs A, turns At into a
co-Poisson-Hopf algebra.) The final requirements arc

3.

At—*A

is a quantization of the Poisson algebra A,

4-

is a quantization of the co-Poisson algebra A.
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// is automatic that At —> A and A{ —> A are Hopf algebra homomorphisms so that
they correspond with Poisson-Hopf algebra respectively with co-Poisson-Hopf algebra
quantizations. The diagrams

K JU Kt A - ^ At

4,1 V 1*. P'l \P U> (1.3.27)

A, -^-> A Ai -̂ -> AQ.

art commutative.

If A = A'[[<,<]], i.e. as a power series in two variables t and I with coefficients in A',
then the definition of bi-quantization gives rise to a two parameter family of Hopf
algebras denoted by A[k, k):

A(k, k) = AI {(t - k)A + (t-k)A) . (1.3.2S)

The maps p, and p, induce quantizations defined by the maps

A/(t-l)—> 4(0,1), (1.3.29)

A/(t- 1) —* .4(1,0). (1.3.30)

which obtain the structure of a Poisson-Hopf algebra (from Ai), respectively a co-
Poisson-Hopf algebra (from At). Thus we observe that there are in principle two
independent deformations of a bi-Poisson-Hopf algebra structure.

In chapter three we shall discuss the relation with the quantum Yang-Baxter
equation. This is a matrix equation for a matrix R, the so-called quantum Yang-
Baxter matrix, and plays a central role in the work of Drinfeld [41]. An important
result is that our definition of the quantization of Ao is slightly more general than
the quantization description given by Drinfeld which leads to a quantum group.
Definition 1.3.2 leads to a generalization of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation.
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Chapter 2

The Modular Geometry of String Theory

In the present chapter we will approach bosonic string theory from an algebraic
geometrical point of view. The central object we will study is the so-called partition
function defined on the moduli space of compact Riemann surfaces, which we will
introduce in section 2.1. In section 2.2 we will describe some results in algebraic
geometry on metrics on line bundles on moduli space, which we will use in section
'2M to prove that the string partition function corresponds to a real valued measure
on the moduli space. In our formalism the volume associated with this measure can
be explicitly computed at the so-called algebraic points in moduli space. Finally,
in section 2.4 we will see that this measure corresponds to a modular geometry, by
showing that a determinant line bundle is an example of modular functor.

2.1. The Partition Function on Moduli Space

We will briefly describe the perturbation theory of Polyakov's string theory.
Central in this theory is the so-called partition function, which can be introduced
as follows. Consider a bosonic string whose coordinates in some space-time are
represented by Xli{a, T), /J, = 1, • • • ,rf, d the dimension of space time. The induced
metric 7a(, on the two dimensional world-sheet swept out by the string is

Glu,{X)daX"{a,T)dhX
l'{<T,T) = 7.6KT), (2.1.1)

where G^v denotes the space-time metric. One is interested in situations where for
example a closed string splits at a certain time r into two closed strings. Such a
splitting or joining of strings in some space-time is referred to as a scattering process.
The corresponding scattering amplitude summarizes the details of such a process. In
a Euclidean theory a scattering process corresponds to the glueing of the boundary
circles of Riemann surfaces, as we described in section 1.2.

56
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Figure 2.1: The splitting of a string.

The amplitude describing the splitting of one closed string into two closed strings,
as depicted in the figure below, is given by

(2.1.2)

where the notation is as in section 1.2. We will be interested in more general
processes corresponding to Riemann surfaces of arbitrary topology. It is fairly com-
plicated to make sense out of the amplitude for general scattering processes. The
main reason is that the quantization of the system is not so straightforward. An
alternative procedure to quantize the string was introduced bv Polvakov [108]. In
this procedure one considers the action [24,34]

S[X. si = ^ / dadr y/gg'hdaX»di,X
l'Gia,, (2.1.3)

where a' denotes the string tension and g the determinant of the two dimensional
metric gab. The classical equations of motion are thus given by

65
= 0,

6S
= DA'" = 0, (2-1-4)

where • denotes the d'Alembertian in d dimensions. The first equation implies the
vanishing of the two-dimensional stress energy tensor:

= o. (2.1.5)

Upon solving this equation one finds that gab corresponds to the induced metric. The
action (2.1.3) is invariant under reparametrizations of the world sheet described by
the difFeomorphisms of the surface, and local scale transformations of the metric g" .
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In order to proceed we make a few restrictions. First we will consider a flat d-
dimensional Euclidean space-time, i.e. G^ = 8^. Furthermore, we assume that the
world sheet can be Wick rotated to a two dimensional Euclidean space. In doing so.
we will restrict ourselves to closed Riemann surfaces, which are relevant for closed
strings. The amplitude we will be interested in is the partition function (c.f. section
1.2). It has a perturbation expansion in the topologies of the Riemann surface:

Z = V A" / [dg] [rf.Y]e-s[V'sl, g G Mp. (2.1.6)
p=0 JMr*£

where the sum is over all the genera labelled by p and the integration is over the
space of metrics A/p that can be realized on the Riemann surface of genus p and
over the space of all embeddings of the Riemann surface in the Euclidean space-time.
The constant A denotes the coupling constant. In the present chapter we will study
a generic term in this perturbation series with p > 1, which is referred to as the
partition function Zp of a genus p compact Riemann surface.

Zp=Zp =f {dg}[d.X}e-s^. (2.1.7)
JMpx£

In this section we will briefly summarize the reduction of this integral to an integral
over the finite dimensional moduli space of the Riemann surface.

It is natural to require that the measure in (2.1.7) has the same symmetries as
the action (2.1.3). To investigate whether this can be realized, we will make use of
the fact that the tangent space TMp at g £ Mp can be decomposed as

TgMp = T°gMp ® V;MP, (2.1.8)

where Tg
T Mp contains the gr-trace, while T£MP is spanned by the traceless deforma-

tions of the metric. Correspondingly, the measure dg factorizes formally as

[dg] = [dg°][dgtT], [<fc°] G 7?A/ P , [dgir\ € Tg
TMp. (2.1.9)

The classical action is invariant under the group of diffeomorphisms Di/T(E),
and the group of local scale transformations of the metric, which is called the group
of Weyl-rescalings. We denote it by Weyi(E). On Mp the action of an element of
Diff(E) is given infinitesimally by the Lie derivative V, while Weyi(E) acts through
the conformal factor a : g —+ e"g, where a is a scalar function. The metric g is
thus fixed by specifying an element in Di/F(E), which fixes two components, and the
conformal factor which fixes one component. The combined action of Weyl(T.) x

.5? Diffo(E) is given by

I
I 69ab = 6crgab + gab(V • V) + (PV)ab, (2.1.10)
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where UifT0C£,) is the identity component of DJ7T(E), and the operator P projects
into the traceless part of TgMp:

(PVU = VaVb + VhVa - gab(V • V). (2.1.11)

Locally any metric on the Riemann surface can be put into a standard form by an
infinitesimal diffeomorphism plus a Weyl rescaling. That is up to a diffeomorphism
the metric can be brought into the form g^t, = e " ^ . Two metrics on a Riemann
surface that can be related to each other by an infinitesimal diffeomorphism plus
a Weyl rescaling are said to be conformally equivalent. It is well known that the
measure dg cannot be invariant under both Di/T(E) and Vl'ev/(S). We choose it to
be invariant under diffeomorphisms, so that the metrics fall into equivalence classes
with respect to the action of Diff(^,). To isolate the action of Diff(E) one applies
the Faddeev-Popov procedure, which geometrically corresponds to the following.

As we mentioned earlier, locally the metric g is pure gauge, i.e. all the metrics are
locally conformally equivalent. However on a generic Riemann surface of genus p > 0
this is not globally the case: there are deformations of the metric which cannot be
obtained through diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations. These deformations
are called the Teichmuller deformations. Let us pause here for a moment and discuss
this phenomenon on a genus-one Riemann surface. Such a surface corresponds to
an ordinary torus. A torus can be constructed as follows. On the complex z-plane
we take two complex numbers Xi and A2 and form the quotient denoted by r1 such
that

r = A,/A2 (2.1.12)

is not real. We assume that Imr > 0. One constructs a torus from the complex
plane by making the identification

s ~ r + JIA, + mA2 (2.1.13)

where n,m are arbitrary integers. In this way the torus inherits a flat metric from
the complex plane. The question we now ask is whether two tori defined for different
values of Ai2 are conformally equivalent. Naively it seems that the ratio r could
be an invariant under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms plus Weyl rescalings. Namely
if we rescale z by a factor k, the metric changes by a factor \k\2 which can always
be absorbed using the conformal factor. Such a rescaling of z changes the actual
values of Xi and A2 but leaves their ratio r invariant. This argument is little bit
misleading: we will now show that it is not true that r is a conformal invariant.
That is, there are transformations of T which do not change the torus but on the

M
.;,* 'This an unfortunate notation, since this ratio has nothing to do with the 'time' r on the

* world-sheet.
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other hand can not be described by an infinitesimal diffeomorphism plus a Weyl
reseating. Such transformations are described by the the group SI 2(Z), formed by
2 x 2 matrices with integer coefficients. This group is called the modular group of
the torus. Denoting an element a of this group by a a matrix

then it is easily seen t h a t A'j 2 defined by

) ( : i )U)
give rise via the identification

z ~ 2 + n'X[ + m'X'2

to the same torus as defined by (2.1.13). (This follows if we transform n and m by
o~1-) So we conclude that the conformal structure on the torus is invariant under
the action of the modular group:

r — > a r . (2.1.15)

Such a transformation cannot be absorbed in an infinitesimal diffeomorphism plus
a Weyl rescaling. Let us now return to the general discussion of the measure [dg] in
(2.1.9).

It follows that the deformations which can not be obtained as an infinitesimal
diffeomorphism plus Weyl rescaling are described by elements of the kernel of the
adjoint of P in (2.1.11), denoted by Kerf*. (For p > 1 KerP is a zero dimensional
vector space.)

Teichmuler space is obtained by factoring out Wey/(S) x Diffo(E) from Mp,

Tp = Mp/Weyi(E) x Diffo(£), (2.1.16)

which is the space of conformal equivalence classes of a Riemann surface of genus
p > 0. The real dimension of this space is given by the dimension of Ker P^ which is
6p — 6. Choosing real coordinates ty, • • •, t6p_6 on Tp one can then formally rewrite
the partition function (2.1.7) as [35]

Conf(Z) JT \ d e t ( 5 S ) / V / ^
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where {.S,};f, is a set of basis vectors for Ker P* and the primes above the determi-
nants indicate that they are reguralized by means of £-functions reguralization (see
[ill]). In this expression we have performed the integration over the embeddings
yielding the determinant of the Laplacian divided by its constant zero mode Jj. ^/g,
and we dropped the infinite volume factor of the infinitesimal diffeomorphism group.
The determinant of (P*P) arises as the Jacobian J: [dg] = [dcr][dV]J.

The expression of Zp in (2.1.17) suggests that the integral over Teichmfiller space
can be done independently of the integration over the conformal factor. As we
mentioned before, this is not true in general since the measure on Tp depends on the
conformal factor. However, one can give a meaning to (2.1.17) if one could show that
the response of the measure on Tp to a Weyl transformation is compensated bv the
effect of this transformation on the integrand. In order to investigate this we may
use the fact that on Teichmuller space there is the action of the so-called mapping
class group Fp = DilF(E)/Di7Fo(E). Its elements are represented by difTeomorphisms
that are not continuously deformable to the identity. It now follows that (2.1.17)
has only well defined meaning if the integrand defines a measure on the space

Mp = Tp/rp. (2.1.18)

The space Mp is called the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus p. It turns
out that (2.1.17) defines such a measure in precisely one situation namely if d = 26.
The measure on }AV defined by Zp is referred to as the Polyakov measure. Its
existence was first proved by Belavin and Kniznik [17]. We will show in the present
chapter how such a measure can be constructed using results in algebraic geometry.
Our approach is related to the work of [96,14] and makes use of results of so-called
Arakelov intersection theory [9]. The advantage of our approach is that one obtains
an explicit algebraic formula for the measure, i.e. for the determinant in (2.1.17).
for all genera. Moreover, as an application we can compute the volume of this
measure at the algebraic points in moduli space.

For convenience, we will present a field theoretical explanation for the geomet-
rical construction leading from (2.1.7) to (2.1.17). From a field theoretical point
of view the determinant det( PtP)1 /2 is a result from integrating over an additional
action for so-called ghosts which account for the invariance under the infinitesimal
diffeomorphisms. The ghost system that one has to add is known as the so-called
6-c system, consisting of anti-commuting fields ba(, and c", with 6° = 0. It was first
considered in [53]. In this approach one adds to the action (2.1.3) the ghost action

S[b,c] = - jdadT^gahbacdhc\ (2.1.19)
7T J

This action can be used, to gauge-fix the symmetries of (2.1.3) corresponding to
infinitesimal transformations of the metric. Therefore in the functional integral for
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the partition function we are left with the integration over the Teichmiiller space,
together with the integration over the fields X and b, c. The functional integral thus
reads formally as

Zp = J[dX][dt][dbdc]exp{-S[X] - S[b,c}) (2.1.20)

where the actions are given by respectively (2.1.7) and (2.1.19) with gab = 6ab, and
[dt] denoting the measure on Teichmiiller space. Now, as we argued above, this
expression is in general not defined. This should not come as a surprise since we
didn't gauge away the metric completely: we are still left with the Teichmuller
deformations.

To study the residual symmetry it is useful to explore the conformal properties
of the action (2.1.3) and (2.1.19) separately. The basic 2-point functions for X are

(dx»(z)dx»(w)) = -—
w)

{X»(z)X»(w)) = -rj"" log \z-io\\ (2.1.21)

where we switched to complex coordinates. The (holomorphic) stress-energy tensor
reads

T(z) = --0X • dX (2.1.22)

so that the most singular term in its OPE, (which determines the central charge of
7), reads

r(2)TH = ( ^ r + ---- (2-L23)

From this we conclude that the dimension of Euclidean space time is equal to the
central charge of the stress-energy tensor associated with (2.1.3). For the (6, c)
system the calculation is a little bit more involved, (see [53]) for details. It turns
out that the stress-energy tensor for a general (6, c) system of spin j reads

T(z)=j(dc)b-(l-j)c(db). (2.1.24)

The central charge appearing in the OPE of this stress-energy tensor turns out to
be

cj = -2{6j2-6j + l). (2.1.25)

In the action (2.1.15) it follows that j = 2, so that in this case c = —26. Now for
full conformal invariance the unphysical sector parametrized by the ghosts should
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decouple from the spectrum of the theory. Since the ghosts did not account for
the global diffeomorphisms, this may happen only in a particular case. The condi-
tion that it decouples is precisely the condition that the total central charge of the
combined theory vanishes, i.e. in the theory (2.1.3) we must have d = 26.

Alternatively, one could also start with a conformal field theory say, in four di-
mensions having central charge c = 22. Combined with the ghost sector (2.1.19)
this gives an equally well defined measure on moduli space. In fact, any combina-
tion of conformal field theories which has total central charge c = 26 will yield, in
combination with the ghost sector, a well defined measure on moduli space. We
will come back to this phenomenon in the end of this chapter. Until then we focus
on establishing a geometrical argument why the central charge must be equal to
2fi. Subsequently we will use this for the theory (2.1.3), to find an explicit formula
for the measure on moduli space, corresponding to theory whose action is given in
(2.1.17).

2.2. Determinant Line Bundles

In this section we begin our analysis of the determinants that appear in the
string partition function (2.1.13) using complex geometry. For convenience we be-
gin with recalling in section 2.2.1 some basic properties of complex line bundles on a
Hiemann surface in terms of sheaf cohomology. This material will be used through-
out this chapter. (A rigorous treatment of sheaf cohomology can be found in [67].)
Subsequently, we will explain in section 2.2.2 which line bundles are of relevance in
string theories, leading to the observation that the real determinants in (2.1.13) can
be rewritten in terms of complex determinants of Laplacians of Cauchy-Riemann
operators.

In section 2.2.3 we will introduce a determinant bundle as a generalization of the
usual determinant of an elliptic operator to an operator which has a non-zero index
and which acts on an infinite dimensional vector space. The problem of defining
an integrable volume element in (2.1.13) amounts in this way to defining a suitable
Ilermitian metric on such a bundle. As a first step in this construction, we will
discuss a theorem of Faltings. Using this theorem one can compute a volume form
on the formal difference i/°(E,L) — / / ' (£ ,L) , where L is a so-called Hermitian
admissible line bundle on a Riemann surface S. In this way we obtain a metric on
each fibre of the determinant bundle.

2.2.1. COMPLEX LINE BUNDLES AND DIVISORS ON A RIEMANN SURFACE

A line bundle L over £ can be constructed in terms of an open covering {UQ}
of S together with a set of local trivializations (j>a : L \Ua xC. The transition
function gap = <t>a ° ̂ jj1, satisfying the cocycle condition, is a section over Ua H Ug of
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O'(Lr
a U C//j), the sheaf of non-zero holomorphic functions. One could equally well

consider other trivializations by taking /„ € O"(Ua) which is the sheaf of nowhere
zero holomorphic functions on Ua, and define f'a = fa4>a with hap = (fa/$$)ga0 as
tho transition function.

Assigning a set of local trivializations to every covering {Ua} gives rise to the
space of holomorphic sections of O', which is denoted by H°(T,,O')\ similarly the
space of sections of a line bundle L is given by //°(£, L). The 1-cocycles go0 e
O'(UanUp) of a line bundle L define elements of a group, the first cohomology group
lPCS,O'). Actually Hl{T,,O") is the group of isomorphism classes of line bundles
over S. So, an element of / / ' (£,O*) determines a line bundle up to isomorphisms.
We can get more information from Hl(T,, O"), in particular on the existence of global
trivializations by considering the exact sheaf sequence:

0 — . Z - U O ^ O 1 —>0, (2.2.1)

where Z is the constant sheaf, i.e. Z(Ua) = Z for all Ua, i is the inclusion map
of Z into O and exp the exponential map; i.e. if / € (Ua) then exp(/) = t21"1.
The kernel of exp(/) is precisely the image of Z in O hence (2.2.1) is indeed exact.
For any exact sequence like (2.2.1) we have a long exact sequence for cohomology
groups, which for (2.2.1) reads

0—•/ / ° (E ,Z) —> H°{Z,O) —> H°{Y.,O")
(S,Z) —> H\Y,,O) —•//1(E,0') (2.2.2)

: , z ) — > / / 2 ( s , e > ) — > ••• •

The H° part in (2.2.2) is just the exact sequence of Abelian groups:

0 —> Z —>C — > C —> 0

which is induced by / . (This is because the global holomorphic functions on £ are
necessarily constant.) Furthermore, since every compact Riemann surface is, as a
topological space, homeomorphic to a sphere with p handles, we have / / 2 (S , Z) = Z
and / / ](S,Z) = Z2p, while H\Y,,O) ~ Cp. Thus, from (2.1.2) we deduce the
following exact sequence

0 —* C/Z2p —> H\T,,O') —> Z —> 0. (2.2.3)

Therefore we can assign an integer to any line bundle L over E, called the degree
of L. If we have a metric on the line bundle, one can express the degree of // as

deg(L) = / c,(L), (2.2.4)
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where cx(L) is called the first Chern class of L, represented by the curvature form of
the metric on L. We now conclude from (2.2.3) that L is completely characterized
by its first Chern class and an element in / / I (S ,O) /^ 1 (S ,Z) ~ C / Z 2 p the group
of holomorphic flat line bundles over E. This is a complex torus, and in fact it is
an Abelian variety, called the Jacobian variety, of E. The first Chern class can be
interpreted as the obstruction to a global trivialization of L. Namely, if cx(L) = 0,
then the local functions representing an element of H^(T,,O) corresponding to the
isomorphism class of L in H1{Y,^O*) define a global trivialization.

It is useful to have a description of line bundles in terms of divisors. A divisor
D on E is a formal finite sum of points on S : D = J3, niPi, where n,- are integers,
Pi G E. The divisors on S form a group, denoted by Div(E). The connection with
line bundles can be established as follows. Suppose we restrict D G Div(E) to an
open domain Ua C E. One can always find a meromorphic function /„ of which
the zeros and poles coincide with D restricted to Ua : D |Uo= Hn,P,, P, 6 Ua

and we can construct the transition function gap = fa/fi3 € O"(Ua fl Ug). The
line bundle given by the transition functions {gap = fa/fp) is called the associated
line bundle, denoted by [D]. Choosing a different function f'a to define D, then
UI'a G O'(U - a) and g'o/3 = f'J ft = ga0UUJ?)U'0l h)^ • T h i s f u n c t i o n d e f i n e s

an isomorphic line bundle. A consequence of this is that if D and D' are two divisors,
given by {fa} and {f'a}, then D + D' is given by {faf'a}, hence

[£>+£] = [D] ® [D% [D]' = [-D]. (2.2.5)

Now suppose that D is the divisor of a meromorphic function: D = ( /) , then the
transition functions are the identity, 1, implying that [D] is the trivial line bundle.
This amounts to define an equivalence relation between the divisors as follows. We
say that D and D' are linearly equivalent, written as D ~ D', if D = D' -f ( / ) ,
or equivalently, if [D] = [D'\. It is thus seen that [] is actually a map from the
group of divisors to the group of isomorphism classes of line bundles modulo linear
equivalence. This group is called the Picard group Pic(S),

[] : Div(E) —> Pic(E) ~ tf J(E, O~). (2.2.6)

Properties of holomorphic and meromorphic sections of line bundles are conve-
niently discussed in terms of divisors. We associate to a divisor D the space C(D)
of meromorphic functions on S for which D + (/) > 0, i.e. these functions are
holomorphic on E - U.P,, with OrdPl(/) > -n , , where OrdPl(/) is of the order of
the zero or the pole of / at a point Pi. The order is negative for poles, and positive
for zeros. Now let So be a global meromorphic section s of [D], the quotient S/SQ is
a meromorphic function on E with

= (a) - {so) > - ,
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s/s0 e £(£>), and {s) = D + (s

On the other hand if / £ £{D), then the section .s = fs0 of the line bundle [D]
is holomorphic, hence we conclude that multiplication by s0 gives an identification
with the space of holomorphic sections of [D]:

£{D) -=U H°(E,O([D])).

More precisely: let D = JZIJ.P, a positive divisor on E and s0 £ H°(H,O[D])
a section of [D\ with divisor D. Then tensoring with SQ gives an identification
between the meromorphic functions on E with poles of order < n, at P; and the
holomorphic sections of [£)].

We now introduce some notation. For a line bundle L, L{ D) denotes the sheaf of
moromorphic sections of L with poles of order < n, at P, and /,( — £>), the sheaf of
sections with zeros of order > n, at Pi. It is thus seen that the identification (2.2.6)
is made by multiplication with either s0 or its inverse SQ1:

L(D)~L®O([D}),
L(-D)~L®O([-D}). l '

Later on, the following exact sheaf sequence plays an important role:

0 — » ( t 0 O [ - P ] ) ^ t — > L[P)—>0, (2.2.8)

where L[P] is the fibre of L at P. More precisely, it is the 'skyscraper' sheaf concen-
trated at P with fibre Lv at P. From this we deduce the following exact sequence
for cohomology groups

0 —* H°(X,L(-P)) —> #°(S,I) —> H°(T,,L[P])
—»//1(E,L(-F))—>H\Z,L) —> 0 , (2.2.9)

where we used the identification (2.2.7). (The sequence terminates since L[P] is
concentrated at a point.)

What we now have seen is that a divisor gives a line bundle with a section,
namely the function representing it has its poles and zeros at the points specified
by the divisor. In this context there is a special section, called the distinguished or
unit section. It is constructed through a divisor consisting of a single point P. On
a neighbourhood U of P one defines the divisor D = P by the function f(z) = z,
where z is a local coordinate on {/, such that f(P) = 0. Introducing V = m — {P}
one defines the transition function guv = z on U fl V. The unit section \Q(P) can
now be defined in the notation of above by putting s0 = 1 and s = guvso- Then
lo{P) takes the value 1 on (7 and has a first order zero at z = P. It extends
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meromorphicaliy in an obvious way to all of E. Likewise, one can define lo(—P)
which has a first order pole at z = P. Furthermore one can define for any divisor
D a unit section lo{D) by taking tensor products.

2.2.2. CAUCHY-RIEMANN OPERATORS

Let us now use the formalism in section 2.2.1 to describe the operator* that
appear in the string partition function. We consider the space T(n) of smooth
sections of A'®", where K is the canonical line bundle on E (i.e. A' = C{dz}, where
z is local complex coordinate). The space T(n) is formed by tensors T = T(z)(dz)n,
transforming under a change of coordinates z —> w(z) as T(w) = (jj?) T(z). The
power n can be integer or half integer. Following the notation of [3,5,35] we define
covariant derivatives for the elements in T(n):

where g^ is the local metric on S which can be brought into the form: g—dz ̂ ? =
r" dz dz. (We denote by gzz the inverse of g,^.)

The operators V^ are the usual Cauchy-Riemann operators, that is, the kernel
of VJj is formed by the holomorphic sections of A"®", the holomorphic 7!-differentials
(dz)n. The line bundle of these differentials is denoted by Q0 n , hence we have

K e r V ; ~ / / ° ( S , n 0 n ) . (2.2.11)

Using the operators Vj; and V^, one constructs Laplacians

A : : T(n) — T(n) : A+ = V?+ 1V;,

j A ; : T(n) — T(n) : An" = V ^ V ? . (2.2.12)

The spectrum of non-zero eigenvalues of A+ and A~ are identical. To deal with the
zero modes we need a duality property of cohomology groups and the Riemann-Roch
theorem [71]. For any line bundle L over S, the following duality holds:

H\~L,L)~H°{?.,Sl,®L-lY, (2.2.13)

which is known as Serve duality [71]. (The star denotes the dual space.) The
, Riemann-Roch-theorem states

I
£,X) -&mHl{Y,,L) = degL -p+ 1 (2.2.14)
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which, using (2.2.13), is written as

dim//°(E, L) - dimtf°(£, ft ® L'1) = degZ, - p + 1. (2.2.15)

Suppose L is a trivial line bundle, then dimi/°(S,L) = 1 since there is only one
global holomorphic function on E, i.e. the constant function. From (2.2.13) we thus
have

dimtf°(£,ft) = p. (2.2.16)

For L = ft we find, using the above result and (2.2.15) that

degft = 2 p - 2 . (2.2.17)

Using these results we can compute the index of V*:

IndV* = dimKerV* - dimCokerV*
= dimi/°(E,ft®n)-dimi/1(E,ft®n)

= n(deg(ft))-p+l = ( 2 n - l ) ( p - l ) . (2.2.18)

Furthermore, we can apply the Kodaira vanishing theorem [71] which says that if for
a line bundle I d e g i < 0, then d\mH°(Y,,L) = 0, so that in fact dimCokerVJj = 0
if n > 1, and therefore

dimKerV^ = (2n - l)(p - 1), n > 1. (2.2.19)

As an application of this formalism, we rewrite the real determinants in the
partition function (2.1.15) in terms of the Laplacians (2.2.12). We observe that
the real determinant detA of the Laplacian in (2.1.15) is identified with | detAj |.
Writing the action of P in (2.1.11) in complex coordinates:

P{VZ8Z + c.c.) = gzJV
Jdz dz + ex., (2.2.20)

it follows that (restricting to the holomorphic part)

KerP = #°(E, ft"1) = KerV;1. (2.2.21)

This is the space of holomorphic vector fields on E. It follows from above that for
genus p > ^dimKerVj 1 = 0. On the other hand we have

CokerP = KerPt = tf^S,!)-1) ~ #°(E,ft2) = KerV ,̂ (2.2.22)
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which is the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials, which is, according to the
Riemann-Roch theorem, of complex dimension 3p — 3. Thus, the space of quadratic
differentials is identified with the contangent space of the moduli space Mp, and we
have det(P tP)1^2 = | det A2|. This reformulation of determinants of real Laplacians
into determinants of complex Laplacians An is useful, because they can be expressed,
as we shall see, in terms of their holomorphic square root detV* which has nice
properties.

2.2.3. METRICAL PROPERTIES OF DETERMINANTS OF CAUCHY-RIEMANN

OPERATORS

Because the index of V* is non-zero, and because it acts on an infinite dimen-
sional vector space, it is impossible to define the determinant of V* in the usual
way. In this subsection a generalization of the definition of a determinant is dis-
cussed, following the results presented in [21,51,110]. Subsequently we introduce the
Faltings metric which associates a volume with such a generalization.

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, and consider a linear map 8 : V —> V.
The determinant of V can be defined by taking the highest exterior power Am*xV,
which is called the determinant map det 6. An explicit representation follows if we
introduce basis vectors {Vi}"=1 on V, since

det 6( V, A . . . A 14) = W, A . . . A Wn , (2.2.23)

which is a map AmaxV —> Amaxl'', or equivalently, an element of (AmaxV)'® A ^ V .
Now we generalize this to the case where we have a linear elliptic operator D

acting between two different vector spaces V\ and V2 of the same dimension,

D : Vx —> V2. (2.2.24)

Taking exterior powers we have the induced map

det D : AmaxVx —• A""V2. (2.2.25)

The determinant det D is now defined to be an element of the 1-dimensional linear
space,

det D G (A"1"^)- ® (A"""^). (2.2.26)

An extension to the case where 14 and V2 are infinite dimensional can be made
when D is a Fredholm operator of index zero. For such an extension, we first recall
the exact sequence

0 —* KevD —> Vi -^>V2 —> CokerD —> 0, (2.2.27)
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from which it follows, using the fact that kcrD and CokerD are both finite dimen-
sional vector spaces, that the definition

det D = (AmaxKer£>)' ® (AmaxCokerD) (2.2.28)

makes sense in this case.
If the operators D have a non-zero index we do the following. Consider a family

of operators Dy, varying smoothly with a complex parameter y £ Y, where Y is a
complex analytic variety. For each y £ V" (2.2.28) defines a complex 1-dimensional
linear space. This fits together yielding a section det D of a line bundle Cy over the
parameter space V", called the determinant line bundle of which the fibres are

Cy —> Y : Cy = (AT ™KerDy)' ® (AmaxCokevDy). (2.2.29)

The notation of the determinant line bundle makes sense also when the index of Dy

is non-zero [110]. However the section det D is only nontrivial if D is invertible, i.e.
if the index of D vanishes. If the index is nonvanishing det D = 0 by definition. So
the only way to define the determinant of the Cauchy-Riemann operator V* is as a
section of a determinant line bundle. We postpone the precise construction of this
bundle until the next section. For the moment we focus our attention to properties
of the 1-dimensional complex space

(Amax//o(£,ft®n))"0Amax(//1(£,ft®")). (2.2.30)

We will denote this space in the sequel by det /?F(E, Q®")"1. Using Serre duality
and the Kodaira vanishing theorem, it follows that for n > l,det/?F(£, fi®")"1 is
given by

,n®"))-1 = (Am a I / /°(E,ft0 n)) ' (2.2.31)

and for n = 1,

(det # r (E , ft))"1 = (Aptf°(E, ft))" ® #°(£ , O). (2.2.32)

(For n = 0 we have the dual of (2.2.32).) Note that by the argument given below
(2.2.18), H°(E,O) is trivial.

Putting a metric on (2.2.30) is equivalent with defining a volume form on the
difference //°(£,n®n) - / P ^ n ® " ) . This can be viewed as a generalization of the
usual case (2.2.23) where det 6 defines a volume for V. There exists a natural metric
on det i?r(E,ft®n) which turns out to be crucial in the construction of an integrable
volume form on moduli space. We discuss it in some detail.
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One first constructs a metric on the Riemann surface which induces a natural
metric, the so-called Arakelov metric [9], on the bundles fi®". To construct it we
choose an orthonormal basis (wj,... ,wp) in //°(E,fi). On H°(Y,,Q) we have the
natural Hermitian metric given by the inner product:

(wuw2) = l-j u>, Aw2. (2.2.33)

We will fix a metric g on the Riemann surface by requiring that it corresponds to
the Kahler form

"> = ^ - 1 > , A 57,-. {2.2M)
~P j=\

We will use this metric on the Riemann surface throughout this chapter, in particular
the covariant derivatives in (2.2.10) have been computed with this metric.

Now, suppose we have given a line bundle L together with a Hermitian inner
product of the fibre of L of each point z £ S. These inner products vary smoothly
with z. Denote by || • || the induced norm on the fibres of L, and let s any section
of L. The first Chern class Ci(L) satisfying (2.2.4) is given by:

c,(i) = ~ log || s f dzAdz s€L. (2.2.35)

The line bundle L over E is called admissible with respect to the metric (2.2.33) if

C!(I)= 2jrideg(L)w. (2.2.36)

This metric is also referred to as the Arakelov metric on L. It is shown in [9] that in
fact each line bundle over E has an admissible metric with respect to (2.2.33) which
is unique up to scalar multiplication.

Associated with this metric one can define in the following way, a Green's func-
tion. Let P and Q be two given points on E and let z a complex coordinate on
E. Then there exists a real valued, non-negative function G(P, z) of r called the
Green-function, satisfying the following properties:

1. For z = P it has a first order zero,

2. g||=: log G(P, z)dz Adz = 2*iu, where w is the volume form (2.2.34);

3. /ElogG(P,2)a; = 0,

4. G(P, Q) = G(Q, P); i.e. G is a symmetric function.
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One can show easily that if A is the complex scalar Laplacian, (i.e. Ao), acting
on a function / on E, then for P, Q £ E,

(2.2.37)

The function \ogG(P,Q) has a logarithmic singularity at Q = P:

log G(P, Q) = log | z | +C°° - function. (2.2.38)

One calls the function g(P,Q) = logG(P,Q) the Green's function of E associated
with the metric g.

Using the function G(P, Q), one can explicitly construct an admissible metric on
ft as follows. Consider Ov(Q), the sheaf of holomorphic functions at Q 6 S, and
the unit section lo(P) at the point P. One puts a unique Hermitian metric || • || on
Os(Q) by letting

|| 1 \\O(P)= G(P,Q) = exp(g(P,Q)), (2.2.39)

where || lo{P) \\ is the norm of the unit section lo+(P),P € E. It is obvious that
this is an admissible metric. By tensoring we obtain an admissible metric on O(D)
for each divisor D. This metric is called the Green's metric on O(D).

Now we do the following. Let P be a point on E, and let O(P) have its Green's
metric. Furthermore, suppose we have a differential f dz, which has a pole of order
one at z = P, (z is a local coordinate at P.) The residue of this differential then
gives an isomorphism from the fibre at P of the line bundle

n(P) = il®O(P) (2.2.40)

to C. One can do this for all points P, such that, if C has its canonical metric | |,
the residue map 'res' is an isometry. To see this explicitly, consider the generating
section at P, which is f dz. Then the norm of this section at P is given by:

\\fdz\\{P)=\naPfdzl (2.2.41)

where the residue is given by

resp/<fz= l i m ^ ^ . (2.2.42)

Using the fact that the residue map is an isometry we thus see that we may put a
norm on fi by defining

(2.2.43) j
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By taking tensorial powers, we thus obtain an admissible metric on £1®". The reason
we use this metric on fi®n is because it is possible to 'transfer' this metric onto the
space detf lrfE.n")-1 . The metric on detflF(E,ft®n) is referred to as the Faltings
metric, which we denote by || • \\p. To construct it one needs the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Faltings [47]). There exists for any line bundle L over E with an
admissible metric on L a unique way to assign a Hermitian metric || - ||/r on the
space

det RT(T., L) = Ama*i/°(£, L) © (Amortf »(S, L))', (2.2.44)

such that the following properties hold:

1. An isometry f : L —> V induces an isometry from det 7?F(S, L) to det i?F(E, U).

2. If the metric on L is changed by a factor a > 0 then the metric on det i?F(S, L)
is changed by ax^L\ where

X{L) = dim tf°(E, L) - dimi/^E, L) = d e g l - p + 1. (2.2.45)

3. The metrics on det i?F(S, L) are compatible with the Green's metrics on O{D)[P]
in the following sense. Suppose D\ and D are divisors on E such that D =
D\ + P, P £ S. Then the isomorphism

det flF(E, (£>)) ~ det i?F(E, (£>,)) © O(D)[P], (2.2.46)

which is induced by the exact sequence (cf. 2.2.8-9)

0 —> 0{Dx) —^ 0{D)[P] —> 0, (2.2.47)

is in fact an isometry.

4. The metric on det flF(E, SI) = Apff°(E, fl) is the one determined by the canon-
ical scalar product on / f°(S,n).

We will give the line of reasoning in the proof of this theorem, because it has an
interesting consequence in string theory. It is essentially enough to prove property
1, because the Faltings metric may be put on the det itF(E, L)'s in a unique way
so that properties 2, 3, 4 hold. Recall that one can always construct a divisor D
such that O(D) and SI are isomorphic as line bundles. Since we have the Green's
metric on O(D), which is a scalar multiple of the fixed metric on ft, conditions 2
and 4 determine the metric on det #F(E,O(D)). With property 3 it then follows
that one may determine a metric on det i?F(E, O(D')), for any divisor U by adding
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or subtracting points. Since G(P,Q) is symmetric in P,Q the order in which one
adds or subtracts points is irrelevant for the metric on detJ?F(E, O(D')).

So it remains to prove that for any choice for D, the isometry O(D) ~ O(D')
induces a corresponding isometry

detRT(£,O{D)) ~detRT{X,O{D')). (2.2.48)

For this purpose one adds or subtracts points such that the divisors D and D' are
both of degree p — 1. Then they can be written as

for a fixed divisor E and some points Pi,..., PT on S.

(2.2.49)

one then proceeds in proving property 1) by constructing a line bundle N on S r

whose fibre at P is naturally identified with det RT(S,,L(V)). The isomorphism
classes of this line bundle are easily obtained since they belong to the Picard group
of line bundles of degree p — 1, Picp_i(S). We thus have a mapping

V' : S r — Picp-^E), (2.2.50)

which sends {Pi,..., PT) to {E - £;=i P{).
Now, recall that in Picp_j(E) there is the theta divisor 6 consisting of bundles

with global sections over E. It follows that the bundle TV is in fact given by the pull
back of ip:

N = i>'O{-e\ (2.2.51)

in which the unit section of O{—9) goes over in the meromorphic section s of N.
Since the fibre of N at P has been identified with det RT{E, L{V)), the metrics that
have been put on det i£T(E, L) yield a metric || • \\p/ on N. Property 1) is thus proved
if the curvature of this metric is equal to the curvature of the Hermitian metric || • ||g
on {—0). This can be done by using the Green's metric on O{D). (We refer to [47]
for this part of the proof.)

Important for us is, that apparently there exists a scalar A such that

II • I k = A| | • \\e. (2.2.52)

When appropriately normalized, this factor can be expressed in terms of the new
invariant 5(E) on a Riemann surface introduced in [47][ pp. 401-403]. To describe
it we will compute the Faltings metric on det.Rr(E,L) explicitly, using property
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3 of theorem 2.2.1. We restrict to the case where L is of degree d > 2p — 1, so
that dimZ/'fE,!,) = 0 by the Kodaira vanishing theorem. Similar as above let
{P,}[_, be r distinct points on S, such that r = d + \ — p = dim//°(E, L), and let
L(V) = O(E- Ei= 1 Pi)- Now, we form the vector space ®T

i=lL[Pi\ = A1" ®T
i=l L[P,}.

which is a product of complex vector spaces of rank 1. It carries a natural Z/2-metric
|| • ||£2 coming from each component in ©JL,

||-||z,2 = | | Q 1 ® . . . 0 o r | | L 2 = n i K H - (2-2-53)
I

On the space 0iL[P{] one defines the Faltings metric || - \\jr as

H-||F = l |- | |L,Il7^-p-- (2.2.54)

Using the exact sequence

0 —> L (- J2 P) —• L —- ®U L[Pi) —• 0, (2.2.55)

one obtains the isomorphism

<g> Li[P,]X\ .detflr(E,L) -del fir U,L t-j^p] ®l<g> Li[P,]X\ . (2.2.56)

To see that this is in fact an isometry, one has to show that each term has the Faltings
metric on it. This follows from successive application of property 3. Deleting one
point at the time one has the isomorphism:

, L) = det RT (£, L (- £

' (2.2.57)

On O( — Pj)[Pj] we have the Green's metric, so that the norm on O(—Pi[Pj]) is given
by

! \\o{-Pi)[PM = G[P7P7Y
 (2"2"58)

! Furthermore, the metric on det RT (E, I ( - E[=i)) ' s isometric with the flat metric
'f on C, because L (— YiiLi Pi) is of degreep-1. Hence (2.2.57) is indeed an isometry,

for the Faltings metric.
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The Faltings metric on the space det flF(S, L) can now be constructed as follows.
Let U be an open covering of £' such that for (Pi,..., Pr) 6 U the exact sequence
(2.2.55) induces the isomorphism

a:detflr(E,L)—»®J= 1£.[Pi]. (2.2.59)

Note that this condition is equivalent with

If {«,}[_, denotes a basis in //°(E, L), then this isomorphism can be given explicitly
by

Q , A . . . A a r — > d e t a , ( P , . (2.2.60)

From theorem 2.2.1 follows that the map J/> : S r —> P i c ^ E ) , is such that U C
0 -1(Picp_i - 0). Furthermore, the space det #F(S, L((V)) is identified with the
fibre over tf>(P,,..., Pr) of PO(-0). Denote by 19 the unit section of O(-0) in
(Picp_j — 9) and by A(Pj, • • •, PT) the function on U such that

. . . ,P r | |
2 . (2.2.61)

Using (2.2.52) and the exact sequence (2.2.55), one obtains the Faltings metric on
detfiF(S,L):

||det«F(S,L)||2F = A||M>(P1,...,Pr)||V||®[=1L[P,]|£ (2.2.62)

= A| |M.(P1 , . . . ,P r) | |2
n ) p.<*'\\®Ui L[P,}\\1

= A||l,V(Pi, • • •, fi)||2n ) II delOi

Because this metric is unique up to scalar multiplication, one can use property 4) of
theorem 2.2.1 to normalize it and describe the proportionality constant A in terms
of the invariant 6(E). Following [47], one first chooses a divisor D on E such that
il(-D) is of degree p - 1. So D is given by: D = Pi + ... + Pp - Q. Using the
basis M7i,... ,wp for H°(Y,,Q) introduced earlier, one may derive along similar lines
as above the following equality:

,. - -,Pr,0)11 = eM^)ldetW-™L] nG{PS,Q). (2.2.63)

(The representation of the proportionality factor in terms of 5(£) is for convenience;
this will be clarified in the next section.) In the next section we show that how
the Faltings metric can be used to establish an explicit formula for the metric on a
determinant line bundle on a family of Riemann surfaces.
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2.3. The Mumford Form on Moduli Space

In this section we will discuss how the ideas of the previous section generalize to
holomorphic families of Riemann surfaces. Our first concern will be the construction
of the determinant line bundle associated to the holomorphic ^-differentials, and the
definition of the Quillen metric on this bundle. This is done in section 2.3.1. Then in
section 2.3.2 we introduce the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch (G-R-R) theorem, and
use it to obtain holomorphic isomorphisms between determinant line bundles. As
a result we find that the string partition function is described by the square of the
so-called Mumford form on moduli space. In section 2.3.3 we will relate the Quillen
metric on the determinant bundle of holomorphic n-differentials with the Faltings
metric. This leads to an algebraic formula of the Mumford form. We then derive
in an algebraic way the modular forms describing the partition function. In section
2.3.4 we discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the partition function.

2.3.1. T H E QUILLEN METRIC ON DETERMINANT LINE BUNDLES

In this subsection we will introduce determinant line bundles on the moduli space
corresponding to holomorphic families of Cauchy-Riemann operators. Subsequently
we will define a suitable metric on them. We will begin with a description of a
more general construction of determinant line bundles; later on we will apply it
to the bundles of holomorphic differentials. Let. us consider a determinant line
bundle det Dy defined as in (2.2.28). To be more specific, introduce a holomorphic
vector bundle E on a compact Riemann surface S and a holomorphic vector bundle
F — E ® 0, where fi denotes the canonical bundle of E. Define Dp the elliptic
differential operator acting between the C°°- sections of E and F,

I? £ :C°°(E ,£) —>C°°(S,F) (2.3.1)

by the following formula on a local coordinate patch (U, z) on which E is trivialized:

~DEf = %®dz. (2.3.2)
oz

Next, consider the holomorphic fibration of compact Riemann surfaces

•K : S —>Y, (2.3.3)

where Y is a complex analytic variety and ir is such th?t the fibres are one dimen-
sional holomorphic vector spaces. Consider the holomorphic family of operators
DE,V parametrized by y £ Y defined as

~DE.y:C°0(r1(y),E)—*C0°(1r-1(y),F) (2.3.4)
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and construct similarly as in section (2.2.3) the determinant line bundle denoted by
det Dg, by taking maximal exterior powers. This determinant line bundle admits
a natural holomorphic structure which is compatible with the C°° structure of its
fibres. It is easily verified that it satisfies the following properties, which in fact
characterizes this holomorphic structure:

1. Let / : Y' —> Y be a holomorphic change of basis and put

£ ' = E Xy Y' = {(«,»') 6 E X > • > ( * ) = f(y')} ,

w' : E' -+ Y' such that (s,j/') i-* y' and / : £ ' - > E such that (s ,y ' ) n- 5 .
So, 7r' : S' —> V is another holomorphic fibration of compact Riemann sur-
faces. Upon, identifying the fibres K~l{y') with ir~x(J(y')) and correspond-
ingly det Dj,E , with det DEJM one finds that the holomoiphic structures on
these spaces determine an isomorphism

dfA Dj.E~r det DE. (2.3.5)

2. Let h0 and hi be respectively the dimensions of the spaces

KerD£,y = H°(w-l(y),E)

CokcrDE,t = H\7r'\y),E). (2.3.6)

Introduce the direct images R'w. as defined in [71][p.65, 250]. The holomorphic
structure on DetD^,., is such that it determines an isomorphism

- d e t / w

3. Let

0 —* Ei —> E2 — • E3 —» 0 (2.3.8)

be a short exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles Ei,E2, E3 on £, then
for all y £ Y the long exact sequence for the corresponding cohomology groups
amounts to an isomorphism

det £>£,,„ ~ det~DEuy ® detZ>£3,,,. (2.3.9)

The holomorphic structure on these spaces implies an isomorphism

^ U ® d e t S ^ . (2.3.10)
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We are now in a position to define the relevant holomorphic determinant line bun-
dles on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. To construct the determinant line
bundle associated to the holomorphic n-differentials we study the variation of the
conformal structure on the Riemann surface. An infinitesimal variation of the con-
formal structure is in fact a transformation along a vector in the tangent space of
lVichmiiller space, hence it corresponds to a traceless deformation of the metric on
E. Using (2.2.10) one computes the induced transformation on the differentials V*:

*V= = ±6g"V: + ^Vnz(6g~). (2.3.11)

It is crucial that this variation is holomorphic with respect to the complex structure
of Tcichmuller space. (We recall the fact that locally Teichmiiller space is isomorphic
to C3p~3 from which one can prove that Tv is a complex space [1].)

The next step is to construct the universal Teichmuller curve ,VP, which is the
natural fibre space over Tp:

i : Xp —» Tp. (2.3.12)

It has the property that for I £ Tp 7f~'(0 ('-e- the restriction to the fibre) is a space
X] isomorphic to the Riemann surface S, represented by t. The differential

d:R : T.\p —> TTP, (a tensor of type (1,0)) (2.3.13)

has everywhere along the fibre a one-dimensional kernel, which is the tangent of the
fibre. So, Kerdii defines a line bundle, fi~', called the relative tangent line bundle.
(Note that this bundle is dual to the bundle of holomorphic quadratic differentials.
by virtue of Serre duality.) In a similar way one can obtain the relative bundles Q9"
on A'p, to which the operators V^ are associated. By (2.3.11) these bundles vary
holomorphic with i G Tp. Now, following the general construction, we form the one
dimensional space

(dettfr^a0"))-1 ~(Amax//o(s,n0n)r©(Aitiax//I(s,n8'1)). (2.3.14)

Using direct images of the projection 7f, this yields a holomorphic determinant line
bundle Cn over the Teichmiiller space Tp, defined as

cn = (det fljf.n®")-1 = (Amax5f.nenr © (A^fl ' s .n®' 1 ) , (2.3.15)

which by virtue of (2.2.31-32) reduces to

cn = (Amax^nSnr n > i, c, = (tfx.ny 0 fl'*.n. (2.3.16)
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Recall that Teichmuller space is a contractible space so that the line bundle £n is
trivial. However, as £ n carries a nontrivial action of Tp, the trivialization cannot be
a holomorphic function. Using the fact that the action of Tp extends to A', one may
define £ n as a holomorphic determinant line bundle over moduli space, by factoring
out Tp. Hence we have the induced projection

w.X—>M, (2.3.17)

where A' = Xp/Tp, the universal curve of moduli space. The corresponding line
bundle £„ —> M. is thus holomorphically non-trivial.

At this point it is useful to observe that the string partition function is in fact
described by a section of the line bundle G,

G = (Cx)-
d/2 ® £2- (2.3.18)

We next apply the so-called Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism [70] which shows that
the bundle (£2)"' corresponds to the canonical bundle KMP of moduli space, in
agreement with the observation

(£2)-' = A3p-37T.ft2 = A3p"3(cotangent space of M) = KM. (2.3.19)

The problem of finding an integrable volume element on Ai has now become a
problem of constructing a Hermitian metric on G. This is a nontrivial problem
since first of all the metric on each determinant line bundle £„ must be smooth on
moduli space. Secondly, it must be such that the metric induced on G becomes
holomorphically trivial.

We will now show that such metric is provided by the so-called Quillen metric.
To introduce the Quillen metric let us return to the general situation described in
the beginning of this section. On each fibre of the holomorphic bundles E and F
one introduces a C°° metric induced by the metric on the tangent bundle to A'.
For all y £ Y one has L2-scalar products on C°°{-n-x{y),E) and C0o(7r-'(y), F).
Correspondingly, one has such scalar products on the vector spaces Ker(D) and
Coker(D). This induces an L2-metric on the spaces detDgj,. Explicitly, if {ui.jjlij
denotes a set of basis vectors for Ker(D) and {uijiij a set of basis vectors for
Coker(D) evaluated at y, then the metric on DetDg,, is given by

u,, A • • • A Whor ® («, A • • • A va\l = y ' ^ ' ^ . (2.3.20)

However, this metric varies discontinuously if y 6 Y varies, because the dimensions \
of the kernels will in general vary. (Recall that they are only const ant along a fibre.) ;
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Therefore, the L2-metric will not define a C°°- metric on det DE- Instead we should
use the Quillen metric \\ • \\Q which is defined as

|| • |& = d e t a i l - H ^ (2.3.21,

where the prime denotes the determinant reguralized with the C-function. That is, if
{ A,} denotes the set of nonzero eigenvalues of D, one forms the associated C-function

Cff(s) = I > r J . (2.3.22)
i

and defines the determinant as

det'D = expi-^O), (2.3.23)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to s, see [111] for details. For
us the important fact is the following

Theorem 2.3.1 [110] The Quillen metric || • ||Q defines a C^-metric on det D £ .

Let us now apply this to the determinant line bundles Cn. That is, we choose {©,}
as a basis for H°(E, fi8™). Then a section of Cn is given

•1). (2.3.24)

The Quillen metric || • \\Q is thus given by

.._.., det'An , O o . - ^

where s a section of £„ and An is the Laplacian associated with VJj (computed using
the admissible metric described in the previous section). The Quillen metric on Li
is given by

IKtm A . . . A n;,,)-1

where 1 is the constant section. Using this metric one can rewrite the partition
function

h , 3P-3 _
I Zp = / n d<t>i A dd>{ det(u»,-, wj)-*'2 • G, (2.3.27)
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whore

/ del** Y ( det'A2 \

Zp = [ I I dhAdhdet^Wi)-"2 • \ \ S 2 \ \ Q • \\sx\\Qd, (2-3.29)
JM I = I

where 5, g £, and s2 £ £2, are sections given in (2.3.24), for m = p, respectively
for m = 3p — 3. (We used the fact that the quadratic differentials <j> on M vary
holomorphically and may serve as coordinates on Af.) We conclude that if the
integrand (2.3.29) is required to be a function on the moduli space, one has to find a
holomorphic isomorphism between [C\)~dl2 and £2 for some value of c/, which must
extend to an isometry for the Quillen metrics defined on £2 and C\.

2.3.2. THE GROTHENDIECK-RIEMANN-ROCH THEOREM AND THE

Ml'MFORD-FORM

To find the holomorphic isomorphisms among the determinant line bundles over
moduli space requires a generalization of the Riemann-Roch theorem to families of
Riemann surfaces. This is the Grothendieck-Ricmann-Roch theorem. (For a read-
able description we refer to [71][Appcndix A], and [91].) It relates the cohomology
of the bundles with the intersection theory of the manifold on which the bundles
are defined. After we have briefly described the theorem, we apply it to the deter-
minant line bundles £„, to obtain for d = 26 the isomorphic isometries describing
the integrand in (2.3.29).

To describe the G-R-R theorem requires the introduction of the Grothendicck
groups K(X) (and K(M))< constructed out of the semi-group Vect(A') (respectively
Vect(AI)) of vector bundles, by dividing out an equivalence relation between these
vector bundles. This is called the Grothendieck construction. The Grothendieck
relations are those which to each short exact sequence

0 —>E' —>E —> E" — . 0 , E, £ ' , E" e Vect(A') (2.3.30)

give the relation

[£<J = [£- ] + [£/ j . (z.o.ol)

The group of isomorphism classes of vector bundles over X, modulo these relations,
forms a free Abelian group, called the Grothendieck group K(X). The relevant thing
for us is that the projection w : X —> M, gives rise to a map w\ defined as

Tr .SE^- iy f lV. , (2.3.32)
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which is a map for the Grothendieck groups:

ir, : A'(A') —> K{M). (2.3.33)

The other ingredient in the G-R-R theorem involves a characterization of vector
bundles through their Chern classes. In the context of intersection theory a Chern
class c, of a vector bundle over X is a cycle of codimension i on A'. This is a
generalization of an intersection number for two divisors, and is in general a linear
combination of varieties of codimension i. In this way each Chern class assigns an
element of the group of all cycles of codimension i, denoted by Aj(X), to an element
in A (A'). The equivalence relation for cycles, induced by the Grothendieck relations
for vector bundles, is called rational equivalence. For cycles of codimension 1 it is the
one induced by the linear equivalence for line bundles, which we discussed earlier.

The Chern character Ch, is a map,

Ch : A'(A') —• A(X), (2.3.34)

where A(X) is known as the Chow-ring, defined as: A — ©,J4,-(A). This is the group
of all cycles on A' modulo rational equivalence. The Chern character map is a ring
homomorphism, and can be expressed in terms of the Chern classes c, [71]:

Ch(E) = rank£ + c,(E) + i(c? - 2c2)(£) + . . . (2.3.35)

(E is here a vector bundle; strictly speaking the argument of Ch should be [E], i.e.
the element in A'(A') determined by E 6 Vect(A').)

The family 7r : A' —* M induces a map x» : A(X) — • A{M) for the Chow-
rings. Similar to other family index theorems, the maps 7n and Ch do not commute.
The non-commutativity is precisely the content of the G-R-R theorem. It states
that there exists another ring homomorphism Td in A(A'), called the Todd homo-
morphism, such that the following diagram becomes commutative:

K(X) C-^d A(X)

K(M) - ^ A{M)

More precisely: For the family w : X —» X , and a bundle E 6 Vect(X), the Chern
character of the projected bundle is given by

Ch(T,E) = v,{Ch(E) • Td(n~1)), (2.3.36)

where Td{Q.~l) is the Todd class of the relative tangent bundle fi"1 of the universal
curve X. The Todd class can be expressed in terms of Chern classes:

Td : K(X) —» A{X), Td = 1 + ^c, + -5j(c* + cj) + - - -.
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We now apply (2.3.36) to the case where £ is a holomorphic line bundle over A'.
Recalling that dim A' = dim M + 1, we have upon expanding both sides of (2.3.36):

i =
. y 2 + l2Cl' ^

This formula generalizes the classical Riemann-Roch theorem on a Riemann surface
to a family of surfaces. It characterises the projected bundle on moduli space by its
Chern classes which are elements of the Chow-ring A(M). In the case of holomorphic
line bundles, it thus follows that the projected bundles are determined up to linear
equivalence, implying that a possible isomorphism between the bundles over M. can
be chosen holomorphically.

There exists an important refinement of the G-R-R theorem for determinant line
bundles on the level of curvature forms of the Quillen metric on determinant line
bundles.

Theorem 2.3.2 Let IT : £ —> Y a holomorphic family of compact Riemann sur-
faces, and let E be a holomorphic vector bundle on E. Let \\ • \\i2 be the natural
Hermitean C°°-metric on E induced by the Hermitean C^-metric on the tangent
bundle T = TZ\Y• Let \\ • \\Q be the Quillen metric on detZ>£ as defined in (2.3.21).
Then one has the following equality on Y:

DE,\\-\\Q) = - f, (Ch(E,\\-\\L,)Td(T,\\-\\L2)), (2.3.38)

where the f^tY denotes integration of the differential forms is along the fibres ofw.

This formula has been first obtained J. Bismut and D. Freed [21] in the context of
Dirac operators. It is at the basis of the so-called Belavin-Kniznik theorem, which
follows from (2.3.38) as a special case. We will discuss this now, by applying
(2.3.38) to the determinant line bundles Cn. One usually puts

C O O " 1 = A = lx . ( C l ( f i ) ) 2 . (2.3.39)

The bundle (A)" 1 is called the Hodge bundle; A is the Hodge divisor class. Applying
the G-R-R theorem to Cn one finds Mumford's formula [104][pp 101,1021

c1(7r,n®") = (6n(Ti-l) + l)A (2.3.40)

which implies that

£ n + 1 ~(£ 1 ) 6 n 2 " 6 ; l + 1 (2.3.41)
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are holomorphically isomorphic. Now we extend this isomorphism to an isometry
for the Quillen metrics. If Cn is equipped with the Quillen metric the first Chern
class (2.3.38) is a special element in the Chow-ring A(M) which can be represented
by the curvature form of this metric. So it follows that (2.3.41) is indeed an isometry
for the Quillen metrics:

c , (Jr l , -ll/.,). (2.3.42)
X\M

It is important to realize that theorem (2.3.3) determines the behaviour of the
Quillen metric under a conformal transformation of the L2-metr\c on ft". Denote
k>' II ' llo an Hermitean I^-metric on fl~l. Since, by the Riemann-Roch theorem,
the metrics on Hl(Tr~l(y),Q.n) are independent of the metric on fi", we only have
to consider the change of the metric || • ||0. For this we consider a real valued C°°-
function cr{y) on the universal curve X, such that <J(0) = 1. Define a new Li metric
|| • ||v on n~' by || • \\y = e17'"'!! • ||0. Then an easy calculation shows that the Quillen
metric on £ n varies with y as

A day + a,R^ , (2.3.43)

where R denotes the (1,1) form of the metric || • ||0- This implies in fact that the
Quillen metric behaves under a conformal transformation of the metric on A' as

llQ.i
||Q,O \ 12* i Jx\M

(2.3.44)

Let us now return to the string partition function (2.3.29). We will now show
that the integrand defines an integrable volume element on the moduli space M.
First observe that formula (2.3.43) gives identical results for n = 0 and n = 1. This
is in fact a consequence of Serre duality. For n — 0 the metric on the bundle of
holomorphic functions O is trivial. Thus one finds that for the Quillen metrics on
the determinant line bundles the equality

ci(A, | | - | |g) = 13c l(£o,||-|lo). <2-3-45)

where Co denotes the determinant line bundle of the bundle O.
This isomorphism which on the level of the Quillen metric becomes an isometry

is referred to as the Mumford isomorphism fip [104]. It is more precisely described
by way of the following
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T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 3 Let ir : £ —> V be a holomorphic family of compact Ricmann
surfaces of genus p > 1, with tangent bundle T = T^\y. Then there exists an
isomorphisn ;ip, called the Mumford isomorphism:

HP : delTJT ^ ( d e t D o ) 0 1 3 , (2.3.46)

which satisfies the following properties

I. The isomorphism / i p is compatible with a base change / : > " — > V , that is, in
the notation of (2.3.5) the following diagram is commutative

det DT. - ^
I | (2.3.47)

f'det~DT
 S-^ f'(dei~Do)

ayi

where the T' = 7V.|i> and similarly for O'.

2. The isomorphism ftp is algebraic, i.e. if fip and ft' are two isomorphisms then
there exists a complex number A £ C* such that for all families 7r

/«'p=A/ip. (2.3.4S)

One calls the isomorphism fip the Mumford isomorphism.

This theorem together with the isometry (2.3.45) shows that there exists a real
function 4> on Y, such that for every family x : H —* Y and every Hermitean metric
II • II o n T,

\\fips\\Q = tt>\\s\\Q, with ddlog4> = 0. (2.3.49)

It easily follows from (2.3.44) and the compatibility of fip with a base change that
<f>(y) does not depend on the conformal class of the fibre 7r~'(y). It can only depend
on the genus p, leading to the following

Theorem 2.3.4 Let /tp be a Mumford isomorphism. There exists a real constant
Ap G R, such that for every holomorphic families of compact genus p> 1 Riemann
surfaces, and for every Hermitean metric \\ • \\ on T (in the notation of the previous
theorem) \iv satisfies

\\HP4Q = Ap|M|0 (2.3.50)

where \\ • \\Q denotes the Quilkn metric on the determinant line bundle of det ~DT-
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We will apply these results to the string partition function. Therefore we reexpress
(2.3.29) as

^ A ^ A . - . A ^ j | det(Wi,W]) I"13 ||(w,A...Aitfp)-13®(&A...A*3p_3)||ga
1 (2.3.51)

where {u>,-}["_., denotes a basis for the section s £ fi and {<j>i}^3 denotes a basis for
KM- Application of the above results shows that this is equivalent to

(2.3.52)

where Ap is a constant. In fact, Ap is independent of the genus if p > 2. This follows
from results in [70] (see below). One now concludes that (2.3.52) is indeed a single
valued function on Mp. This result was first obtained (in a different way) in [17].
Note that the constant Ap is the coupling constant of the full partition function Z.

2.3.3. AN ALGEBRAIC FORMULA FOR THE PARTITION FUNCTION

We will now relate the Quillen norm on Cn with the Faltings metric discussed in
section 2.2.3. This yields an explicit formulation of of the Mumford isomorphism,
and hence of the partition function in terms of Arakelov Green's functions and
Faltings' invariant. The first step is to choose a section on the universal curve
X, a : M —> X, which assigns to each point y 6 ± a given point P on a Riemann
surface S represented by rr~l(y). In this way we can make a codimension one,
horizontal divisor D = a(X). Using this divisor D, we construct a generalization
of the function G(P, Q) defined earlier. On each fibre of 7r, we have the closed (1,1)
form induced by (2.2.33) on the Riemann surface. This constitutes a so-called De
Rahm current [$] on X. It is a closed (1,1) form on X, with distribution coefficients
so that Jx[$] is well defined, although [4>] itself is not continuous on X. One now
has the following generalization of the case on a Riemann surface, namely for every
closed form a of degree dim X — 2:

/ a = / a A [*] = a'a, (2.3.53)
D JX

where &" is the pull-back of a. Subsequently one constructs a function G{P, aoir{P))
such that

ddlog G2(P, a o TT(P)) = 2jri[$] + "smooth terms", (2.3.54)

where the variation on the left-hand side is along the base, i.e. horizontally. The
point ?r o a(P) is precisely the point selected on the fibre above TT(P). It follows
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that it does not depend on P. The function G has a first order zero along D and
is smooth on X — D. We can now put a Green's metric on the unit section of the
sheaf O(D), by letting

(2.3.55)

The curvature of this metric thus defines a (1,1) form on moduli space.
Using the exact sequence

0 — > L(-D)—>L—><T'L—»0, (2.3.56)

one obtains the isomorphism for holomorphic determinant line bundles on moduli
space

det RTV.L ~ det Rv.L{-D) 0 a'L. (2.3.57)

To check that this isomorphism is in fact an isometry for the Quillen metrics put on
these bundles, we may use the G-R-R theorem in the form (2.3.38). This in fact is
a straightforward calculation. We have:

del Rn.L-det RTT.L(-D) = [ch{O{-D)){\-Ch{L))Td(Q-x). (2.3.58)

Expanding the right-hand side yields

ClO{D){\c,{O(D)) - iCl(n) + Cl(I)}. (2.3.59)

Recalling that O(D) is equipped with the Green's metric, this reduces to, using
(2.3.54),

\ I (2.3.60)

The first two terms in (2.3.60) cancel since fi( — D) is of degree p— 1, which therefore
has a flat metric. So (2.3.57) is indeed an isometric isomorphism.

We now take L to be n®71. Along similar lines as in the previous section, one
constructs the divisor D such that nn(—D) is of degree p — 1. Applying (2.3.57)
iteratively, one then finds, after putting metrics on both sides:

' l l 2 (9 -x fin

where s is a section of Cn, and s' a section of the determinant line bundle associated
to n®n(-D). Because Q@n(-D) is of degree p - 1 by construction, the Quillen
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metric on the associated determinant bundle is isometric to the usual flat metric
on C, and it depends only on the isometry class of Q,®n(—D). Hence, the Quillen
metric on det RTT.(CI®"(—£>)) can be related to the metric on the unit section of
the 0-divisor lifted to the universal curve [47]. We denote by \\lgip(Pi,..., P r)| | the
norm of the unit section of O{—6) lifted to the universal curve. This is a direct
generalization of the earlier definition (see the text following (2.2.60)). Application
of the G-R-R theorem yields the isometric isomorphism:

det Rn.(nn(-D)) ~ TT.O(-O). (2.3.62)

This implies that the Quillen metric ||.S'||Q in (2.3.61) is proportional to the norm on
lg, where the proportionality is given by the invariant 6 lifted to moduli space. We
will now make this explicit. Choosing an odd theta characteristic, or spin bundle,
(which has degree p— 1) on the (spin covering of the) universal curve A', one obtains,
using the G-R-R theorem, the isometry

( £ 1 / 2 ) - 2 ~ £ , , (2.3.63)

where C\/? is the associated determinant line bundle of fi1'2. Subsequently, one may
prove the following isometric isomorphism

(^/^-(A)-1®^,)9. (2.3.64)

As a result we can express the Quillen norm on C\ entirely in terms of exp 8. First
we conclude that the norm of the section s' in (2.3.61) can be expressed as

where Ap is a constant only depending on the genus.
This yields for the Quillen norm on C\:

/ II2
S

det'A, 1 t [ det'
= K

-1/2

So

det' Ai

det(io,, wj) Xr-i(!,) y/g\ P [det(it'i, Wj) I^-i^) v

* „ „,„ ' ^ o i , , ' ' J , n , l i ; . \\U4'{Pi, -P*, Q)\\2- (2.3.66)

(2.3.67)
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Combining this with (2.3.62) one computes the metric on £2

[where s = (4>x A . . . A 4>3P-3)~
1}. In conclusion we find that, denoting the Fallings

metric on Cn by || • ||f,

|| • \\F = A (-r^^) II • ||g- (2-3.69)

(In this formula we used Serre duality to replace Ai by A = Ao the scalar Laplacian
on the Riemann surface.) It thus follows that the partition function may be rewritten
as

A . . . A ̂ - 3 I2 APexp ( ~ ) ^ ^ ' ' ' ' | |1^.(P, Pm | |2 . (2.3.70)

This expression is independent of the points P, and of the coordinates <f>i on M. (A
similar expression already appeared in [93,14].)

The choice of the 0-divisor gives rise to an isomorphism Jac ~ Picp_i on the
universal curve, where Jac denotes the Jacobian. Under this isomorphism the 6-
divisor on Picp_j, gives a (symmetric) divisor on the Jacobian. Since the Jacobian
is an Abelian variety this divisor is for a suitable choice of 6, the zero-set of the
Riemann theta-function. From this one can show that (2.3.70) can be expressed in
terms of these functions, so using the parameters of the Siegel upper half plane, one
can find explicit representations of the Mumford-isomorphism describing (2.3.70).

Using the basis (u>i,..., u;p) for H°(T,, U) one defines a period map T which maps
Teichmuller space into the Siegel upper half plane Hp:

r : T p — H p , T = f Wj, (2.3.71)
Jb,

where

' Vj = 6ij, (a,, a,) = (&,, bj) = 0(a,-, 6,) = 8ir - (2.3.72)

The set {aXl..., ap, bx,..., bp} denotes the cycles on m: they form a symplectic basis
for the first homology group # i (£ , Z) specifying the so-called marking of E. The
map T induces a surjective homomorphism, $ ,

5). (2.3.73)
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The group Sp(p, Z) acts in an analogous way on Hp as Tp does on Tp. The Siegel
upper half plane Hp has complex dimension p(p + l)/2 and parametrizes the pairs
(.4, (a,, bj)) where A is a complex algebraic torus corresponding to a point T 6 Hp.
called an Abelian variety, and (a,i,bj) a basis in Hi(A.Z). The space

,4p = Hp/Sp(p,Z) (2.3.74)

is called the moduli space of Abelian varieties. In general a pair (i4,(a,-,6j)) does
not correspond in a one to one way with a Riemann surface. This is only true up to
genus 3. For higher genus the points in it corresponding to points in A form a closed
subvariety of dimension 1 for p = 1 and 3p - 3 for p > 2. The parameters T are local
coordinates on A. One may choose 3p — 3 among them to use as coordinates on M.
however for p > 4 they are no longer independent. In terms of these coordinates the
partition function can be written on as (p > 1)

\4>x A . . . A ̂ 3p_3 I F(T) |-2 (det Imr)"13, (2.3.75)

where F{T) is a modular form with respect to Fp, which can be expressed in terms of
0-functions [93,126]. Up to genus 3 one can use relations in the Chow-ring Al(M),
obtained by the G-R-R theorem to determine the modular form in (2.3.75) explicitly.
We will do this in the next sub-section, after we have discussed the asymptotic
behaviour of the partition function.

2.3.4. T H E PARTITION FUNCTION ON COMPACTIFIED MODULI SPACE

We will discuss in this subsection the asymptotic behaviour of the Mumford
isomorphism. For this purpose it is useful to compactify moduli space. As we
will see the asymptotic behaviour of the partition function uniquely determines the
modular form in (2.3.75) up to a multiple constant. Subsequently we show that the
Mumford isomorphism can be normalized simultaneously for all genera p > 2.

One can do this by adding the class of Riemann surfaces on which a finite number
of simple loops has been contracted to points, called nodes. This is the Deligne-
Mumford compactification of M. The compact space M is called the moduli space
of stable curves [33,104]. (There are several other compactification mechanisms,
for example the Satake compactification; for our purposes however the Deligne-
Mumford compactification seems to be the most appropriate one.) The boundary
[D] = }A — M. is the union of components [D] — Do, D j , . . . , D[p/2], containing
surfaces with modes of degree 0 < i• < [p/2]. For i ^ 0, the node separates the
Riemann surface, for i = 0 it is non-separating.

An immediate consequence of the compactification is that holomorphic sections
of a bundle defined on E will generate a pole of certain order when it is extended to
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compact moduli space M. The order of pole is given by its divisor class. It is not
possible to extend the bundles Cn straightforwardly to M, since £, = (det Rir.Vl)*1

is no longer a line bundle on M. To remedy this, one considers the regular Abelian
differentials ui instead of fi, having the property that they generate at most simple
poles at the the boundary, such that the residues at neighbouring punctures cancel.
Away from the nodes they are just holomorphic 1 differentials. More precisely,
one denotes the singular set on the universal family X by Sing[A'], that is under
ir : X > Ai, SingfA'] goes over in [D]. Choosing a local complex coordinate t, we
may define the 1-differential fi near the singularity, by

Q=f(t)dt, (2.3.76)

where f(t) is a regular function, vanishing at t = 0.
On the other hand following, Mumford [104][pp. 101, 102] we have, denoting

'sing as the ideal of Sing[A']

O = /sing-u/. (2.3.77)

That is we have the exact sequence on A'

0 — > Q . —• u> — > u ) Q Osing — • 0. (2.3.78)

where Osjng is the sheaf of regular functions over Sing[A] of which f(t) is just a
section.

A corcliary of the G-R-R theorem [104] is, that Q considered over A', has a non-
vanishing second Chern class, expressing the fact that fi is no longer a line bundle on
the whole of A'. To determine the second Chern class we just, use the multiplicative
property of Chern classes in the above exact sequence:

1 + c,(u.') = (1 + c,(n) + c2(fi))(l + 0 - [Sing[.Y]]), (2.3.79)

from which it follows, by equating terms of equal codimension:

c(w) - c,(fl), c2(n)) = [Sing[A']]. (2.3.80)

The determinant line bundles Cn are on compact moduli space given by £ n =
(detflTr.w®")-1. Using (2.3.80) in the G-R-R theorem and putting c1((£1)~1) = A,
we find:

A = -L,r.(c+l(u;)J + [Sing[.Y]]). (2.3.81)
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One calls ir.[Sing[A']] = 6, the compactification divisor class. The compactification
divisor is given by [104,70]

D = Do + \DX + ... + DbM. (2.3.S2)

Generalizing to Cn one recovers Mumford's formula:

) (2.3.83)

from which it follows that

£ n + , ~ (£,)6n2+6n+I Q O(£))(""+') (2.3.84)

is a holomorphic isomorphism. (O(D) denotes the line bundle on M associated
to the compactification divisor on M — M.) As before, the Chern classes can be
represented in terms of the curvature forms of the Hermitian metrics on the Cn over
compactified moduli space. This can be used to prove that also on M (2.3.84) is an
isometric isomorphism for the Quillen metrics on Cn.

An important property of A and 8 is the factorization property on the components
A,^o C A1 (see also [14]). This is a consequence from the exact sequences on each
fibre in [Sing[A']] over D^o-

0 —>ui —>u —• wp_, —* 0, 0 —• n{ —> n —* fip_, —* 0. (2.3.85)

where i denotes the degree of the node. The first sequence implies that A splits into
a direct sum on each component, and using the second, the same follows for 6. It
then follows that the isomorphisms in (2.3.84) can be normalized all genera P > 2
simultaneously. This in turn implies that the constant Ap appearing in (2.3.70) is
independent of the genus for p > 2. The extension of the partition function to M
is a bit subtle. Namely, the bundle (Ci)~2 which was previously isomc •jhic to the
canonical bundle KM, is, when extended to the boundary, not isomorphic to the
canonical bundle A'^:

hjt = \3p-3T'(M) ? (det flx.w2)"1. (2.3.86)

In fact a short calculation using deformation theory yields (cf. [70][pp. 49])

Kjj = det RTT.(W @ n) , (2.3.87)

so

CI(A';M) = 1 3 A - 2 £ , (2.3.88)
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while

Cl((C2)-
1 = 13A-<5. (2.3.89)

Hence, the partition function is described by a global section of CJ13®C2I3>O(—D).
It follows that the global section of it generates a second order pole at the boundary.
(We disagree with the results found in [29,65].) The partition function has therefore
the following asymptotic behaviour:

fa A . . . A ̂ ( d e t Imr)"13 | F(r) |~ 2 ~ ̂ . (2.3.90)

One can use these results to obtain asymptotic formula for the Laplacians on n-
differential forms. We refer for that to [116][appendix B].

In the case of genus p = 1,2, we will derive explicit formulae for the modular
form in (2.3.75). For p = 1, (2.3.79) reads A = i £ ) 0 , so

O(£>)~(TT.W)®1 2 . (2.3.91)

A section of this bundle is a modular form of weight 12 on H] which is given by

(T](T))24 = e2mTIl™=l(\ - e2"inT)24. (2.3.92)

It is easily verified that it is nowhere vanishing except at Ao, where it vanishes to
order 1. Then it follows that

( W 8 2 ) ~ (TT.LJ)®14. 12.3.93)

which leads to the well known expression for the integrand in genus 1 [103]:

(Note that it thus follows that expfi(S) = (T/(T))24 in agreement with [47].) For
genus 2, one can derive a second relation, (cf. [104]):

10A = Z)o + £ i , (2.3.95)

from which it follows that the modular form in (2.3.75) is actually a section of

O(D) ~ (A2TT.U;)®10. (2.3.96)
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This section can be expressed analytically as

; ] | (2.3.97)

which vanishes to order 1 at Ao + A].
Furthermore from the G-R-R theorem we deduce that

A3(7r.w®2) ~ (A27T.w)S3, (2.3.98)

so one obtains an expression for (2.3.75)

| drn A drl2 A dr22 |
2

\io I2
_13

This provides an algebraic derivation of some of the results in [103]. In principle
one can derive for arbitrary genus relations like (2.3.93) in Ai(M), to determine
explicitly the modular form in (2.3.73). However for genus p > 3 the Hodge divisor
class will get contributions also from the interior of Ai, due to the hyperelliptic
locus, which makes the calculations more complicated.

This concludes our discussion on the analysis of the partition function as a ge-
ometric object on the moduli stable curves over the complex number field. In par-
ticular we have derived an explicit formula of the Mumford isomorphism describing
the partition function in terms of Arakelov geometry over the complex numbers. It
is amusing exercise to replace the complex number field by an algebraically closed
number field K. The 'embedding' of A' into C gives rise to what are called the
infinite places of K. The results obtained so far are valid for these infinite places.

It is however, possible to do a similar analysis for the so-called finite places
of the number field. One then finds [116,117] that the integration over moduli space
reduces to a summation of a well defined function, called the modular height func-
tion, over the so-called algebraic points of moduli space. The physical relevance
of extending the results to arbitrary number fields, is not very clear, apart from
the fact that it may provide a suitable regularization for the partition function to
perform explicitly the integration over moduli space. We will not discuss the results
in this more general context here, but refer to [116,117].

2.4. The Quillen Metric as a Modular Geometry

In the previous sections we described the string partition function Z using the
Quillen metric on sections of determinant line bundles on moduli space. In this
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section we will briefly point out that the determinant bundles satisfy the conditions
of a modular functor, and that the Quillen metric corresponds to a metric on these
functors. As a result we can identify the central extension of a modular functor as
we discussed in section 1.2.

For this it is useful to relate the conformal properties of the Quillen metric,
with the generator of conformal transformations on a Riemann surface i.e. with the
stress-energy tensor. The stress-energy tensor T is given as

T = d\ogZ. (2.4.1)

This shows essentially that T defines a connection on the moduli space which may
be computed in terms of the Quillen metric on some determinant line bundle. That
is, we consider T as

T = d\og\\s\\2, seCc (2.4.2)

where s is a section of a determinant line bundle Cc depending on the central charge
c of the stress-energy tensor. By a theorem of Harer, [6S] Cc is isomorphic to some
power of the Hodge line bundle, depending on c. This isomorphism extends to an
isometry in terms of Quillen metrics. We will now relate the central charge c with a
central extension of a modular functor. This is most easily done using determinant
line bundles.

For a given genus we saw (c.f. (2.3.44)) that the curvature of the Quillen metric
gives us the correct formula for the conformal anomaly. So in order to show that the
determinant line bundles Cc provide an example of a modular functor we have to
prove that they have the glueing property and furthermore, that the Quillen metric
survives the glueing. If this is the case, we can identify the integrated curvature
Cc with the most singular term in the OPE of the stress energy tensor with itself,
integrated over the Riemann surface, which reads

l\m JT(z)T(w) = ̂ . (2.4.3)

This then determines the power of the Hodge bundle which is isometric with £c .
There are several ways to show that determinant line bundles equiped with the

Quillen metric satisfy the glueing condition of a modular functor. In [55,5] a physical
argument is given why this must be so; here we will follow a different approach which
makes use of some results in [10].

In order to discuss the glueing property we need to consider the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces with a set of given points together with a local coordinate and an
open neighbourhood [/. These data are necessary to specify boundary parametriza-
tions of discs on the Riemann surface. This moduli space is denoted by Mp,n where
p denotes the genus and n the number of points P,-. The moduli space A4p,n is more
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natural to consider than Mp for the following reason. Namely, to apply the formal-
ism presented in section 1.2 one needs Laurent expansions of the fields appearing
in the theory. This requires that there is a local coordinate parametrizing an open
neighbourhood and some trivialization of the bundles involved at these local coor-
dinate patches. The space Mp,n has a natural projection onto the moduli space
denoted by Mp,v, which is the moduli space of triples (E, {P;}, {t>J), where {Pi}
denotes a set of points on £ and u, is a tangent vector to £ at P;. The moduli space
Mp%v in turn has a natural projection on the moduli space Mp which we considered
in the previous sections. Harer has shown in [69] that the cohomology of Mp,v is
isomorphic to the cohomology of Mv.

To be able to characterize the determinant bundles on the moduli space and
its metrical properties we need an explicit description of the glueing prescription.
To find this we will embed the space Mp,n p into the so-called infinite dimensional
Grassmannian manifold modelled on the Hilbert space of L2-integrable functions on
the circle S1. Such embedding is called the Krichtver map. It exists for all finite
genera p. After applying the Krichever map the glueing of two Riemann surfaces is
described by a 'translation' on this Grassmannian manifold. Let us discuss this a
bit more in detail.

Let H denote the Hilbert space of complex L2-functions on S1. It is easily verified
that H admits a polarization

// = //+ 9 //_, (2.4.4)

where / / + is an infinite dimensional space of functions whose negative Fourier coef-
ficients vanish, and H- is the orthogonal complement of H+. We omit the constant
term in the expansions for reasons that will become clear in a moment. The infinite
dimensional Grassmannian Gr(H) is defined as the collection of closed subspaces
W C H which have the property that

Gr(#) = {W C H\ pr~ • W —> #_ is a Fredholm operator} . (2.4.5)

The projection pr+ : W —> H+ is a HUbert-Schmidt operator [109]. In most cases
one can restrict to the Grassmannian manifold Grk{H) for which the Fredholm
operator is of a given index k. We have Gr(tf) = \JkGrk(H). Let us give a list of
some useful properties that we will explore below.

1. The Grassmannians Grk(H) are complex manifolds modelled on C{z, w). This
can be seen as follows. Let 5 be a sequence of integers

S= {«i,a2, • • - , } , (2.4.6)

such that sn = —n, for n large. Define

Hs = span{z'>,SjeS}
Hi = span{zk,k<tS}. (2.4.7)
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Observe Hs £ Gr(H). It can be shown [109] that for any given W g Gr(H).
there exists a set 5 such that prs : W —> Hs is isomorphism. Now define

Grf (//) = {W e Grk{H)\prs : W —> Hs is an isomorphism} . (2.4.8)

It follows that

Grs
k(H)~M(Hs,H$)~C{z,w}, (2.4.9)

where M(Hs, H§) is the set of all continuous maps from Hs to Hg.

2. For each 5 as above we define the so-called Schubert cell Cs

Cs = [W € Grk(H)\\ S is the minimal index set s.t. W 6 Grf (//)} .
(2.4.10)

The codimension of this set is defined as

CodimCs = Y.(si - l')- C2-4-1 ] )

>>i

3. Next introduce a scaling operator R\, for A £ C, with |A| < 1:

**/( = ) = /(A^). (2.4.12)
This is an unbounded operator, but it still induces a transformation on Gr(H).
It follows that W t-» /i.\ W preserves the stratification of Gr(//) in Schubert
cells. Furthermore, in the limit A —* 0 we have

Cs = [w G Gr(7/)| lim RXW = ^ s | • (2.4.13)

4. The Grassmannian Gr(^) behaves as a complex compact variety in the sense
that any holomorphic function on it is necessarily constant [109].

5. Finally we introduce the universal determinant line bundle on GT(H). Let pr_
of index k and put

Kerpr_|W' = Kw, Cokerpr_|vv = Cw, (2.4.14)

and define the determinant line detw

max max

deW = A Kw ® A (Cw)'. (2.4.15)

One can show that the detjy is the fibre over W G Grjt(i/) of a well defined
determinant line bundle det —* GT^H) which has canonical trivializations
over open sets in Grt(i/).
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The Krichever map can now be introduced as follows. Let S be a genus p Rie-
mann surface, with a point P and a local coordinate z, such that z(P) = 0. Let
/, be a degree p — 1 line bundle with a local trivialization <f> at on a open neigh-
bourhood of P. Denote by [<f>] the set of all trivializations of L at P which differ
from a multiplicative constant. Denote by Tv-\ the moduli space of the quintuples
(S, P, z, L, [<f>]). Consider the space of sections of I on S - {P}. A trivialization
<Po G [<t>] together with the coordinate r can be used to identify the set of holomorphic
sections F(S — {P}, I ) with a linear subspace of H. Next we put

W(x) = r ( S - { P } , L ) c W . (2.4.16)

It is straightforward to verify that W(x) is a point in the Grassmannian Gro(-ff),
(the operator pr_ has index zero), and that the corresponding map

W : *-p_, —» Gro(ff) (2.4.17)

is injective. The map .T >-* W(x) is called the Krichever map. Following [10] we now
consider the following diagram

1T« (2.4.18)
S —» Mp,n

where

(2.4.19)

The map r is called the 'translation isomorphism' on Tv-\ in [10]. We now define
by composition

Wn = IVr-f : Mp,n — Gro(/f), n G Z. (2.4.20)

It follows form the definition of the determinant line bundle det on Grk{H) and from
the exact sequence

0 —- r(E, L) —» W{x) —. H_ —-» / / ' (E , £) —» 0, (2.4.21)

that

Kerpr_ = KerVJ/2, Cokerpr_ = V[ /2. (2.4.22)
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The pull-back of the determinant line bundle on Gr(H) using the Krichever map
thus leads to the isomorphism

W'det~} ~ £1/2. (2.4.23)

In turn this leads to

W^'der1 ~ Cn. (2.4.24)

Let us at this point make a remark on the action of the rescaling operator /?.\. Its
action is given by

fi.\W(v,P,:,t,M) = W(E.P.A*,L,[*]). (2.4.25)

It is easily verified that in the limit A —> 0 the point W corresponds to a cusp.
This fact will be useful in determining the pole of a holomorphic section of L.
Another remark concerns the kernel and cokernel of Cauchy-Riemann operators.
Since the kernel and the cokernel of these operators do not depend on the local
coordinate or the position of the point P, we actually obtain a line bundle on M.v
instead of Mv,n. Using the analyticity of the Krichever map W, it follows that, if
the det bundle carries its natural Hermitean -^-metric, which varies smoothly on
the Grassmannian, these isomorphisms become isometries if Cn carries the Quillen
metric.

With these facts it is now relatively easy to prove the glueing construction for
determinant line bundles. Consider a point x € ,Vfp,n corresponding to a Riemann
surface of given genus p on which we mark at least two points with associated
neighbourhoods, (i.e. at least two 'discs'), together with the determinant line bundle
C\ of holomorphic one forms. Denote by p\ and p2 the parametrizations of the
boundaries of the two discs (c.f. section 1.2). Consider the Hilbert space of L2-
functions on Sl and let pr_ respectively pr+ be the projections defined above. For
any function / holomorphic on E and integrable on these boundaries we can express
the Krichever map explicitly as

W = {(pr+ + pr_)(/ o p, - / o ft)} . (2.4.26)

This space forms a closed subspace in Grp(H) of codimension p. Note that the
pull-back of a holomorphic one-form on £ integrated along a boundary is trivial:

= jf ] p\u = 0, (2.4.27)p\u>

where u £ H°(Ti,tt) i.s a holomorphic one-form.
Now we cut two discs from D and glue the components. If the discs were in

the same boundary component of S the genus of the new surface £' is still p. If,
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however, they were in two different components the genus of £' is p' = p + 1. In
the first case we still have that the integral over S1 of a holomorphic one form
vanishes, however, in the second case there will be a new holomorphic one form for
which the integral does not vanish. To deal with this, we first consider the space of
holomorphic one forms //°(S', fl') on S' which have vanishing integral. Define an
alternative expression of the Krichever map W above:

W = {pr-(f o Pl) - pr+(f o P2)\\f holomorphic on S - {DiliD2}}. (2.4.28)

This space has also codimension p in GT(H). Subsequently, we define a map W —> W
bv identifying elements in both sets which have the same / . After the glueing of the
two discs on S. this map extends to a map

a: ff°(S,n)—•J/°(£',nl), (2.4.29)

where we restrict to the forms on E' with vanishing integral. It follows that the
determinant det a exists and is nonzero. We can use this to define a map

i: APW°(I;,n) —> AP'//°(S',n')> (2.4.30)

where on the r.h.s. one includes also the new holomorphic form uj\ of which the
integral does not vanish. Choose its normalization such that /si p\wi = 1. The map
; can now explicitly formulated as

i = (det a)" 1 Ap(a(w))Au>i, (2.4.31)

where the extra factor Awi only appears when the glueing changes the genus, i.e.
when p' = p + 1. This in turn implies the glueing property of the determinant line
bundles on Mv<,n-2- As we mentioned earlier the construction is in fact independent
after the glueing of the position of the points P on S' and the position of the discs,
which implies that upon projecting the bundles are well defined on the moduli space
Mpl.

The glueing property can be used to define Quillen metrics on the determinant
line bundles on the moduli space of glued surfaces as follows. Let g be a metric on
the disc D which is trivial around the boundary, (c.f. section 1.2). By glueing one
obtains metrics gp and g0 on the surface S of genus p and the Riemann sphere P 1

respectively. The Quillen metric on £j for the family of surfaces of genus p obtained
by glueing is now find to be

II5IIQ - \\S\\LI I r /— 1 ̂  ^ ^ I i ^.4.J^J
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where | / | denotes the number of boundary components of E. We have attached to
the Laplacians an extra label referring to the metric by which they are defined. It
is nontrivial but straightforward to verify that the map i defined above respects the
Quillen metric. We will not prove this here. It essentially follows from the properties
of the Krichever map described in [10].

This concludes the discussion on the glueing property of determinant line bun-
dles. Summarizing, we find that the compact Riemann surface E' obtained by
glueing copies of unit discs (D;,pt) along the boundary loops of a Riemann surface
S. parametrized by p; provides an example of a modular functor K,(S,P,) by

V(E.pi) = (Ap//°(E'.n')) . (2.4.33)

Now we can relate the curvature of the Quillen metric with the central charge of
V. Namely, consider the Riemann sphere Pl with three discs. After glueing two
of them together we obtain a torus, with one disc. Next apply the Krichever map
and the map i described above. Now consider the rescaling of the local parameter
c by A as indicated earlier. In the limit we are left with a punctured torus. The
pole of a nonconstant section u> G //"(£',Q') corresponds to the curvature of the
Quillen metric on the determinant line bundle C\. Performing the integral around
the puncture one finds

jCl(Cu \\s\\Q) = Jiir)-2* = ̂ . (2.4.34)

This result fixes the power of the bundle Cc which is isomorphic to C\. Namely the
curvature of Cc follows from integrating the conformal anomaly:

fdBlog \\s\\2 = lim JT{z)T{xv) = ±- (2.4.35)

which leads to the conclusion that

/ 2 . (2.4.36)

Hence the modular functor V(S,p,-) in (2.4.34) has central charge c = 1 as should
be expected. We now interpret the bosonic string with action (2.1.3) as a theory
which comprises 26 copies of a c = 1 conformal field theory, for which the modular
functor has the form (2.4.33). However, in principle any combination having total
central charge c = 26 has a string-like interpretation. The modular functor for such
a conformal field theory can now be identified as

V = QjV&pi.aj) ® V(S,p,-)-c/2, (2.4.37)

where it is understood that the total central charge of the first term of the right-hand

side is c/2.
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The Quantum Group Structure of W Algebras

3.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter we showed that bosonic string theory is conveniently de-
scribed by way of a modular geometry defined as a bilinear functional on determinant
line bundles, which we characterized in terms of the Quillen metric. This example
of a modular geometry is intimately related the Virasoro algebra, in the sense that
the holomorphic sections of a determinant line bundle form a representation of the
Virasoro algebra. On the other hand, as we argued before, any combination of mod-
ular geometries having total central charge c = 26, should be taken into account in
a complete description of string theory. Thus it seems natural to ask whether there
can be given a more general description of modular geometries related to other,
possibly larger, symmetry algebras.

In the present chapter we will adopt a more general point of view, by consid-
ering an arbitrary noncommutative algebra A, containing the Virasoro algebra as
a subalgebra, acting on the space of holomorphic sections of some complex vector
bundle. The modular geometry is again characterized in terms of a metric, combin-
ing the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts of the complex vector bundle. We
saw already in chapter one that the modular geometries are conveniently classified
by the Kahler structures on the spaces VQ defined in section 1.3. The space VG is
identified as the Hilbert space of a conformal field theory, hence it will provide a
representation of its symmetry algebra A. Of course this algebra will depend on G.

We restrict ourselves in this chapter to the case where G is the Lie group 5£ JV(H) .

It has been shown by Goldman [64] that the Kahler structure in the case of SLj(K)
can be identified with the Weil-Petersson Kahler form on the moduli space of com-
pact Riemann surfaces. The cohomology of this moduli space has been proven by
Arbarello et al. [10] to be isomorphic with the cohomology of the Virasoro algebra.
This result suggests that there is a close relation between the Virasoro algebra and
the space VG, for G ~ 5L2(R).

Let us explain a bit more in detail, why this is reasonable. We recall from

103
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section 1.3, that on the space Hom( 7r((E), G) of monodromy representations of the
fundamental group of a Riemann surface there is natural G-action via the inner
automorphisms of G. The resulting quotient space E G = Hom(7Ti(E),G) is a space
canonically associated with E (or 7T[(S)). The Kahler structure on E G defines a
Poisson structure, inducing a Hamiltonian flow on the space of functions Fun(Ec)-
That is, there exist a vector field vT on E G , for all x £ G, and a Hamiltonian H(r)
on Hom(7rj(E),G) such that

vxF(x) = {H(x),F(x)}, (3.1.1)

for all functions F(x) £ Fun(Sc). We denoted this space of functions on EG by
V'G- The natural Poisson structure on VQ defines a non-trivial class in the second
cohomology group of VG, which, as we said already, for G — .?£2(R.) turns out to
be precisely the Weil-Petersson class.

i he Poisson structure on VQ is invariant under the G action on Hom(s"i(E).G)
which is part of the action of Aul(7r) x G where Aut(ir) denotes the automorphisms
of T , (E ) acting on the representations JTI(S) —* G. It follows that the group Out(ri)
of outer automorphisms is the part of Aut(Tj) that is relevant (the inner automor-
phisms may be absorbed into the G-action). The group Out(7r() turns out to be
isomorphic with the mapping class group Fp of the surface E. Furthermore, for
G — Z,2(R) the Teichmuller space of E is a connected component of EG [64]. Hence
upon factoring out the group Out(n\) from Est2 one obtains the moduli space .Mp

of the surface E. Summarizing we conclude that the Weil-Petersson Kahler form
arises after factoring out the symmetry action on VG-

One may try naively to model the space VSL2 on the space of certain differential
operators forming the dual space of the Lie algebra 5Z/2(R), in order to obtain a
description of the Poisson structure in terms of the Poisson brackets of the Virasoro
algebra. However, for finite dimensional semi-simple algebras the second cohomology
group is trivial, so there will be no obvious relation with the Poisson structure on
VSL2 • Instead one may consider the space of differential operators forming the dual
space of the affine Kac-Moody algebra of SL2(R). Such an algebra has a central
extension and may thus be related to the nontrivial cohomology class associated
with the Poisson structure on VSL2 •

In this chapter we will show explicitly how the Virasoro algebra and some of its
generalizations can be obtained in this way. The symmetry of the Poisson structure
will be described by part of this Kac-Moody algebra. More precisely, as we will show
in detail, the Poisson structure is invariant under conjugation of unipotent matrices.
that is, the symmetry is described by the nilpotent part of the Kac-Moody algebra.
After constructing Poisson brackets on the dual space of the Kac-Moody algebra
and gauge fixing this symmetry we will find that, one obtains precisely the Poisson
brackets for the Virasoro algebra. In fact we will do this construction for the Kac-
Moody algebras of SLs(EL), thus obtaining generalizations of the Virasoro algebra.
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The resulting Poisson algebras will be identified as the classical analogues of the
so-called W-algebras which contain the Virasoro algebra as a subalgebra. Although
we construct W algebras only for the S'Ljv(R) Kac-Moody algebras, our method
applies to any simply laced algebra (and probably with some technical modification
also to non-simply laced algebras). Thus one finds a large class of Poisson algebras
which provide examples of symmetry algebras of classical conformal field theories.

The details of the method of choosing an appropriate gauge on the dual space of
a Kac-Moody algebra follow from the Drinfeld-Sokolov theory [42] on bi-Hamilton
(also called bi-Poisson) structures for integrable systems, related to the so-called
Toda field theory. This method is sometimes referred to as the 'Hamiltonian re-
duction of the phase space'. The relation between Toda-field theory and conformal
invariance was established earlier in [19]. This relation (which gives an additional
reason why symmetry algebras of conformal field theories are related to affine Kac-
Moody algebras) can be described as follows. Consider the following general Ansatz
for the action of a scalar field theory:

S[<j>] = \ I ^X \pnftdtift9ij + ^ /((A)) (3.1.2)

where g^ is an arbitrary n x n matrix and V(cj>) an arbitrary potential. It follows
straightforwardly using the classical field equations corresponding to (3.1.2), that
the improved stress-energy tensor1 is traceless, if and only if

(3.1.3)

where k is an integration constant. If one further requires that the theory be inte-
grable ( in the sense of [45]) it follows that gij is the Cartan matrix of some simple
Lie algebra Q. The theory defined in this way is known as a Toda field theory on
the group manifold of some Lie group G. Note that (3.1.2) with V as in (3.1.3),
corresponds in the limit k —+ 0 to a free field theory. To such theory one may add
a topological term, without affecting the integrability or the conformal invariance,
thus turning it into a Wess-Zumino-Witten model. The conserved currents associ-
ated with (3.1.2) are known to build up a Kac-Moody algebra associated with Q,
hence suggesting a relation between symmetry algebras of conformal field theories
and Kac-Moody algebras.

An important consequence of our construction is that the classical W algebras
have a natural commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra structure. This fact
will be used to define quantizations of the classical Poisson algebras in the way we
outlined in section 1.3. The result is that a quantum W algebra has the structure
of a so-called quantum group, which is defined as a non-commutative and non-
cocommutative Hopf algebra arising as the deformation of the classical Hopf algebra.

'The improved stress-energy tensor is traceless modulo the classical field equations.
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The deformation parameter now depends on the central charge of the W algebra.
As a result the highest weight state corresponding to the vacuum of the theory
will be invariant only under the finite dimensional subalgebra SL,2(R.) of the W
algebra. Thus we conclude that the quantum group 'breaks the symmetry' to a
finite dimensional subalgebra, in the sense of the discussion in the introduction to
chapter one.

We organized the results in this chapter as follows. In section 3.2 we use some
results of [42] on integrable hierarchies of higher order nonlinear partial differential
equations to define classical W algebras as Poisson algebras on the space of higher
order differential operators. Subsequently, in section 3.3, we present a quantization
prescription of these Poisson algebras, based on the description given in section 1.3.
This leads to a formulation of quantum W algebras related to a quantum group.

3.2. Classical W Algebras

In this section we will introduce classical W algebras as Poisson algebras realized
on the space of higher order differential operators forming the dual space of an SLp/
Kac-Moody algebra. As is well known this space admits a natural Hamilton or
Poisson structure. We will call the algebraic structure defined by a Poisson bracket
a Poisson structure while the operator which induces the bracket will be called
a Hamilton operator. The space of differential operators endowed with a Poisson
structure, is identified as the phase space of the classical field theory. In addition to
this natural Poisson structure, there exists a second Poisson structure. As we will
explain in detail, this phenomenon reflects a certain symmetry acting on this phase
space. The pair of these Poisson structures is called a bi-Poisson structure2.

The study of such a structure is the central point in this section. One of its main
properties we will discuss, is the existence of a nonlinear map, which relates the two
Poisson structures. This map is sometimes referred to as the Miura transformation.
The application of this map corresponds to a gauge fixing of the symmetry acting
on the phase space. One calls this the Hamiltonian reduction of the phase space.
In the first part of this section we apply this formalism to quadratic differential
operators to obtain the Virasoro algebra. This case is well known in the literature
(see [60,84]). In the second part we generalize this to arbitrary differential operators
of order N and show that resulting W algebra contains terms of higher order in the
generators, which can be considered as the classical analogues of the higher order

2This terminology is bit unfortunate with respect to the notion of bi-Poisson algebras introduced
in section 1.3. The bi-Poisson structures that we shall discuss in this chapter should not be confused
with the bi-Poisson algebras of section 1.3. However in order to be in agreement with the standard
literature will use this terminology.
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terms in the generalized Sugawara construction in [48,12,19]. In the third part we
present the relation between these algebras and a classical Yang-Baxter matrix by
exploring the relation between the nonlinear hierarchies and the integrability of the
Toda field theory. This provides an alternative characterization of a W algebra.

3.2.1. T H E BI-POISSON STRUCTURE FOR THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA

Our starting point is to relate the infinite dimensional Virasoro algebra with a
so called bi-Poisson structure. The technique we will describe below is well known
and originally due to Gervais and Kupershmidt [60,84]. We will generalize it later
on.

We recall from chapter two that the Virasoro algebra is generated by a symmetric
rank-2 tensor, the stress energy tensor, having Laurent expansion:

T{z) = YiLnz-*-\ (3.2.1)

where

Ln = <f ̂ -.z"+iT(z). (3.2.2)

Upon using the OPE of the stress energy tensor with itself one finds that an infinites-
imal conformal transformation z —* z + e(z) of T(z) is given by the Korteweg-de
Vries operator

^d"' + T(z)d + dT{z), (3.2.3)

where c 6 C and the ' denotes d/dz. The singular terms in the OPE give rise to the
Virasoro relations for Ln:

[ I n , Lm] = (n- m)Ln+m + ^n(n2 - \)6n+m. (3.2.4)

We will consider the Ln as the components of the complexification VectdS1) of the
Lie algebra Vfect(51) of vector fields f(x)-— on the circle, i.e.

Ln = ieinx^-, (3.2.5)
dx

where we use x as the coordinate on the circle.
In this section we will show that (3.2.3) is the Hamilton operator related to the

second Poisson structure on the dual space of the Virasoro algebra. Consider a ring
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A" of vector fields f(x)-^ on the circle, which by virtue of a differential operator
d : K —* K is turned into a Lie algebra of Diff[Sl):

(3.2.6)

The universal central extension by C is described by the 2-cocycle

w(/,g) = c f2' fg'"d6, c e C (3.2.7)
Jo

where c is the central charge.
Next, introduce the ring denoted by C[u] generated by a periodic C°°-function

u(.r) and all its derivatives. On C[u] we have the induced derivation d : u' —>
u'+1. It is well known [84,60,85] that the Virasoro algebra is closely related to a
Poisson algebra structure on the affine space M of all operators L = d2 4- u(x).
For convenience we will recall this relation below. Denote by F the space of all
functional <t>(L) of the form

/ ( ) (3-2.8)

where the index (n) denotes the n-th derivative. One can implement two Poisson
structures on F:

/ ( E * S ) - ••='•»• ^

where the Hamilton operators Hi are given by

Hi = \d
H2 = ud + du + cdP, (3.2.10)

where c is an arbitrary constant. The system (3.2.9) is called a bi-Poisson structure.
In terms of the functions «, these Poisson brackets take the form

{«(*), «(y)},. = HiS(x - y), i = 1,2. (3.2.11)

The second Poisson structure gives the brackets for the Virasoro algebra. Fur-
thermore, the first Poisson bracket corresponds to the bracket for the Lie algebra
Vect(Sl) which is contained in the second. More precisely, the first Hamilton oper-
ator gives only coboundary contributions of the form dx6(x — y), and is thus related
to the trivial 2 cocycle on the Lie algebra (3.2.4) while the second Hamilton operator
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is via the term d3 related to the nontrivial 2-cocycle. The second bracket is thus of
a more general nature. It is not hard to verify that any linear combination

U = A{,},+,i{,}2 (3.2.12)

again defines a Poisson bracket on F, i.e. (3.2.12) satisfies the Jacobi identity
also. This is a special property of the bi-Poisson structure. In fact, as we will now
discuss, there is a nonlinear map which transforms the first bracket into the second.
To discuss this map we need to discuss a few properties of the hierarchies
of nonlinear partial differential equations associated with the bi-Poisson structure
(3.2.9).

The integrable hierarchy of nonlinear partial differential equations associated
with (3.2.9-10) is of the form, [85]

fl,u(i,0 = Polr(u), (3.2.13)

where the evolution is taken in some time direction t. The r.h.s. of (3.2.12) is a
polynomial of degree r in C[u]. In the case of (3.2.11), the associated hierarchy
is known as the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) hierarchy, which in terms of the two
Hamilton operators reads

where QT denotes the r — th conserved density of the hierarchy, which is an element
of C[u]. These can be found by the recursive relation given in [58]. The first few
charges are

Qo = j\*x

Qt = jjdx (3.2.15)

Upon substituting these into (3.2.14) one finds the KdV equation as the first non
trivial element of the hierarchy

d,u = i(6uu' + u'"). (3.2.16)

The fact that these charges are conserved is closely related to the Lax representation
of the hierarchy. In fact the whole infinite hierarchy can be written as

9tL = [L,A], (3.2.17)
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where A is a differential operator of degree 1,3,5 - - -. The degree r-operator A is
given in terms of L by

A = (Ll'% , (3.2.18)

where L1'2 is the pseudo differential operator of the form

(3.2.19)
i =0

such that (L1/2)2 = L. This pseudo differential operator is unique; the coefficients
of it are differential polynomials in the coefficients of L. In (3.2.18) the + denotes
the positive, i.e. the differential part. For r = 3 A is given by:

A = (L3/2)+ =dP + lud+ ?u' (3.2.20)
1 4

which upon substituting in (3.2.17) produces the KdV equation.
An important property of the Lax equations (3.2.17) is that they are closely

related to Lax equations for a first order differential operator £ of the form

\ , (3.2.21)

where

( ) qu(x) \ . _ ( 0 A
0 9 M ( x ) J ' A - ^ l O

in which A is the so-called spectral parameter and the function v(x) is an element
of another differential ring C[v] isomorphic to C[u]. The space of all operators C is
denoted by M.. On this manifold there is symmetry acting: it is straightforward to
verify that the operator L remains of the same form after conjugation with unipotent
matrices (i.e. upper triangular matrices with unit entries on the diagonal). One calls
such transformations on M. gauge transformations. Correspondingly the operators
£ fall into gauge equivalence classes. There is a simple argument by which one can
show that to each gauge equivalence class there corresponds precisely one operator
L. Namely, consider the equation for £

(£2 + j^«,£') 0 - A*. (3.2.23)

It is easily verified that this equation is gauge invariant. Now it can be shown
that a representative of each gauge equivalence class can be brought in the form
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Ccn" =0 + qcan + A, where qcan is the matrix

(3.2.24)
0/"

The explicit form of qcan follows by solving C = det Ccan, which yields

S i . (3.2.25)

Wo now restrict to the case where q is traceless and q12 = 0. (The general case will
be considered in the next section.) With this condition one finds that upon taking
i/ = —q one assigns to each gauge equivalence class of operators C an operator L.
The map which relates u with qcan is called the Miura transformation. One writes
it usually in the form

q)t*u = -rf -q\ (3.2.26)

where we dropped the index can attached to q. Observe that this transformation is
not injective: knowing L one finds q{x) up to integration constants, which reflects
the above mentioned gauge freedom.

An important property of the differential operators C is that they too give rise
to Lax equations, describing the time evolution of the functions q(x):

dtC = [A,C]. (3.2.2T)

A particular term of the associated hierarchy is given by

") A3 - §%» + <f)

Upon using the Miura transformation one finds

fyq = -Aq'" ~ 6?V)- (3.2.29)
4

This equation is called the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation. We observe that
(3.2.29) can be expressed as:

n=—a'—a1
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That is, the operator

tf, = l-d (3.2.31)

is a Hamilton operator for the modified KdV equation. This can be seen as a
consequence from the fact that H2 is a Hamilton operator for the KdV equation,
and the identity

]-&* + ud + du = D ("d) D", (3.2.32)

where D = —d — 2v is the 'Jacobian of u with respect to v\ and D' = +d — 2v
its formal adjoint [85]. We thus observe that the Miura transformation maps
the first Hamilton operator into the second, which is in agreement with the remark
that any linear combination of the two Poisson structures defined by these Hamilton
operators is again a Poisson structure (c.f. (3.2.12)). In the next subsection we will
interpret this fact in terms of a property of affine Lie algebras.

Let us conclude this section with an explicit derivation of the two Poisson brack-
ets and the Miura transformation in terms of the Fourier components of the functions
u(x) and q(x). We introduce the Fourier series f{u), respectively F(q) of a function
u(x) respectively q(x) by

«(*) = - ~ £ e"'"£» + \ (3.2.33)
C i=-cx> l

q{x) = - ~ E c~'""a- ' <3-2-34)
C i=-oo

where we generalized to arbitrary values of c. Subsequently, we define the Fourier
series for the derivatives u^ respectively qW as

= - — £ (-inYe-inlLn. (3.2.35)
c n=—oo

We refer to [92](page 32,33) for the relevant statements on the calculus for these
Fourier series, necessary to extend the Fourier map T to the ring C[u], respec-
tively C[v\. After substituting into (3.2.17, -26, -27) one obtains the corresponding
equations for Ln and an:

dtLn = E^-m^^^ + ̂ n^-l)^- (3.2.36)

dtan = - ^ n | 3 L (3.2.37)
12 e?a_n

L* = - ~ E 5«i«» + - ( n - l K - (3-2.38)
C l+tln 2 C
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This gives the matrix components of the Hamilton operators:

Hi = -^n6n+m,0 (3.2.39)

H2 = ( n - m ) L n + m + - | n ( n 2 - l ) * m + n , 0 (3.2.40)

leading to the Poisson brackets:

{an,am} = ^nSm+nfi (3.2.41)

{L^Ln} = (n-m)Ln+m + -^n(n2-l)6n+mfl. (3.2.42)

We observe that upon applying the Miura transformation one finds the Poisson
brackets of Virasoro from a Heisenberg or oscillator algebra. This fact is of a more
general nature, which we will come back to in the next subsection.

3.2.2. T H E GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF W ALGEBRAS

In this subsection we will generalize the construction outlined in the previous
section by explaining the bi-Hamilton structure and its relation with the modified
Lax equation using an abstract theorem of Drinfeld and Sokolov. To do so, and
to discuss its consequences we need some more machinery to deal with arbitrary
differential operators, as was developed in [58,59]. We will consider differential
operators L of the form:

J V - l

L = 0s + Y. m& , (3.2.43)
i=0

where u,- = u\ € C°°(Sl,C), the zero-th order component of ring C[u], consisting
of functions Ui and all their 'Wivatives. We denote by M the affine space of all
operators L of the form (3.2.45). For any two elements u,u € M we define a scalar
product

(u, v) = j TT(U(X), v{x))dx. (3.2.44)

Next we introduce the formal pseudo differential operators of the form

A T - l

X = Y, aid"1', (3.2.45)
i=0

together with the nonlocal operation

d~lb{x) = b(x)d~1 - b'{x)d-2 + b " ( x ) d - 3 + •••. (3.2.46)
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Denote by F the space of all functional of the form

l (3-2.47)

where the notation is as in (3.2.8). To any pseudo differential A' we assign a func-
tional lx '• F —* C by

lx = Tr(A'L). (3.2.48)

The trace Tr of A' is defined as

TrX = / resA" = J a_l(x)dx. (3.2.49)

It is easy to see that this functional is of the form (3.2.47).
Given an operator L one considers Lax equations

dtL = [L,A}} (3.2.50)

where A is a differential operator of degree 1,2,3, • - •. For this equation to make
sense, certain relations must hold among the coefficifi ts of A, since in general [£, .4]
will be of higher degree than dtL. It follows that A mv: • be of the form

(3.2.51)

where L1^ is the unique operator such that (Ll/n)N = L. The index + indicates
that only the terms of positive degree are retained, i.e. A is a 'pure' differential
operator. These Lax equations can be rewritten as Hamilton equations, using a
suitable Poisson structure on the dual space of M, i.e the space of functionals on
M. In fact we have the following

Theorem 3.2.1 ([42]) Let (j>, ip be two linear affine functionals defined on the man-
ifold M of differential operators L of the form (3.2-43). Denote by X* respectively
X$ the pseudo differential operators corresponding to (j> respectively V',

**=i;V-7^ A ^ E Y ' - ^ , (3.2.52)

where j ^ denotes the variational derivative with respectively to u. (The operators in
(3.2.52) satisfy (3.2.48).)
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/. On F there can be defined a bi-Poisson structure given by

{*,ifr},(I) = Tr ([£,,.Y,]+X*), (3.2.53)

(3.2.54)

where V.Y^(L) is defined as

- (LXt)+L (3.2.55)

2. The Lax equation (3.2.50) is Hamiltonian with respect to both Poisson struc-
tures, and for a given operator A, (as in ("3.2.51)), the Hamiltonian function
is given by Hm(L) = NTr(Lm/N)/m.

It is worthwhile to mention that the operator Vx s behaves under an arbitrary con-
stant translation of the operator L —• L + k as

Vx,{ L) —* V*,(L) - k[L,X*]+. (3.2.56)

Later we shall see that this defines a Poisson structure also. Observe that the
theorem generalizes the bi-Poisson structure for the Korteweg-de Vries equation to
differential operators of order N. In particular the conserved charges follow from
the formula given in the second part of the theorem.

In the rest of this section we will give a Lie algebraic interpretation for both of
the Poisson structures in the context of conformal field theory. More precisely, we
will show that the first Poisson structure can be interpreted as the natural Poisson
structure on the coadjoint orbits of an affine Kac-Moody algebra. This is explained
already in [112]. The second Poisson structure will turn out to define Poisson brack-
ets of generalizations of the Virasoro algebra known as W-algebras. The two Poisson
structures are related via a non-linear mapping known as the Miura transformation.
As we will discuss, this provides a 'classical' version of the Sugawara construction for
Kac-Moody algebras. In addition to this we shall find that the Poisson manifold for
the second Poisson structure has a 'hidden' gauge symmetry which stems from the
Kac-Moody algebra associated with the first Poisson structure. In order to make
these ideas explicit, we use results of the Drinfeld-Sokolov theory on the relation
between affine Kac-moody algebras and Lax equations for first order differential
operators.

We start with introducing the space M of all first order differential operators of
the form

C = d + V{x), (3.2.57)
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where V(x) — Va(x)T", and T" denote the generators of a simple Lie algebra Q,
with commutation relations

[7", Tb] = f?Tc. (3.2.58)

It is well known [112] that on M. there is a an action of the loop group LG =
(^( .S^G) , with G the Lie group associated with Q. Under g(x) € LG we have

£ = g~l(x)Cg(x) = 9 + </-1(i)V(x)(7(x) + g-\x)dg{x), (3.2.59)

which shows that ZG acts via gauge transformations. We recall that there is a
natural central extension, which in terms of the algebra LQ, is given by

w(V,,V2) = JdxWx), V2(x)), (3.2.60)

where (,) denotes the non-degenerate G-invariant bilinear form on LQ. The central
extension of LQ is denoted by LQ. Using this bilinear form one may identify LQ
with the smooth part of its dual space LG', and in this respect the action of the loop
group LG (without central extension )̂ _can be considered as describing the coadjoint
action of LG in the this dual space LQ*.

Now, it is well known that on LQ' there is a natural Poisson structure. Denoting
by <j>(V) and ip{V) two functionals on LQ, then the Poisson bracket corresponding
to this structure is given as

It is easily verified using the properties of the bilinear form

(u,v') = -(v,ur),

that this bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. Furthermore, if we take V = Va one
recovers the Poisson relations for the affine algebra LQ:

{V.(*), Vb(y)} = fiXdJi* -V)~ \6aMx - y), (3.2.62)

where we used the normalization TrJTT*) = — ̂ 6ab.
In fact, this bracket has an important property namely, it still satisfies the Jacobi

identity if we replace the operator £ by a the operator

C = XK + fiC, (3.2.63)
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with A' a constant matrix. In this way one obtains from (3.2.61) a bi-Poisson
structure on LQ', by taking either A = 0 or fi = 0:

{4>(V(x))MV(y))h = ' 6V(y)

' 6V(y)

(3.2.64)

,d+V(x)). (3.2.65)

In other words one finds that {, } = A{, }i + fi{,}? again defines a Poisson structure.
This Poisson structure leads to the relations for the loop algebra LQ, with V = V:

(i), Vb(y)} = - y) - ^ - y). (3.2.66)

In the case where ft = 0 the Poisson structure describes an action similar to the
action of the (finite dimensional) Lie group G on the coadjoint representations of its
algebra. One calls this Poisson bracket also the Kirillov bracket.

Note that on the Poisson manifold defined by (3.2.61) we have the loop group LG
acting by gauge transformations. In order to relate the Poisson structures (3.2.64-
65) with the bi-Poisson structures on the space F one has to isolate this action. This
can be done by specifying a gauge. For this it turns out to be useful to consider
operators

i + A, (3.2.67)

where q(x) is an ./V X iV-matrix upper triangular matrix:

q{x)=

and A is the N x JV-matrix

A =

0 q22{x)

Vo

1 0

0 1

A \
0

1 0

(3.2.68)

(3.2.69)

with A the spectral parameter. Formulae (3.2.68-69) are direct generalizations of
(3.2.22). For this operator C the gauge transformations correspond to conjugation
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with unipotent matrices (whose entries are functions of x). It follows that one can
choose in each gauge equivalence class a representative denoted by Ccan of the form

Ccan=d + qcan + A, (3.2.70)

where

(3.2.71)

The relation between the matrix elements of q and qcan follows from the operator
equation

det£ = det£c lm. (3.2.72)

One of the main results in [42] is that the map £ —» £caTt is a Poisson morphism
for the bracket (3.2.65). The map £ —* £c"n is referred to as the Miura transfor-
mation. It can be computed explicitly as follows. Recall the argument made in
the previous section, by which we assigned to each gauge equivalence operator £
a quadratic differential operator L. It is straightforward to verify that the same
argument applies also to higher_order differential operators. We use this to compute
the Miura transformation fi : M —> M explicitly:

(3-2.73)

We are now in a position to relate the bi-Poisson structure in (3.2.64-65) for
G ~ GLpi with the bi-Poisson structures on functionals on the space M of operators
L defined in theorem 3.2.1. Denote by M the space of operators £ of the form
(3.2.70^, and by T the space of functionals on M.. The Poisson structure on the
space T is obtained from the Poisson structure (3.2.61) on T by apllying the Miura
transformation £ —» Ccan. By virtue of (3.2.73) one finds that this Poisson structure
can be expressed in terms of functionals on F:

= / res (Vx,(L)-Y,) , (3.2.74)

where we used the notation explained earlier, which is precisely the form of the
second Poisson structure introduced in theorem 3.2.1.

Summarizing, we have shown that, upon using the Miura transformation, the
Poisson structure (3.2.61) for the affine loop algebra GLN defines the second Poisson
structure (3.2.54) on the space F of functionals on the affine space M of operators
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L. Furthermore, it follows that any linear combination of the two Poisson structures
on F again defines a Poisson structure on F. One refers to the Poisson algebras
associated with (3.2.54) as the Gelfand-Dickey algebra GY){GLN) [86]. We may
consider this combined Poisson structure on F as formally describing the coadjoint
action on the dual algebra. This generalizes the construction of the previous section
which lead to the Virasoro algebra. In fact by imposing suitable conditions on the
form of the operator L one may obtain Gelfand-Dickey algebras for the classical Lie
algebras.

Let us conclude this section with discussing the algebra GD(SLyv)- This algebra
is obtained by imposing the condition that the coefficient un_i = 0. For consistency
it turns out that one should modify the definition of X$ as

X* = £ d-'ir- + d-NbN, (3.2.75)

where the coefficient 6jv is determined by the condition that res[L, Xj,] = 0. This is
precisely the term of degree N — 1 in the definition of Vx^-

We will now work out the second Poisson structure and the localization of the
Miura transformation for the case SL3, which we will identify as the classical ana-
logue of the spin-3 algebra found by Zamolodchikov [130]. We start from the third-
order differential operator

L = a3 + du + ud + v = a3 + 2nd + v + u'. (3.2.76)

It transforms covariantly under a reparametrization of the circle S1. This operator
gives rise to the so called Boussinesq equation

32
tu = \u"" + I(u2)"t (3.2.77)

which can be written as

dtu = v'

dtv = i « ' "+f«« ' (3.2.78)

The first and second Hamilton operator corresponding to the Poisson brackets of
theorem 3.2.1 are

2dv

(3.2.79)
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with the associated charges

Qo = j\vdx. (3.2.80)

Correspondingly, the Poisson structure induced by Hi will split into four parts. In
order to find them in the canonical form we expand the functions a and v in Fourier
components. For u we take the expansion (3.2.34) while for v the appropriate
expansion reads:

v(x) = — v/lO J2 einIWn. (3.2.81)
n=—oo

Then one finds that the Ln generate the Virasoro algebra while the other parts in
(3.2.68) give rise to the Poisson structures

i{Ln,Wn} = (2n — m)Wn+m, plus the complex conjugated bracket

i{Wn,Wm) = (n-m)(—(n + m + 2)(n + m + 3) + -(n + 2)(

+ fc(n - m)An+m + ~n(n2 - l)(n2 - 4)6n+m,0 , (3.2.82)

where An is defined as

An= £ Ln-mLm. (3.2.83)
m=—oo

We can consider (3.2.82) as the classical analogue of the algebra constructed by
Zamolodchikov in [130]. Upon localizing the Miura transformation one obtains an
oscillator representation of the W algebra in a similar way as in the previous section,
without normal ordering. The coefficient in front of An in (3.2.83) is not the same as
in [130]. Only in the limit c —* oo they agree. We will show in the next section that
the term A which is quadratic in Ln will be modified when we pass to the quantum
theory, such that its coefficient agrees with the one in [130].

Observe also that the Virasoro algebra is contained in the W algebra of SL3. In
fact this is a consequence of the following natural filtration of W algebras. Define
the space Fi as

| i i € F | i I = z a = --- = iN-,--2=oJ • (3.2.84)

Then one checks easily that:

[/I,/1,-] c / i + J - + , (3.2.85)
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thus implying the filtration:

Fo C F, C • • •. (3.2.86)

In particular we observe that the Virasoro is realized in FQ-

3.2.3. T H E RELATION WITH TODA FIELD THEORY AND THE CLASSICAL

YANG-BAXTER EQUATION

In the previous subsection we constructed Poisson brackets for W algebras by
applying the Miura transformation. Thus we found that the Poisson algebra on the
space of affine functionals of differential operators of a given order, are obtained
as a 'gauged' Poisson algebra on first order differential operators with coefficients
in an affine loop algebra. In this section we will discuss the relation between the
bi-Poisson structure for affine Kac-Moody algebras and the hierarchies of nonlinear
partial differential equations, as we did in subsection 3.2.1. This will lead to a
connection with Toda field theory. In order to do so we have to introduce some
notation.

Let Q be a rank r Kac-Moody algebra, with canonical generators (e,, fi, hi). De-
note by LQ the loop algebra, obtained by dividing out the center from Q. A subscript
+ respectively — denotes the positive respectively negative component of Q (or of
LQ) with respect to the principal grading. Denote by H, respectively H the Cart an
subalgebra of Q respectively LQ. Let 5* denote the positive respectively negative
component of the principal Heisenberg algebra 5 with respect to this grading of Q.
Furthermore we let {A;} be a basis of S, where the index runs over the exponents
of 0.

Next, we fix a vertex c* of the Dynkin diagram of Q. The Dynkin diagram of the
finite dimensional algebra denoted by Qk is obtained from Q by removing the vertex
cjt. Let B* denote the two Borel sub algebras associated to £/* and denote by jV the
nilpotent subalgebra associated with B.

The following two lemmas provide an algebraic interpretation for the Lax equa-
tions and the associated non-linear hierarchies discussed in the previous subsections.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let C = d + A + q(x), where A = £ e,, and q[x) is an x-dependent
matrix function in the set of strictly upper triangular matrices, B+. Then there are
unique elements U e {g € Q\ [\,g]~ = 0} and H G S~ such that

ettdUC = d+A + H. (3.2.87)

For a proof we refer to [42][Prop. 6.2]. The minus signs denote that elements
of strictly negative degree are retained. We mention that the definition of A is
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consistent in the sense that it is precisely of the form given in the previous section
if we consider the Kac-Moody algebra SLjv(C[A, A"1]). For us the following, easily
verified consequence is very important.

Lemma 3.2.2 Let U be defined as above and set .4(A)+ = e~adU(\) where only the
component of positive degree is taken . Let q(x) be either a matrix in B~ respectively
in H. The Lax equation

C] (3.2.88)

is defined on B respectively on H, if q(x) is.

With this lemma we can now define the modified KdV hierarchy associated with Q
as follows.

Definition 3.2.1 The modified KdV hierarchy associated with Q is defined by (3.2.88)
with q belonging to the Cartan subalgebra H of the loop algebra LQ of the Kac-Moody
algebra Q in the principal grading.

To obtain the KdV hierarchy we have to remove the gauge freedom in the operator
C with q € H. Namely it is seen that conjugation of C with unipotent matrices
corresponding to AT leaves the form of C invariant. So in order to define the KdV
hierarchy one has to show that (3.2.88) is covariant with respect to gauge transfor-
mations of the form exp(adn(x)) with n(x) € Af. This is shown in [42][section 6],
and will not be explained here.

Denote by q a gauge equivalence class in the set of matrices B~. One defines the
KdV hierarchy associated with Gk by

dtq=;[A(\i)+,d + \ + q]. (3.2.89)

Now, any class q has a representing element q in the Cartan algebra "H. which
satisfies (3.2.89). The map q —» q is the Miura transformation for Q.

We are now in a position to discussthe relation between the nonlinear hierarchies
and the Toda field theory. The field <j> is taken in the Cartan subalgebra H of LQ.
The two dimensional field equation reads

=J2e°.(*)-h-j (3.2.90)
drdx 1=O

which upon expanding <j> = £ [ _ 0 mh' yields
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where ai} denotes the Cartan matrix of LQ. As is well known, this equation can be
obtained from a so-called zero curvature condition

[£,£J=0, (3.2.92)

where

£ = e-*dxe+ + A = dx + <j>' + A

in which A = £ e i and A = £ / ; . It is not hard to verify that (3.2.79) gives rise to
two Lax equations, one for £ and one for C. If we set <j>' = q then C gives rise to a
generalized modified KdV hierarchy (3.2.88) associated to the loop algebra LQ.

In a Hamiltonian formulation of Toda field theory, one considers <f> and dx<j> or <j>
and dt<f> as canonically conjugated with respect to the Poisson bracket

{%(z),^(y)} = M(*-2>) - (3.2.94)

This bracket is known as the fundamental Poisson bracket. It defines a classical r
matrix, satisfying the classical Yang Baxter equation (YBE) as follows. For any Q
valued function T the bracket gives rise to a matrix r € A2(LG) satisfying

{r1,T2} = [r1 2®T,®T2], (3.2.95)

where the notation ? is explained in [45]. Upon substituting this into the funda-
mental Poisson brackets one finds that the matrix r defines an invariant element
<r,r >€ A3(LQ) given by

< r,r >= [r,2,r13] + h 2 , r 2 3 ] + [ri3 ,r2 3], (3.2.96)

where < , > denotes the Schouten bracket [40]. If the left hand side is zero then
(3.2.86) is the classical YBE. In [40] it is shown that a classical r matrix satisfying
(3.2.86) defines on LQ a Lie bi-algebra structure.

The notion of a A Lie bialgebra is most easily explained as follows. A Lie
bialgebra is a Lie algebra Q together with a linear map:

t-.Q^tfiG), (3.2.97)

which satisfies two conditions. First, let Qm be the dual of the vector space Q. Then
the transformation rj) has a dual

$* . A2S* _ > Q', (3.2.98)
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and one requires that this map should obey the Jacobi identity, giving the dual a
Lie algebra structure. The second condition is that if) should be a one-cocycle with
values in the (/-module A2(Q). This means that for any x,y eG

[xMv)) - M(*) l = V-([*,»]) - (3-2.99)

The cocycle condition on %l' means that <j> defines an element in the cohomology
group Hl(G, A2Q). In the case we will be interested in the cohomology class is zero,
so that there exists an element r 6 A2G such that for all x G G

Hx) = $>,,([*,£,] 0 e} + e, 0 [x,ej]), (3.2.100)

where {e,} denotes the set of generators of G- One may verify easily that V'* satisfies
the Jacobi identity if and only if r satisfies (3.2.96). Such a Lie bialgebra is called
a coboundary Lie bialgebra, (since 4> is the coboundary dr).

Now suppose that r is invertible. Then its inverse r~' defines an element of
A2G", which is in fact a linear functional

- i
r :A2G'—>R- (3.2.101)

It follows that when r is invertible it determines an ad G invariant symplectic struc-
ture on G, hence r itself defines a nondegenerate Poisson bracket on Q'. This is
in particular the case for the Poisson bracket (3.2.94) bv which we could choose
naturally conjugated variables in the Toda field theory.

The Poisson brackets that correspond to the KdV and the modified KdV hi-
erarchies contain derivatives, which makes that they define 'degenerate' Poisson
structures, in the sense that there is no obvious choice for variables that are conju-
gated to each other. These Poisson brackets correspond with r matrices which can
not be invertible. Even if the r matrix is not invertible it can be shown that the
classical Yang-Baxter equation amounts to a Lie bialgebra. Furthermore, one can
define the 'quantization' of these Poisson brackets in terms of 'quantum groups'.
This seems the right context to discuss the quantization of the Poisson brackets for
the W algebras. In the next section we will discuss such a quantization scheme.

3.3. Quantization of the Poisson Brackets of W Algebras

In the present section we will apply the quantization description given in section
1.3 to the Poisson brackets o f a W algebra. This amounts to replacing the classical
reduced phase space with an irreducible representation of the W algebra. This is a
nontrivial step, since as we saw, the 'reduction' in the classical situation is provided
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by a nonlinear transformation which in general has no meaning after quantization.
Or, in other words, the second Poisson structure on the reduced phase space, does
not define canonical conjugated variables. In this section we will show that the
theory of quantum groups is suitable to discuss the quantization of the Poisson
brackets introduced in the previous section.

The section is divided into two parts. In the first part we apply explicitly the
quantization procedure given in definition (1.3.2) to the classical W algebra. As a
result we will find a generalization of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation showing
that in general a quantum W algebra is an associative algebra satisfying a quadratic
relation. Then we take the limit in which the usual quantum Yang-Baxter equation
is obtained. For this case we will derive the condition for which the representation
of the relevant quantum group admits a Hilbert space completion. Subsequently, in
section 3.3.2 we introduce a modification of the Miura transformation by which we
are able to define a quantum W algebra.

3.3.1. T H E HILBERT SPACE COMPLETION OF A QUANTUM GROUP

The quantization of bialgebras has recently been discussed by Drinfeld [41].
It turns out that such a quantization leads to a free tensor algebra subject to a
quadratic relation for its generators. In a particular case this relation is identified
as the so-called quantum Yang-Baxter equation. The tensor algebra modulo this
relation is called a quantum group.

Ultimately, the elements of a quantum group should be considered as the ob-
servables in a quantum field theory. The irreducible representations of the dual of a
quantum group then form the Hilbert space of this theory. Such an interpretation
is not automatically true; there are many representations of this dual that are not
unitary. To determine the irreducible unitary representations, we begin with pre-
senting the original definition of a quantum group, and explain its relation with the
quantization prescription given in section 1.3.

Let Q be a Gijv-matrix algebra of N x A/ matrices over some algebraically closed
field K. The quantum group associated to Q is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3.1 Let W be an N-dimensional vector space over some field K. De-
note by End(W) the endomorphisms ofW. Introduce a so-called spectral parameter
A. Form the graded vector space V - £ , W.A', where W, ~ W. Introduce N x N
matrices (tij) 6 End(W), 1 < i,j < N witk coefficients in K. Form matrices (t%),
with i,j = l,--N, andm = 1,2,---, and let T(X) = ZJt™)*"1 € EndA-w(V)
Now introduce a matrix R £ Endjf[A](V ® V) satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter
equation:

) (3.3.1)
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where the subindices denote which pair V ®V is taken in V ® V ® V. The quantum
group Q is defined as the free algebra generated by the non-commuting indeterminates
<Jj modulo the quadratic relation

#i2(A,/i):Ti(A):r2(/i) = r2(/i)r,(A)«12(A,/*), (3.3.2)

Tj(A) = T(A)®Id

T2(A) = Id®T(A).

Observe that if R has a perturbation expansion

(3.3.3)

then (3.3.1-2) reduces to (3.2.95-96) in the limit t -> 0. Secondly, we mention that
the quantum group Q by virtue of (3.3.2) admits a comultiplication law A : Q —»
Q ® Q acting on the generators as

(3.3.4)

where T̂ - indicates the (i, j)-th matrix element in T(X). (One needs to verify of
course that (3.3.2) defines a coideal for this comultiplication on the algebra generated
by Vfj.) In addition, we mention two automorphisms of A, which we present for
convenience, although we will not use them in the sequel.

Theorem 3.3.1 We assume that the generators T are inverible. The algebra Q has
the following automorphisms:

L The antipode S, acting on T as:

S(T(X))=(T-1{X))[ (3.3.5)

2. The inversion I:

T~1(-X). (3.3.6)
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Let us now pass to the dual of this quantum group which we define as

A = Hom(QR,K). (3.3.7)

This is an associative algebra and the multiplication on it is induced by the comul-
tiplication on Q. There exists a co-unit £ in Q such that

£t% = Sij, (3.3.8)

which defines a unit in A. Before we proceed with the study of irreducible repre-
sentations of A we want to point out the relation with the quantization procedure
outlined in section 1.3 of chapter one.

Let (eij), t, j = 1, • - • JV be a square matrix which has a one on the intersection of
the i-th row and j'-th column and zeros elsewhere. We take the set of these matrices
as a basis for Q. Denote by Q' the dual of Q, with basis («„) which is dual to (eij).
Now, we introduce a polynomial ring B with coefficients in the ring K[t], consisting
of N2 commuting variables A'jj, 1 < i,j < JV. The ring B can be turned into a
Poisson-Hopf algebra by introducing the comultiplication

AB—*BQB

N
A(X{]) = Xn 0 id + id® Xu +1 ]T xu ® Xij. (3.3.9)

The Lie bracket on B is introduced by

N
+t £ [rii*XaXA - rujuXuXj.), (3.3.10)

where we introduced the r-matrix in A2Q" of which the matrix components are given
by

rijM = («» ® un)(r) € A'- (3.3.11)

It is easily verified that this Lie bracket satisfies the Leibniz rule, so that B is
a Poisson-Hopf algebra. Subsequently, we consider the embedding of B into the
symmetric algebra S{Q*) provided by the algebra homomorphism e : B -* S(Q")

where / is polynomial function in q.
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Next we introduce the matrix Tl G Aut(K[t,i\N &K[t, i]N) with matrix elements

N

K = £ KiiMOk ® eji- (3.3.12)

We assume that Ti. has a perturbation expansion

H=l+ttr + ---. (3.3.13)

Next we define A = A(R) be the algebra over K[t,t\ of N2 noncommuting objects
lij, depending on t and t, as follows:

d = {lij)® id
C2 = id ©(l^). (3.3.14)

The algebra A is defined by the matrices C\ and £2 modulo the ideal generated by
the quadratic relation

tt[Lxc2n - nCiCi) = [cuc2] + t[n,Ci + &]• (3.3.15)

On A we may define a comultiplication by

N

A(/y) = lij ® id + id® lij + t X) kk ® Ikj- (3.3.16)

Theorem 3.3.2 In the notation of definition 1.3.2 with the following definitions of
the projection maps pt : A —» B and p\: A —» End(V)

Pt(Uj) = Xtj pr(Xy) = Uij

where V denotes the graded vector space of matrices with basis the u^ one has that
the following diagrams

K[t,l\ — K[t) A -=U At

i \ I, P<1 \P l i t , (3-317)
K[t\ —• K B -U Ao

define a quantization of the dual of the bialgebra (Q,r).

The notation is as follows: At corresponds with a graded representation of G", i.e.
A = Yli Vit'i such that each VJ provides a representation of Q'. The proof follows by
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explicitly verifying the conditions listed in definition (1.3.2). This is straightforward
and hence will be omitted.

We observe that by putting

i 1 2 = iC\,i + id
R = tin-id (3.3.18)

the quadratic relation defining the algebra A reduces to the fundamental commuta-
tion relation

RLXL2 = L2LXR. (3.3.19)

The algebra of matrices Li, i — 1,2 modulo this relation defines the dual of the
quantum group Q. In principle the algebra modulo the more general relation (3.3.15)
defines a generalization of the dual of a quantum group. Of course, this suggests
that the quantization description applied to the bialgebra (G,r) itself, would yield
a generalization of a quantum group. We will not pursuit this further, and consider
henceforth the algebra A defined by setting t = I = t, followed by t H+ rf1/2. In this
case the two possible distinct deformations coincide and may be considered as the
dual A in (3.3.7).

To study the unitary representations of A it is useful to rearrange the generators
as follows ln+i = ej, /;,,_! = fi,lu = fc;. Furthermore we introduce a generalized
Cartan matrix (%•), 1 < i,j < N of which the matrix elements are integers such
that a,-,- = 2, a,j < 0 for i ^ _;' and /i,a,j = hjaji, where the hi are given non-zero
integers. We next consider q = e' as the deformation parameter. Furthermore we
identify A:,- = q1*'. With these redefinitions we now recall the following representation
of A [72,41]

fcifcf1 - ibr1*,- = 1
U.L. — U.U.
ft, Itj — ft,j A.,

kitjkj1 = q'oej (3.3.20)

Wf1 = Ta"Si
u. _ 1.-1

e?e,±i - (q2 + q~2) eiei±1ei + ei±1ef - 0 if ai} = - 1

fffm - (q2 + q-2)fifi±lfi-i-fi±if2 = 0 if «o = — 1

[«.«>] = [fi,fj] = O i f a t J = 0 .

For convenience we also present the representation of the comultiplication:

A(e,) = e, ® fc,"1 + h ® e,
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This representation can be considered as a q - deformation of a Kac-Moody algebra
with Cartan matrix (<!;_,). Indeed for q —* 1 the relations (3.3.20) go over into the
defining relations of the "classical" Kac-Moody algebra with Cartan matrix (<iij).

It is easily verified that A has in addition to A a second comultiplication, which
is defined by

A' = <roA, (3.3.21)

where cr : A ® A —* A® A denotes the permutatation, <r(a © b) = 6 © a.
A particular interesting situation is when the R matrix is invertible. In that case

the comultiplication A' is related to the inverse R~l by

A' = RAR-\ (3.3.22)

In section 3.3.3 we discussed the Lie bialgebra structure (£/, r) in terms of the classical
r matrix. We conclude from the discussion given there that the cocommutator in Q
given by

x —> [x ® Id + Id ® x,r] (3.3.23)

is an algebra homomorphism. We want to have a similar statement for the quantum
group A in terms of the matrix R. It is not difficult to see that if

(A ® Id)R = R13R23, (Id ® A)R = R13Ri2, (3.3.21)

then the map 11-» (/© Id)(iZ) which is a map A —+ Q is an algebra homomorphism.
If an element R £ A ® A satisfies (3.3.22, 24) then R satisfies automatically the
Yang-Baxter equation (3.3.1) for constant spectral parameters. The quantum group
A is called in this case a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. The R matrix for (3.3.20)
as found by Jimbo [72] satisfies (3.3.22, 24). Henceforth we assume that A is of
quasi-triangular type. At the end of this section we will discuss an example of such
an algebra.

The representation (3.3.20) has a crucial property which relates its structure
with the representation theory of the so called Hecke algebra. This fact turns out
to be very important in the discussion of the irreducible unitary representations of
A. To discuss this relation we have to introduce some more notation. Let V be a
finite dimensional vector space over C of dimension N, with basis Ei,E2,---E^.
Let R = Ctf'2, q-1'2], and form VR = V ® c R. Define

v(p) = y®c---®v®c---®cv.
n—times

and
VR = V(n) ® c R.
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If H = 1 this is a module for A. The generators of the algebra A act on it according
to

e;£a = SiaEa+l e,£n = 0

fiEa = 6i+laEa-X fiEx=0 (3.3.25)

£,£•„ = g'+1* "Ea.

Because of the fact that the comultiplication on A is an algebra homomorphism, we
conclude that VR is a module for A for arbitrary n. In the sequel we need the action
of A on VR for n = 2. It reads

ei(Ea®Eb) = 6iaq '" »+ 1 '6 Ea+l®Eb + 6ibq '" *'+i'a Ea ® Eb+1

fi(Ea®Eb) = Si+liaq '" » ' + 1 ' ' £ a _ , 0 Eb + 6i+ubq- " 2+Il° Ea ® £ 6 _ !

fc,-(Ea®E6) = g 5 - ^ Ea®Eb. (3.3.26)

One can define an operation T : VR —» Vn, for arbitrary n which is the q-analogue
of the symmetric group. For p = n it reads

T (Ea ® Eb) = Eb®Ea + (<f > - q<a-b>) Ea © Eb, (3.3.27)

where
[ - 1 if > ft

< a,b>= I 0 if a = 6
( 1 if a < b.

Theorem 3.3.3 The commutant of the algebra Aq in End(V) is the Hecke algebra
Hn(q), and the Aq module generated by (e,-, /,-, Jt,-) is completely reducible.

Outline of Proof. It is straightforward to show that the action of T commutes
with the action of A on VR. For this it suffices to take n = 2, and use the above
explicit formulae. For n = 3 one may write action of T as follows. Let us denote
Ea®Eb®Ec = Eabc. Then

T\Eabc =

T2Eabc =

I Eabc

I q~lEbac
I Ebac + (q-*

[ Eacb
\ q-XEacb

[ Eacb + ( ? " '

+ <7)^a6c

+ q)Eabc

if a
if a
ifo

iffe
if b
\ib

>
-
<

>

<

b
b
b

c
c

c.
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This gives two identities:

r , r 2 r , = T2T{T2, (3.3.28)

(T, - q'1) (Ti + q) = 0. (3.3.29)

Considering this in for arbitrary p one gets in this way n — 1 generators Ti which
satisfy:

T-Tj = TjTi i f | i - j | > 2 (3.3.30)

The algebra generated by the Tt is called the Hecke algebra of the symmetric group,
denoted by Hn.

This shows that the Hecke algebra is contained in the commutant of A. To
show that the Hecke algebra forms the whole commutant, we will study the limit
q —> 1, and show that the dimensions of the commutants do not 'jump' in this limit.
For q indeterminate we know that the representation theory of the Hecke algebra
generated by T{ is the same as the representation theory of the symmetric group.
Now we let K = C(qxl2), the field of rational functions in q1/2. We define

CR = the iZ-subalgebra of End^Vjj) generated by e,,/,, h

C-K = the /f-subalgebra of Endjf(Vjr) generated by e,-,/,-,&,-
Cc = the C-subalgebra of Endc(Vc) generated by e;, fi, fc,- = 1.

Correspondingly, we define by

Jn = the iZ-subalgebra of Endfl(Vft) generated by T;

JK = the X-subalgebra of End/f (V*) generated by T{

3c — the C-subalgebra of Endc(Vc) generated by J1,- = 5,- .

In the limit q —> 1 we have R —> C, (e,, / „ fc,) —» (e,, / „ 1) and Ji -+ s,.
Now it is not hard to show that the commutant of Cc is precisely 3c- Fur-

thermore, 3c is isomorphic to the group algebra of the symmetric group. Since the
symmetric group is a finite group it follows from a theorem of Maschke that the
3c is a semisimple algebra. The map CR —» Cc is surjective. Hence, one can find
elements yu y2, • • • yn such that for all i yt = i , and these may serve as a basis in
Cc- It is not difficult to show from this that the elements y,- are in fact linearly
independent over K. This implies that

K > dime Cc-
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Denote by CK the commutant of JK in EndK-(V/i), and by Cc the commutant
of Jc in Endc(Vc) The next step is to show that

dim^CK < dimcCc-

Consider O = Endfl(VR). This is an fl-submodule of EndA-(VA-). One has the
following exact sequence for it modules:

0-*OncA--.O-» O/(O ncK)-*o.

It now follows that O D CK is a direct summand of O. (We leave the verification of
this to the reader.) Using this one shows that if / € O l~l CK then

fTi = TJ ** JTi = hi = 'if-

Now in the limit q -+ 1 we have O —* Endc(Vc), and it now follows that

dimcO n CK

hence
dimcO fl CK < dimCc,

which in turn implies dim/iCx < dim.cC.c- Since CK C CK- We now conclude that
S dirriKCK- Combining this with the result above one concludes

and the commutant is indeed the Hecke algebra. A short argument shows that CK
and JK are semi-simple algebras over K. As a result we find that the module VK is
completely reducible. •

Now, let U be an A module. One defines spaces K,, u> € CN, by

K, = {x e U\ Jfcii = w.z, i = l , ---JV}, (3.3.31)

where u> = (u>i, • • • w/v), w,- € C. This is called the weight space corresponding to the
weight w. Let A~ be the subalgebra of A generated by the /;. One defines a highest
weight module U, by the property that U = A • x for an x € Vu. u is called the
highest weight of U. It is not difficult to show that for any u> there exists a highest
weight module with highest weight given by w.

Now let AK be the A algebra over K generated by all the (e,, /,, kfl), 11 = 1, • • • N.
Denote by AK its closure. Let AR be the fl-subalgebra of A generated by / / n ) = / £ ,

e'"' = ^ ? , kfl, where i = 1, • • • N, n = 1,2, • • -. The notation is as in [72]:

[nl! ^ «—
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This is the g-analogue of the usual n-factorial formula.
Suppose we are given an irreducible A ̂ -module V finite dimensional over A'.

Then because the module is completely reducible, we may write it as

V = ®UVW . (3.3.32)

We want to show that the module V is given by V = VR © A', where VR is an
/?-submodule of V. We will not prove this in full detail but show the steps of the
reasoning. One may take the module VR to be given by the Afi-subalgebra, denoted
by AR generated by all the /Jn ) :

VR = ARv C V,

where v 6 V is a vector (^ 0) such that e,v = 0. After some combinatorics of
(j-numbers one concludes thatthe module VR is a finitely generated fi-module. From
that it follows from a rather straightforward but lengthy argument that V is indeed
given by (3.2.28).

This fact is useful to study the limit limit R —* C, i.e. qxl2 i-» 1. One can show
that in this limit

dimcV = dim^V,

where V = VR ®R C, and it follows that the generators of A generate in this limit
the enveloping algebra of a Kac-Moody algebra. This is made more precise in the
following theorem:

Theorem 3.3.4 Any integmble highest weight module f/0 of (the universal envelop-
ing algebra of) the Kac-Moody algebra underlying A , admits a deformation, i.e.
there exists a highest weight module U of A such that when q —» 1 it tends to Uo-
The dimensions of the weight spaces of A are given as 'q numbers' of the dimensions
of corresponding weight spaces of Uo which are given by the Weyl-Kac character for-
mula.

This result was already announced in the paper by Jimbo [72].
We may thus conclude that for generic q the representation theory of the Hopf

algebra A is very much the same a for Kac-Moody algebras. In particular one can
apply without difficulty the theory on unitary highest weight modules.

The situation changes when we consider the case where q is a root of unity. This
case bears some resemblance with the theory of subfactors of representations, in
particular with the work of Jones and Wenzl [73,127]. For generic q the represen-
tations 7~ln{q) are classified by Young diagrams, like for the symmetric group. If
A = [Aj • • • Ajt] is a Young diagram with n boxes; Ai boxes in the first row, A2 boxes
in the second etc., then we can associate each irreducible representation of Tin(q)
with a A. When q is an Z-th root of unity, most of these representations are singular.
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In [127] the regular representations have been determined in this case. The conclu-
sion is that only diagrams with at most k rows, where k < I + 1 and A! — A* < / — k
provide regular representations of Hn{q) where q1 = 1. It is clear that for a Hilbert
space completion of the representations of the quantum group we have to restrict
to the regular representations. So we conclude that the commutant of the quantum
group as computed in theorem (3.3.3) in the case q is a root of unity is given as a
quotient of the Hecke algebra, corresponding to the regular representations of %„(<?).
That is, we find a restriction on the representation content of a quantum group. In
the next section we will find an example of this phenomenon.

We conclude this section with discussing a property of the algebra A which we
will use in the following sections. The algebra A turns out to be intimately related
with the braid group of n strings. More precisely we will show

Theorem 3.3.5 Let A, be generated by (e;, /,, kt) satisfying the relations (3.3.20).
For each i — 1, • • • N there exists a unique algebra homomorphism 0,• : A —<• A acting
on the generators of Aq according to:

tCj = q~lejei - qe^, if a{j = -

(3.3.33)

which satisfies the braid relations:

OiBjOi = BjBiBj ifa{j = -l

BtBj = Bj6{ i /a t > = 0. (3.3.34)

Proof. The proof follows by a straightforward calculation. First one has to show
that the 0, are really automorphisms, that is one has to verify that the commutator
[ej, fj] is invariant under the action of the 0,. We have

(3.3.35)
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A similar calculation shows that if a^ = — 1

To check the rest of the relations is done by similar calculations. It is straightforward
to verify that the definition of the action of the 0,- on the generators imply the braid
relations (3.3.30). O

3.3.2. QUANTIZATION OF THE POISSON BRACKETS FOR W ALGEBRAS

In this subsection we show that a modification of the Miura transformation can
be used to define the quantization of the Poisson brackets introduced in section
3.2. This modification turns out to be related to the vertex realization of Kac-
Moody algebras. By introducing so-called r-functions we will be able to define the
quantization of the Poisson brackets for W algebras.

Subsequently we use the relation between vertex representations of Kac-moody
algebras and W algebras, provided by the Miura transformation, to study decom-
positions of vertex representations of Kac-moody algebras into irreducible repre-
sentations. It is known [50,75] that under certain conditions these decompositions
comprise only a finite number of irreducible representations. We will find an al-
ternative explanation for this phenomenon based on the Miura transformation. As
we will show this finiteness property is related to properties of the representation
theory of the quantum group associated with the Kac-Moody algebra in the case q
is a root of unity.

To be able to discuss the modification of the Miura transformation, we need some
facts on vertex representations of Kac-Moody algebras. For convenience we have
summarized below those properties which are most important in this subsection.
Denote by SLpt the Kac-Moody algebra SLp/ ® C[A, A"1] ® Cc as before. Let
h(k) = 1 ® Xk, k (E Z and consider the infinite dimensional Heisenberg (or oscillator)
algebra S with relations

[h(k), h(l)} = ck Sk+ll h, k G Z. (3.3.36)

Let S* be the two commuting subalgebras of S generated by elements of strictly
positive (negative) degree. Furthermore we introduce the group algebra C[Z] =
Z)/tez Ccfcfc (where h is considered as a formal variable). We form the space

V = S(5-)®C[Z], (3.3.37)

where S(S~) denotes the symmetric algebra of S~. As is well known, one can
construct a representation of S in V with an additional action of Z by

h ( k ) - v ® e ' h = k ( d h { - k ) v ) ® e l h , k > 0
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h(-k) • v ® e"1 = (h{-k)v)®elh, Jfc > 0
h(0) • v ® e"1 = w ® (d^e"1) = /« ® e ' \ (3.3.38)

c • w ® elh = v®elh

ekh-v®e'h = v®el'+k)h, Jfc G Z. (3.3.39)

Next we define on V the so-called vertex operator X(h,z) as

X(h,z) =

j A ( - * ) ) «p(io8* • & + A)exP ( - E xA( j f c )) • ( 3 ' 3 4 0 )

One defines the homogeneous components A't(fe) as

X{h,z)= Y. Xk(h)z-k. (3.3.41)

The Xk preserve the space V. One finds that the Xk satisfy the following anticom-
mutation relations [49]

{Xk(h),X,{-h)) = Sk+i (3.3.42)
{**(*),*,(*)} = {Xk(-h),Xl(~h)}=0

and the additional property

Xk(±h)v0 = 0, jfc > 0, (3.3.43)

where i70 is the vector v0 = 1 ® e'°h G V. One concludes that the space V can be
considered as a Clifford module of the Clifford algebra generated by the Xk-

As in [49] we introduce the following notation. We set

X{zC,zt*)= (3.3.44)

and

£ V)'-k = X{z?,z?). (3.3.45)

We may now recall the following theorem from [49]

Theorem 3.3.6 The operators Xk(?,t>), h(k) and Id forij = 1,-• - JV, jfc e Z,
define a representation PN of the Kac-Moody algebra SLN »'n V. The representation
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is decomposed into the direct sum of irreducible representations acting in the spaces
Y'l, I € Z, and Vo is called the basic representation of SL

Let tij denote the matrix introduced before (c.f. text above (3.3.9)), then this
representation is given by

pN{K ® \k) = Nx/2h{k), k = i mod(N), (3.3.46)

where h\ — [/~1/it{7, and e'^ = U~leijU, with U a unitary matrix.
Next we consider the tensor product V®M of M copies of the space V. We set

£ Vh®:.®Vlu. (3.3.47
ii+-+ijt=i

Furthermore we let

X(±(hi - h}),z) = X(±hi,z)X(Th],z), (3.3.48)

where ft,- denotes the element in S(,-j corresponding to h(k) G 5 in the decomposition
(??). Then one can show [49]

Theorem 3.3.7 The operators Xk(hi - hj), h{(k) for i, j = 1, • - - m, it 6 Z together
with Id define a representation pM of SLM in V®M. The representation is decom-
posed into a direct sum of irreduciblejrepresentations acting in the spaces V®M. and

is the basic representation of

The representation is given as

pM(ei]®Xk) =

A*) = hi[k). (3.3.49)

One can combine theorems 3.3.6-7 together to find that

Theorem 3.3.8 The operators Xk{hi - fej,£",£*), hk{k), for i,j = 1,• • M, p,q =
1, • • • JV such that \i — j | + \p + q\ ^ 0, k € Z together with Id define a represen-
tation />jv of SLNM in V®M. The representation is decomposed into a direct sum
of irreducible representations acting j n the spaces V®M, I G Z, and the space V0®

M

provides the basic representation fSL

We will refer to the representations discused in theorems 3.3.6-8 as verier represen-
tations; they will play an important role below.
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We proceed with introducing a normal ordering description. Let us define

££j =: Xt(M-Y-i(-Aj) •= Xk(hi)X-,(-hi) - SuS^k), (3.3.50)

where 0(k) = 0 if it < 0 and 0(k) = 1 if k > 0. With this we define a matrix A

= Ap,. (3.3.51)

It is easily seen that Apq defines an element in SLMH- An element A in SLNM can
be obtained from it by letting

A=*£Ak®\k. (3.3.52)

Now let us consider the following restrictions on the matrix A'.

4 = o, < t + p N = 4tkl+pN kjt,o<k, k1, i < N,
4J, = 0, aj;, = 4'/ ' , i = i'\, • •• m. (3.3.53)

One can show that these define two subalgebras of SL^M isomorphic to SLM and
SL\ respectively. Now we restrict the representation pff defined above to one or
the other respectively, i.e. we consider

then it follows that the first defines a representation of SLM °f ' e v e l N in the
homogeneous realization, while the second defines a representation of SLjv of level
M in the principal realization. Furthermore, both subalgebras mutually commute.

Let us next discuss a description of the Miura transformation in the context of
vertex representations of affine Kac-Moody algebras. For this it turns out to be
useful to introduce so-called r-functions associated with these representations.

For SL2 such functions can be defined as follows. Let V(wfc), k = 0,1 be two
fundamental SL2 representations in the vertex realization. Such a realization is
in fact given on the space of polynomials in infinitely many variables. On such a
representation there is a Hermitean form (,) which can also be expressed in terms
of differential operators. Denote by VJ-(2w/t) the orthogonal complement of V(2w*)
with respect to this Hermitean form. The r/t-function is then introduced as the
element in V(w^) which solves the differential equation

(/, T ® T) = 0 for all / e Vx(2u;t) (3.3.54)
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such that T®T e V(2w/t) C V(ujk)®V{uk). Equation (3.3.54) is a bilinear differential
equation in r called the Hirota equation (see e.g. [76]).

A well known theorem in [77] states that the r-function is in the group orbit of the
highest weight vector vk (recall that the highest weight representation is integrable,
i.e. locally nilpotent so it can be exponentiated to give a group action on vk):

Tk=-ygvk (3.3.55)

where 7 is an arbitrary complex constant and g is an element of the Kac-Moody
group. The group element g does not determine rk uniquely since conjugation by
unipotent elements leaves rk invariant. The relation with the r-function (and its
associated bilinear equation) with the modified (generalized) KdV-hierarchy is ex-
tensively discussed in [109]. We will not discuss this formalism here. Using the
results obtained there one finds that

q = dlog(T0/Tl) (3.3.56)

is a solution of the modified KdV equation. Now we want to apply the Miura
transformation to obtain a solution of the KdV equation. As we recall from the
previous section this provides a realization of the Virasoro algebra. We should be
careful at this point, since the vertex operators that defined the vertex
representations in the spaces V(wjt), imply that the oscillators in (3.2.38,-41) must be
normal ordered. It turns out implies that the Heisenberg elements h(i) corresponding
to these oscillators are normal ordered in the following way:

: h(k)h(l) := h(k)h(l) - k6k+l0(k). (3.3.57)

In terms of the oscillators in (3.2.38) this reads

Ln = (n - l)an + $ > n a m _ n - n0(n + m)0(n). (3.3.58)

Thus we conclude that the normal ordering for vertex operators which is crucial
for defining the vertex representations amounts to a natural choice of the normal
ordering for the oscillators in (3.2.38). In other words, the Miura transformation
becomes

L=:(d + q)d -q):&u = -q- : q2 : . (3.3.59)

This shows that the normal ordering for vertex operators allows one to consider
the KdV field u(x) as an operator of spin-2. One may now apply the techniques
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outlined in section 1.1 to find that the Poisson algebra of tyhe classical functions u,
is replaced by the Lie algebra of operators u, with the operator product

C / \ + "(,X) + "(.y) + Tegular terms, (3.3.60)
(xyf(x-y)4 (x-yf

hence we may identify the operator u as the stress-energy tensor T.
The normal ordering description for vertex operators applies to arbitrary Kac-

Moody algebras. One may repeat the above construction for SLN algebras, however
the calculations become rather cumbersome. We will briefly point out the situation
for SL3. The normal ordering description (3.3.57) implies a normal ordering for the
Miura transformation which generalizes (3.3.59). In fact the only technical subtlety
appears in the operator product expansions. One finds that the operator product
expansion of the fields v in (3.2.80) is of the form

(3-3.61)

where we defined objects a and A3 as

A = : T2 : - ^ T " ,

and we used the identification of u and T. To identify the operator u2 we may
use the Miura transformation also. It then follows that u2 transforms as a spin-4
operator, hence similar as A and contrary to : T2 :. If we make the identification
of u2 with A then (3.3.61) is in agreement with [130,12]. In particular we note the
normal ordering (3.3.57) implies that the term quadratic in Ln in (3.2.61) gets its
correct normalization.

Now let̂  us discuss the relation with a quantum group. We will discuss the situa-
tion for SL2 in some detail. The key point is a certain finite decomposition property
which we shall identify as an alternative formulation of the 'coset construction' for
Kac-Moody algebras [63,12].

Let use denote by V(u0) and Vfa) be two fundamental representations of SL2

in the vertex realization and form the space

V = V(Wl) © V(w.) = S(S~) 0 C [ Z | ] ,

3One should not confuse this A with the matrix A in the definition of the differential operator
C in (3.2.21) or (3.2.70).
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where a denotes a root of SL2. Upon applying the Miura transformation to a
spin-j representation of SL2 of dimension 2j + 1. denoted by (2j + 1), one finds a
representation of the Virasoro algebra denoted by ViY,

Vir, = {v G S(S-)\v © eJ°/2,xo»' = 0}. (3.3.62)

Both algebras commute in V, so one has

V= £ (2j+l)QV7r,. (3.3.63)
J6Z+/2

Consider the space V02 = ^j.14, such that Vo ~ V'2/t, and Vj ~ V2/t+ii corre-
sponding to the cases / = 0 and / = 1. We recall from theorem (3.3.8) that Vs2

provides a vertex representation of the algebra SL2s- We will now describe the
decomposition of this representation with respect to the subalgebra SL2 © SL,\.
where the SL2 algebrajs realized as a level-N representation in the homogeneous
representation, while SLpi is realized as a level-2 representation in the principal
representation. This problem is described in [50], from a different point of view.

To find this decomposition we use the fact that SL2 gives rise to a representation
of the Virasoro algebra of the form (3.3.62). Then, using the character formula for
such a representation as given in [75], it follows that the possible highest weight
vectors in the decomposition are all of the form 1 Qe*°'2 with k 6 Z+. Now we realize
at this point that under the action of the Weyl group of the SL2 representation some
of these highest weights are equivalent. In fact a little argument shows that there
are only a finite number distinct highest weights occurring in Vo respectively V'i
corresponding to k = 0,1, - - - AT, k = lmod{2). This is made more precise in the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.9 The irreducible representations of_SL2N^in th space V®2, with
I - 0,1 • • -, under the restriction to the subalgebra SL2 © SLjv «« decomposed into
the irreducible representations of which the highest weight vectors are of the form
1 0 ekal2 with k = 0,1, • • •, N. For N finite the number of irreducible components is
finite.

We conclude that the spin j of the representations of the SL2 algebra_that appear
in the decomposition is less than or equal to the level (= N) of the SL2 represen-
tation. It is important to realize that this phenomenon is due to the fact that the
vertex representation of SL2 'extends' to a representation of the Virasoro algebra.
The representations that appear are alternatively characterized as representations
of which the Young tableaux have at most two columns^

Of course there is no reason to restrict ourselves to SL2: the Miura transforma-
tion can be applied to SLM as well. This then would yield a finite decomposition
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rule which would follow from the highest weight representations of the corresponding
11" algebra. The generalization of theorem 3.3.9 is, however, not so straightforward,
since detailed knowledge of the highest weight representations of W algebras, in
particular a character formula is still lacking.

The finite decomposition of the representations in theorem 3.3.9, has a nice
interpretation in terms of the quantum group of the universal enveloping algebra of
the Kac-Moody algebra of 5Z/2- For brevity we will denote this by SLiiq. Central
in this discussion is the induced braid group representation in theorem (3.3.5) and
the role of the Hecke algebra as discussed in theorem (3.3.3) in the previous section.
We refer to [82,46] for details on the representation theory of SL,2,q.

The generators of SLiq are denoted by J+,J~,J3 satifying

[•/+, J-] = {J3}. [J\ J±] = ±J±, (3.3.64)

where we used the (/-number notation:

The comultiplication A reads

A(J3) = J 3 Q Id + Id 0 / *

A(7±) = J±<S>qJi'*+q-p/*®J:k, (3.3.65)

which we recognize as the analogue of the composition of angular momenta. The
action of to antipode 5 and counit £ read

£(J3) = f ( J ± ) = O . (3.3.66)

It is easily verified that there is a second comultiplication A' = a o A where a
is the premutation <r( J © y) = j / ® x in 5L2., © SL2,q which together with the
antipode S' = S~l defines a second Hopf algebra structure on SL2,Q. The two
comultiplications are related via the algebra homomorphism:

&'=RAR-\ (3.3.67)

with R the Yang-Baxter matrix [82]

( q 0 0 0

0 q - 1 q'/2 o

0 0 0 o
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In other words the quantum group SLitq is a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. It is
evident that the two Hopf algebra structures can be transformed into each other by
performing the map q —> q~l. In fact, if we denote by SL'2q the Hopf algebra with
comultiplication A', then we have the isomorphism

SL'U ~ 5I2 , , - , . (3.3.69)

To compute the commutant of SL2,q we use the relation with the braid group.
The braid group representation on n strings afforded by the homomorphism of theo-
rem 3.3.5 can be conveniently described in (Aut(2j + I))71 associated with the spin-j
representation which we denoted by (j + 1). We have

S P = 1 ® - - - ® J?^+1 ® 1 © --- 0 1, (3.3.70)

where the R matrix acts on the (i,i + l)-th space in the tensor product. It is not
hard to see that this R matrix acts in the center C^ in (Aut(2j + l))n of SL,2,q. As
is shown for example in [82] the center can in fact be reconstructed from R matrices
associated with j = 1/2, which is of the form given in (3.3.68). It easily follows that
the commutant is generated by

The e,- generate an algebra known as the Temperley-Lieb-Jones algebra:

e;e,±ie, = r ^ e , r = q + q~x + 2,

e^j = ejEi | t - j | > 2

e? = e,, (3.3.72)

This algebra is not quite the Hecke algebra: it follows that it corresponds to a
quotient of the Hecke algebra (see below). The Hecke algebra itself is generated by
the q^^gi- We conclude that a generic representation (V'1^2')" has decomposition

(3.3.73)

where Wj is a representation of the algebra (3.3.72).
The finite dimensional irreducible highest weight representations have integer or

half integer spin j and are of dimension 2j + 1. Choosing a basis \j, m) one has

J ^ m ) = y/\JTm][j±m + l]\j,m + 1), (3.3.74)
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where we used the (/-number notation. For generic q one has the following Clebsch-
Gordan decomposition rule

Jl +J2

yn Q yn = £ Vj. (3.3.75)

The analogue of the finite decomposition in theorem 3.3.10 occurs when q is
taken to be a root of unity. In this case it has been shown by Wenzl [127] that
the representations of the Hecke algebra which are regular are described by Young
tableaux that have at most two columns. These representations correspond to rep-
resentations of the Hecke algebra 7in+i modulo a cubic relation in the generators
[73], corresponding to representations of (3.3.72). This implies a reduction of in
the representation content of SL2,q- It can be obtained explicitly by considering
the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition. Choose a basis for the corresponding module
as \m) = i^p\0), and let J3 act by J3\0) = A|0). Then one finds easily that
there are only k = / — 2 distinct regular finite dimensional representations of spin
j = 0,1/2, •••(/ — 2)/2, and a singular representation with spin j = (I — l ) /2. The
dimension of the regular representations is 2j +1, with A = 0,1,2, •••,/ — 2, while the
the singular representation has dimension /. It is useful to define the q-dimension of
te spin-j representation as diml', = [2j + l], then the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition
reads

max(ji +J2 ,k- Jl -h )

[2ji + l][2ja +1] = £ [2j + l]. (3.3.76)
i=\ji-n\

This decomposition is similar to the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the integrable
highest weight representations of the afine loop algebra of SU? at level k. This shows
explicitly the similarity between a quantum algebra with q a root of unity and affine
loop algebras. In fact in [83] it has been established that if q is related to k by
qk+2 _ ^ ^ e finite decomposiiion in theorem 3.3.10 is identical to the truncation
of SL2,q.

At this point we want to mention briefly a remarkable property of the two Hopf
algebra structures defined through the comultiplications A and A' on SLz<q. It is
related to the Markov-trace functional that can be defined on the algebra (3.3.72).
Namely, using the definitions of [82][ formulae 7.11-7.15] of the trace functionals
on C^ a little computation shows that the representations of S.Z/2,, and SLitq-i are
related by a generalization of a Fourier transform, which bears some resemblance
with the Fourier transforms discussed in [74].(This is a new result, which is not
contained in [82].) Furthermore, it follows that when q is a root of unity then the
Fourier transform is in fact given by an SL2(Z) transformation. Hence one finds a
relation between the representation theory of SL^.q and the modular group of the
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torus4. In the next chapter we will show a relation between the (finite dimensional)
representations of Hopf algebras and SL^(Z) from a more general point of view.

"•There has been independently found a similar relation in [8].
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Chapter 4

Hopf Algebra Structure in Orbifold Models

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter we proceed with studying the algebraic structure of the space VG
introduced already in chapter one. After the discussion in the previous chapter of
the case where G is a (semi-simple) Lie group, we are now going to consider VG for
group G which has finitely many disconnected components, of which the identity
component has the structure of a semi-simple Lie group, cf. (1.3.21). Again, we will
interpret VG as the Hilbert space of a conformal field theory, and discuss the Hopf
algebra associated with it.

We already mentioned in chapter one that the representation theory of the fusion
algebra of a conformal field theory bears a strong resemblance with the represen-
tation theory of finite groups. It is one of the aims of this chapter to consider
this relation in terms of the Hopf algebra structure of the symmetry algebra of a
conformal field theory. We will assume, that the finite group G/,n formed by the
disconnected components of G will be contained as a subgroup of the group of en-
domorphism of the symmetry algebra of the conformal field theory, for which VG
forms the Hilbert space. This means that VG will correspond to a direct sum of
representations of the symmetry algebra of the theory, in each of which there is an
action of G'yin, commuting with the symmetry algebra.

In order to isolate the action of the finite group it turns out to be useful to
consider the quotient space Vc/Gjin. This space will be the Hilbert space of a
conformal field theory from which we 'divided out' the discrete symmetry group
G/I7l. The resulting theory is called an orbifold conformal field theory, or simply an
orbifold model.

Let us make this idea a bit more explicit. First recall the situation for the rational
conformal field theory without the discrete group G. By assumption, the Virasoro
algebra is contained as a subalgebra of the symmetry algebra A, so that the Hilbert

147
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space can be decomposed as

tt = 5>«]®0s]. (4-1.1)
a,a

where the notation is explained in the previous chapters. We will assume that
the representations [<f>a] are irreducible representations of the symmetry algebra A,
and furthermore, we demand that the decomposition comprises only finitely many
irreducible representations of A, i.e we restrict to rational models.

Recall that, by the axioms presented in section 1.2, there is precisely one repre-
sentation [<f>0] which contains the vacuum of the theory corresponding to the highest
weight </>0. One of the results obtained in [43] is that the set of representations [fc]
of the holomorphic algebra forms a complete set of representations of this algebra.

From now on we will denote by G the finite group, i.e. we drop the subscript
fin, and let us discuss the case when the theory admits a finite symmetry group
and construct the orbifold model. In general the action of G will be different in
the holomorphic sector and the anti-holomorphic sector. In order to keep things
managable, we make a few restrictions.

1. We consider only theories realized on a genus-one Riemann surface. In this
case the G-action on the fields simply corresponds to 'twisting the boundary
values' of the fields on the torus. This implies that the effect of G is described
in terms of the conjugacy classes of the elements, rather than to the elements
of G themselves. Below we shall see that the modular invariance, requires that
we must restrict to the set of pairs of commuting elements in G.

2. We assume that the G action commutes with the action of Virasoro algebra,
and that the G action is the symmetric with respect to the holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic components. That is, we require that the G action respects
the decomposition of the Hilbert space (4.1.1).

3. We consider only so-called self-dual conformal field theories, for which the
Hilbert space comprises only one representation of A together with its complex
conjugated part, i.e. only the term with a = a0 appears in (4.1.1).

With these restrictions we now proceed with studying the holomorphic part of the
algebra A of an orbifold model. Under the action of G the algebra A decomposes
into subsectors, which we label by i formed by the states that irreducibly transform
in the representation r, of G. So we may write

(4.1.2)

The sector which is invariant under G is denoted by AQ. The orbifold model is
described by this subalgebra of A. The Hilbert space of an orbifold model thus
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corresponds to the orbit space H/G where H denotes the Hilbert space of the original
model. One may alternatively say that Ao is 'the centralizer of G on A\ Thus, in
order to describe the orbifold model by way of the representations of its symmetry
algebra, we need to study the highest weight modules for AQ. The representations
Ai form highest weight representations of AQ. However, they are in general not
irreducible since G acts in each of the A; and commutes with the action of Ao- This
makes that each Ai has a decomposition

Ai = [4i]®ri, (4.1.3)

where we regard [$,] as an irreducible representation of Ai which occurs with mul-
tiplicity equal to the dimension of the representation r;. Now, it is clear that the
set of representations [<f>i\ does not form a complete set of representations of Ao:
every irreducible representation of the full algebra A modulo the G-action will be an
irreducible representation of Ao. Thus, in addition we need to consider the elements
of A that are not invariant under G. They form the so-called twisted algebra A3

which will have an analogous decomposition

A3 = ($Al (4.1.4)
t

Representations of A9 will form also representations of Ao. Consequently we have

/If = [</>f] © rf. (4.1.5)

As a result the Ao-modules [(/if] are labelled by a conjugacy class denoted by Cg and
an irreducible representation r of the centralizer Cg of the element g £ G. We will
denote by a bar above an element g £ G the representative of that element in the
conjugacy class Cs of g. Such a description determines the representations up to
isomorphism, that is, one has the freedom to tensor the representation r with an
arbitrary one-dimensional representation, of the centralizer Cg.

The inclusion of the twisted sectors of the algebra A has its consequences for
the fusion algebra. This has been extensively discussed in [44]. We recall that the
fusion algebra

<j>i x <f>j = JJNjj^fc (4.1.6)
k

corresponds to the representation ring of the untwisted, i.e. G-invariant part of the
algebra A. That is, the coefficients JV£ correspond to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
of the G invariant part of A. If we include the possibility of twisting the elements
of A by elements of G, the fusion algebra formally reads

$*<t>) = Y,N(!ik, (4-1-7)
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where we now included the labels of the conjugacy classes defining the boundary con-
ditions. In fact the inclusion of the G action requires that the three point couplings
that gave rise to the number JV,*, is only invariant under simultaneous conjugation of
the boundary conditions. That is, specializing to the dependence on the conjugacy
classes, the number N^hk counts the number of invariant tensors in the threefold
tensor product

4 s Q A6® A*, (4.1.8)

where k = gh. Thus one finds the algebra

4? x4>h = Y.Nfh'k4,i. (4.1.9)

It is easily verified that this too is an associative commutative algebra, and. as we
now realize, it forms a part of the fusion algebra of the orbifold model. This algebra
is known as the class algebra of G. To find the complete fusion algebra one uses the
fact that on (4.1.8) we still have the action of the common centralizer C3nh- This
fact is used in [44] to find that the coefficients (4.1.7) of the full fusion algebra are
given by

which shows that the fusion algebra of an orbifold model describes both the branching
rules for its irreducible representations of the finite group G and the algebra of its
conjugacy classes.

This reveals an interesting duality property encoded in the fusion algebra. The
one-dimensional representations of the fusion algebra (4.1.7) correspond with the
characters of G at the conjugacy classes. The characters of the conjugacy classes
can be extended to the character table of G by inducing the representation of the
centralizers to the whole of G. The collection of the characters of this table satisfy
the class algebra (4.1.9). In other words, the one dimensional representations of
the fusion algebra satisfy the same algebra, where the product is now simply point-
wise multiplication of functions. We thus see that the fusion algebra describes a
certain duality of the symmetry algebra and its dual. This notion of duality is a
more abstract description of the associativity of the operator algebra of the physica!
theory.

This duality is well known in mathematics. Let us discuss for a moment the
situation for a commutative group F. For such a group it is known that all (unitary)
irreducible representations are one-dimensional, so that the tensor product of two
irreducible representations is again irreducible. Every such representation can be
regarded as an ordinary numerical function on the group that satisfies

such that \f(g)\ = 1. (4.1.11)
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and tensor products reduce to ordinary multiplication of functions. The dual of the
group I\ denoted by Fv, is formed by the set of equivalence classes of the (unitary)
irreducible representations of F. It is in this case also a topological group, the
group law given by multiplication of functions. The group Fv is also called the
character group of F, since the one-dimensional representations of Fv correspond
to the characters of F. One can construct the dual of the character group which is
denoted by (Fv)v and so on. There is a natural mapping of F into (Fv)v, which maps
each element -7 € F into the character (that is, a one-dimensional) representation
of the group Fv which takes the value \(7) at every point \ £ Fv . This mapping
defines in fact an isomorphism between F and (Fv)v , which allows one to reconstruct
F from the character group Fv by taking the inverse of this isomorphism. In the case
at hand this isomorphism gives rise to the familiar Fourier transform of F —* Fv .

In order to see the relation with the fusion algebra we need a generalization
to noncommutative groups. However, now we run into a difficulty since tensor
multiplication takes one out of the class of irreducible representations, so for a
noncommutative group the dual Fv is no longer a topological group. Nevertheless,
one can define a certain additional structure on Fv with respect to which one can
reconstruct the original group. One defines the dual object of F in this case as the
tensor category FI(F) of all finite dimensional representations of F together with the
operations of tensor multiplication and involution. We will not elaborate on tensor
categories in this chapter. It suffices to mention that the above described duality
for commutative groups can be extended to noncommutative groups by considering
these tensor categories. The duality in this case is known as Tanaka-Krein-duality
[32].

The most important difference between the commutative and noncommutative
case is that in the former the dual object is again a commutative group, while in
the latter the dual is a certain category of finite dimensional linear spaces. It is
thus natural to ask whether there exists a more general concept that would include
as a special case both groups and their dual object and for which one can define
the operation of 'going to a dual object' within the same concept. It turns out
that such an object exists and is known as a Hopf algebra associated with finite
groups. In this chapter we will make a start with explaining the relevant Hopf
algebra structure which provides a natural setting for the fusion algebra (4.1.7) and
its duality property. The main result is to show that the fusion algebra corresponds
to a subalgebra of a commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra of the form
as given in (1.3.21) associated with the so-called Grothendieck ring of vector bundles
on G.

The material in this chapter is organized as follows. For convenience we sum-
marize in section 4.2 a few properties of partition functions of rational orbifold
models for the theories obeying the conditions mentioned above, in relation with
modular invariance at genus-one. We will use these properties to characterize the
partition functions of orbifold models as so-called Thompson-series and generaliza-
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tions of these, which figure in the context of the so-called Moonshine phenomena for
finite groups. Our approach is based on the work of Mason in [96,94,97,95]. Using
the results obtained there, we will be able to derive explicit formulae for genus-one
partition functions for self-dual rational orbifold theories.

Then in section 4.3 we will introduce the Hopf algebra of genus-one partition
functions, and show that it is associated with the Grothendieck ring of vector bundles
over certain finite G-sets. The fusion algebra corresponds with the 'algebra part'
of this Hopf algebra. As we will show the duality property of the fusion algebra
is reflected in the action of the modular transformation S : T —• — 1/r acting on
the characters of A. This transformation turns out to be a projective version of the
non-Abelian Fourier transform introduced by Lusztig. Finally we comment on an
interpretation of this Hopf algebra in terms of a quantum group.

4.2. Orbifold Partition Functions are Thompson-Series

An important result by J. Cardy [27] shows that the operator spectrum of a
conformal field theory is encoded in the partition function for a genus one Riemann
surface. In this section we will discuss a more abstract formulation of a partition
function for a genus-one rational conformal field theory. For this we recall briefly
some results on genus-one partition functions which follow from the physical consid-
erations of the theory. From this we learn that the holomorphic part of a genus-one
partition function of a rational orbifold model is described by a modular form on
some finite index modular subgroup depending on the twisting by G.

Subsequently, in section 4.2.2 we will describe these modular forms by way of
so-called Thompson-series, which assigns a modular function to rational G-modules.
This seems the natural frame work to study the modular forms that may correspond
to partition functions for orbifold models. We describe some basic facts on modular
forms and Thompson-series. Then in section 4.2.3, which is the most important part
of this section, we generalize the classical Thompson-series to series which depend on
two commuting elements of an arbitrary finite group. We will define these series by
three conditions, which we take as the axioms for a partition function of a rational
orbifold model. Subsequently we shall construct explicit examples of such series.

4.2.1. PARTITION FUNCTIONS IN GENUS-ONE

In a rational orbifold model, obeying the conditions of the previous section, one
considers the partition function

) = X(q)x{q), ... (4-2-1)
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where \(q) denote the genus-one characters of the representations of the algebra A.
As we saw in the previous section, one has to include in (4.2.1) also characters of
representations of the twisted algebra A3. In a geometrical picture, one considers
the partition function as a path-integral over the torus. The group G acts on the
homology cycles (a, b) of the torus. We will describe this action below. The action
is described by two elements g and h which act on a and b separately, and define
formally so-called twisted boundary conditions of the fields. The modular invariance
then implies that these twistings are defined by pairs of commuting elements in G.
Tho full partition function (4.2.1) can then be rewritten as

Z=|G|-' £ Z[g,h)t{g,h)t (4.2.2)
9,I.€G

ghg~t=h

where c(g, k) is called the discrete torsion [124] which is necessary for the modu-
lar invariance. The term Z( l , l ) corresponds to the original, untwisted boundary
conditions. The inclusion of this twisting, implies that in addition to the states
that are invariant under this action of G, defining the Hilbert space Wo, one has to
consider the Hilbert space Hg defined by the states corresponding to the fields that
obey boundary conditions twisted by G. The structure of this twisted Hilbert space
only depends on the conjugation classes of elements g G G, denoted by Cg where
g denotes the representative of g in this class. Since elements of C3 are described
in terms of coset elements of G/Cg where Cg denotes the centralizer of g, it follows
that (4.2.2) can also be expressed as

Y). (4.2.3)
a hecg

Following [44] we introduce projection operators, which project on Cg invariant
states

P°=\CS\-X Y.h (4.2.4)
hec,

by which one can show that (4.2.3) has the structure

cl2*.x ' (4.2.5)

- where Lo should be identified with its eigenvalue on a highest weight state. The
relevance of this projection operator is that it can be used to show that both the
untwisted Hilbert space 7i0 and the twisted space Tig share the finite factorization
property discussed above in (4.2.1) provided that the phase e(g, h) satisfies the
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equations of discrete torsion. So we write formally

Ha = Hg®Hg. (4.2.6)

We next define a function $(g,h,q), depending on a pair of commuting elements
g, h e G and the modular parameter q = exp(2irir) as

s>" (4.2.7)

so the partition function takes the form

\\ (4.2.8)

In [44] it is shown how this expression can be recasted in terms of the twisted char-
acters of the holomorphic part of the symmetry algebra and the function $(g, h,q),
using the projection operator P°. The Hilbert space %g decomposes into irreducible
representations of the centralizer Cg. If we denote such an irreducible representation
by r' then we may write

where we denote by [<f>l
g] the conformal family (i.e. a representation of A) in 7i3,

associated with the representation rg labelled by the index i. The character of this
twisted representation can be computed using the projection operator

j £ ^ M ) . (4-2.10)

where p(h) denotes the character of the representation r. This may be used to find

so that (the holomorphic part of) the partition function can be expressed alterna-
tively as

Exs(q). (4-2.12)

We will henceforth consider only the holomorphic part of the partition function. This
concludes our survey of genus one partition functions. In the next two subsections
we will develop a more mathematical frame work which provides a natural context
for studying the relation between these functions and the finite group G.
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4.2.2. THOMPSON-SERIES AND HECKE OPERATORS

In this section we will relate the modular forms for discrete subgroups of GLj(R)
containing a ro(JV) to character generating functions for a finite group G. The nota
tion we use in this section is explained in the appendix, where we also summarized
some relevant facts on modular forms used in this section. The main result in
this section is to show that partition functions for rational orbifold models may
be naturally described in terms of Thompson-series. Furthermore using results ob-
tained by G. Mason [97] one may introduce Hecke operators acting on these series,
which provide a tool for relating different partition functions. For more details on
Thompson-series we refer to the original papers [30,121]and to the review papers
[94,97]. Our presentation closely follows the approach of [94,97]-

Let us fix a finite group G and denote by %Q the ring of generalized (also called
virtual) characters of G. The basic object we now introduce is called a Thompson-
series associated with G which is a formal ^-expansion

r G = £ 7n9" (4.2.13)
n>N

satisfying the following properties

1. Each 7 n e nG,

2. TOT each g 6 G, the q-expansion

r9 = £ in(g)qn (4.2.14)

is a q-expansion of a meromorphic modular form for some discrete subgroup
A C GLj(R), evaluated around a cusp of A.

In fact we shall require a stronger constraint, namely that each ~fg is a holomorphic
modular form for some subgroup A G GL%(R). We will denote such a modular form
by f{g, T). It follows that the so-called signature of / (see appendix for a definition),
will in general depend on g, whereas / itself only depends on the conjugacy class of
G to which g belongs.

Now suppose we have two distinct functions f(g, r) and h(g, T) ^ 0 having
the above properties, but with the same signature. Let us denote by Ac and TG
the corresponding Thompson-series respectively. We may form the quotient n G =
A G / F G which defines a modular function k(g,r) = f/h of weight zero and trivial
character. Before we can give explicit examples of such Thompson-series, we have
to explain in more detail the G-modules that provide these series.
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Let Vn be the (virtual) G-module to which the character 7n in (4.2.13) is asso-
ciated. The module that affords TQ is then easily constructed: it is given by the
graded G-module

Y (4.2.15)

where we now identify the module with its character, i.e.

Now, assume that G acts on a self-dual (i.e. unimodular) lattice L of dimension 2r.
Denote by C[L] the group algebra of L. Form the set

L» = {x€L | (z ,* ) = 2 r } , (4.2.17)

where (,) denotes the quadratic form on L. Then C[£] has a natural grading:

£el»- (4.2.18)

For this module we can define the Thompson-series

e G = ^ o n ? " , (4.2.19)
n > 0

where an is the character of the permutation module of G realized on the set Ln.
For each g e G the function 0g corresponds to the theta function of the sublattice
in L fixed by g.

The second example of a Thompson-series is more important for us. To describe
it we need to introduce the symmetric and exterior algebras of graded G-modules.
We define a graded G-module W

(4.2.20)

such that all G-modules VJ a r e isomorphic: VJ ~ V. Then we define the symmetric
algebra S{W) as the symmetric algebra of the space V © Vq © Vq2 © • • -. That is,

n£sr(VV; (4.2.21)
*=I r=O
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where ST{V) denotes the r-th symmetric power of I'. The coefficients of this q-
cxpansion are G-modules. Now, recall the fundamental factorization property of
symmetric algebras, namely S(A ® B) = S(A) ® S{B). Using this it follows that
n2Li(l - qn)~l is the formal character of the symmetric algebra S(W) on V® Vq®
Vq2 © • • -. Next we consider the formal inverse S{W)~l of the algebra S(W). This
formally corresponds to an exterior algebra A(W). It follows that n^LiU — ?") >s

the formal character of f\(W) on - ( V © Vq © Vq2 ©•••). Next we assume that p is
a representation of G by unimodular matrices of rank IT on the space V. Then the
character of g 6 G is given by

x(g,q) = q2r/2\(q), (4.2.22)

where t]g is defined in the appendix. We can now define a Thompson-series UG as

nG = £«*,,» (4.2.23)
n

with
5 > ( S ) « " = V (4.2.24)

n

This Thompson series is thus given by the module

q2rj24 ® A(W). (4.2.25)

From this we may construct a new Thompson-series by forming the quotient
flc = QG/^G- The module underlying it reads

«T2r/24C [I] © 5 (Vq + Vq2 + Vq3 + •••). (4.2.26)

It is not hard to verify that these modules provide functions which correspond to
the characters of the representations of the symmetry algebra of a self-dual orbifold
model with c = 2r in which we allow only a twist by g 6 G and keep h = id G G,
and for which the eigenvalue of LQ vanishes, i.e.

X{g,q)-1 =Tmgq-c/24. (4.2.27)

The space of holomorphic Thompson-series, is by the Riemann-Roch theorem
finite dimensional. On this finite dimensional space there turns out to be a natural
action of the so-called Hecke operators, which can be obtained under certain con-
ditions as liftings of the Hecke operators acting on the space of the usual modular
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forms. This is extensively discussed in [97]. The relevance of these operators for us
lies in the fact t h a t they can be used to define new Thompson-ser ies from old ones ,
which will eventually correspond to new candidate par t i t ion functions. We refer to
[97] for detai ls on this formalism; here we will describe some relevant facts t h a t a re
used below.

The Hecke operators are introduced by their action on t h e q expansions on t h e
modular forms in the Thompson-series. This is by exploring properties of so-called
Adams opera tors . Let IZQ be the ring of (virtual) characters of G as before. O n e
can formally introduce for each positive integer n the Adams operator 4>n which ac ts
on the characters as follows:

(</v\')(fl) = \(<?n), x - G f t c s e G ' . (4.2.2S)

It follows that this defines another character in IZG- Mason shows that this definition
can be extended to define to an action on the Thompson-series TG by putting

V'nrG = £ > n 7 m < 7
m . (4.2.29)

m

Subsequently, we define two operators Ud and Vj, for positive integers d which act
on g-expansions as

d\n

KiiEW-EW'11, (4-2-30)

which is similar to the usual definition of a Hecke operator acting on modular forms.
One now formally defines a Hecke operator T acting on FG by setting (see [30,97]):

Un/d) rG,
I

rf-i V'd Vd o Un/d) rG, (4.2.31)
d\n

which reduces, for n equal to a prime p to

rFrG = (f/p + V'P^)rG . (4.2.32)

Similar to the situation for usual modular forms, this action should define a new
Thompson-series TnTc which would be a polynomial of degree p in the old Thompson-
series.

Assume that the finite group G has a representation p : G —» SO(24n, R) where
n is an arbitrary (positive) integer. Furthermore, we define the quantities AT9,fcg,es
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as explained in the appendix. Then, one can show that the function 4<p is given by
[97]:

VV(S) = P*'~1^(P)- (4-2-33)

This is a (virtual) character of G which can be computed explicitly, if we lift the
representation to its spin covering. Recall that for the spin groups, their are two
distinct cases, depending on whether n is even or odd. If n = 2r + 1, Spin(2r+ 1,R)
has a complex spin module S(r) = S of dimension 2 r, while if n = 2r the complex
spin module for Spin('2r) decomposes into two so-called half spin modules, denoted
by 5 + and S~ having the same dimension of 2r~'. These correspond to the positive
and negative chirality of the Dirac operator in 2r dimensions. Under the restriction
to Spin('2r — 1) both 5 + and S~ are isomorphic to the module S(r — 1).

Now consider the lift of the representation p of G to a representation of G into
Spin(24n, R) . If p(g), g G G is such that the order of p is divisible by 2, (i.e. all the
eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomial are /-roots of unity divisible by 2), but
no eigenvalue is a square root of unity, then t/'2 is a character of the spin-module
5+(24TJ) which when restricted to G yields a character of G. (This property of the
Adams operator generalizes to other t/>p where it turns out that they are related to
the so-called Bolt cannibalistic classes.) We will restrict ourselves to the operator |/'2-
I'pon substituting in (4.2.33) this will define a new Thompson-series which is of the
same signature as the old one. Thus, by taking the quotient of these two one obtains
a modular function which lias by construction only positive integer coefficients in
its (/-expansion.
Some examples.

Let us now discuss a few examples of this construction, which provide us with
candidate partition functions. The first example we will discuss is briefly mentioned
in [97]. Let L be an even unimodular lattice of dimension 24n admitting G as
automorphism group. Furthermore we assume that G is contained in 5O(24n,R).
We thus have the Thompson-series QQ, QO and in particular FIQ = Qc/flc which
defines for each g £ G a modular function 7r5 = Oig/j)g of level N equal to O(g),
the order of g on the modular subgroup T0(N). If g = 1 then Wi = flf,/7/24"- In
particular if n = 1 this reduces to

TT, = J(q) + constant, (4.2.34)

where J{q) = j(q) - 744 = q~l + 196884q + • • • is a modular function on T.
We will now produce such functions starting from the Thompson-series fiG by

acting with the Hecke operator T2 constructed with the Adams operator t/'2. For
convenience we first consider the case n = 2, corresponding to groups G contained
in 50(48, R) acting on a 48 dimensional unimodular lattice. It can be verified that
in this case the Adams operator 4'2 indeed provides a character of G obtained as a
restriction of the character of the even spin-module S+ of 5pm(48). So we may act
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with the Hecke operator on the Thompson-series QG evaluated at the identity of G.
We will now compute the quotient T2(r]4&)/7]i8 which also corresponds to a modular
function for F differing from J by a constant. One computes

= q-lU2 I I l n > U ^ - ^ ^ + 2 2 3 ? 2 I I J S

n>l

1

= J(g) + 1128 (4.2.35)

where in the one before last line only the integral powers of q are retained. To
generalize this to an arbitrary element g € G, we simply have to replace the factor
FIn>i(l - «")48 by t n e exterior algebra A(W) and the factor 224-1 by the degree
of The spin-module S+ of Spm(24,R). One then finds that the ^-expansion for an
arbitrary element g reads

4V- +V2)q

V + A2V + V2 + S+) q2 + • • •. (4.2.36)+ (A6V +

One can now look for finite groups G contained in SO(48, R) acting on the lattice
L. A nice example is provided by S 1/2(47) which simply acts by permutation of an
orthonormal basis for L, (i.e. V is the permutation module for G with order 48). For
each element g £ SL2(47) we have the Thompson series Ha consisting of modular
forms provided by (4.2.36) which reduce to (4.2.35) if we take g the identity. We
write (4.2.35) as

B-, = J(q) + 1128 = J{q) + 24(h + 1) (4.2.37)

where h — 46, which is the dual coxeter number for the 24-dimensional Niemeier
lattice Z?24- One may do an analogous calculation for the spin-module S+ of Spin(8).
For this module the Adams operator 02 = 27. A similar calculation now yields

(TV • 7V • ?V)

= J(q)-744 (4.2.38)

We conclude that this is the modular function which associated with the 24-dimensional
Niemeier lattice (E8)

3. One may consider the third root of this function, which by
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construction will provide a Thompson series for SL2(7) consisting of genuine char-
acters.

It seems that one can obtain the modular functions for all the Niemeier lattices
by specifying the relevant finite groups obeying the conditions stated above, and
restricting to the identity element. The resulting function TTJ is of the form

7T, = J{q)+2A(h + \ ) , (4.2.39)

where h is the dual coxeter number of the Niemeier lattice which can only have the
values h = 0 ,2 , . . . , 10,12,13,14,16,18,22,25,30 and 46. All these functions differ
only by the constant term. We only checked this construction explicitly for a few
(simple) cases.

The relevance of the construction presented in this section lies in the fact that one
has for each element in these finite groups a function xg which defines a modular
function on the modular subgroup Fo(Af) (where N is equal to the order of the
element). The function TT3 is given by a quotient of two functions of the form
T/J , where one is transformed using a Hecke operator. If g is the identity one
finds a modular function on the full modular group. For higher order elements the
construction yields a a modular function on some modular subgroup Fo(./V). From
this one may reconstruct the partition function by performing the sum over the coset
elements of r/Fo- This is a finite sum, so one obtains a modular invariant function
(with respect to F) which consists of a finite linear combination of modular functions
that factorize on the subgroup Fo(./V). This seems a fruitful way for obtaining
candidate partition functions that do not factorize on the full modular group. In
the next section we will discuss a generalization of Thompson-series to series which
assign a modular form to a pair of commuting elements in G. Thus we will be able
to characterize partition functions (in genus-one) of general orbifold models.

4.2.3. GENERALIZED THOMPSON-SERIES AND ORBIFOLD PARTITION

FUNCTIONS

We start with formulating a set of 'axioms' which forms a generalization of the
properties of Thompson series ftc, discussed in the previous section, to series which
depend on a pair of commuting elements in G. Denote the set of commuting elements
for a given finite group G by P. We define the action of the modular group F from
the right on a pair (g, h) G P by

(<7, h) —> (g, h)a = {gahc,gbh% a £ F, (4.2.40)

where a is in the representation as given in the appendix. Next we define the
generalization of the operator |tt acting on a function F defined on

F: PxH—>C
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as

F | t a(g, ft, r) = («• + d)"* F ((</, A), o r ) . (4.2.41)

Now for a given rational module V of G we define an equivariant generalization
of a Thompson-series by the assignment of a pair (g, A) to a meromorphic function
f[g, A, r) : P x H —* C having q-expansion at the cusp r = ioo, with q = exp(27rir),

(g,h) —* f(g, A, q) = £ an/m(ff, A)<f/m, (4.2.42)
n

which satisfies the following three conditions:

1. Conjugation by elements of G leaves /(<7, A, r) invariant, i.e.

f{g, ft, T) = /( f f
r , A*, 9 ) , * e G; (4.2.43)

2. f(g,h,r) transforms as a modular form up to a phase e(g,h) depending only
on the pair (g, h):

f(g, A, T) |fcO = t{g, A) f{g, A, r ) , (4.2.44)

where the weight k is given by k{g, A) = \dim Cv(g, A),where Cv(g.h) denotes
the centralizer of the pair (g, h) on the module V.

3. for each g £ G the assignment

ft—»<i»/n(j,A) (4.2.45)

is a character of G.

At this point we would like to remark that these conditions are also figuring in
the formulation of the generalized Moonshine phenomenon, however apart from the
crucial condition that f(g, A, r) should be the generator of a function field of genus
zero, (see [94]). Observe also, that if (g, A) = (1,1) 6 P , then they coincide with
the classical definition of a modular form. If (g, A) = (1, A), then these conditions
reduce to the definition of a holomorphic Thompson series defined in the previous
subsection, considered as a function f{h,q) = f(g,l,q).

We proceed with presenting an explicit construction of a function f(g. A, r ) sat-
isfying the above conditions using techniques in [97,95] on Frame shape decompo-
sitions of rational G-modules. This is done in two steps. Our first concern will be
the construction of a natural G-module which provides the function f(g, A, r ) . For
this we will have to introduce some notation and definitions. From now on we will
assume that the finite group G has a rational representation

p : G — * GLAT(Q).
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We will assign to every conjugacy class of G in this representation a so-called
Frame shape as follows. Let f(t) be the characteristic polynomial of g: f(t) =
det(p(<7) — tl). Then J(t) can be written in the form

f(t) = f[(i-ry<", (4.2.46)
m|r

where r is the order of p(g) and em 6 Z. The object Ylm m<im >s called the Frame
shapf of g in the representation p. We refer to [95] for details on minimal polynomials
and the related Frame shape decomposition of a rational element of order r in G.
Associated with this decomposition we introduce the weighed sum of the cycles em:

£ a = £ e m / m . (4.2.47)

We will call the pair (g, k) £ P rational if the element h acts rationally on each
of the eigenspaces V ®Q C of g given by the minimal polynomial of g over Q.
That is, the module V can be thought of as a collection of g eigenspaces associated
with the minimal polynomial of cxp(2iri/r) where r denotes the order of g. These
eigenspaces are labelled by the eigenvalue of g by which it acts. We denote the j'-th
eigenspace, corresponding to the eigenvalue j in exp(27nj/r), by Vj. Introduce the
graded G-moduIes W as

Wa = *£®Vi> (4-2-48)

which has a natural grading in qils. Denote by S(W) the symmetric algebra of
the space Wg © qWg ® q2Wg © • • •. Thus the coefficients in S(W3) are G-modules
depending on g. We formally invert this module thus obtaining the exterior algebra
l\{Wg), of which the coefficients will correspond to virtual G-modules. Now we
define the module

qE*/24A(Wg) (4.2.49)

for which we define the function f(g,h,q), as

, q) = ^|<?E ' /24TrA(^,(A), (4.2.50)

where the trace is over the exterior algebra, i.e. the r.h.s corresponds to the character
of h evaluated on A(W9), normalized with \G\, the order of G.

Observe that if (g,h) = (1,1) then the function f(g,h,r) reduces to the 77-
function:

V, (4.2.51)
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which is identical to the classical 7;-function if G is trivial. Furthermore if g = 1,
then

f(g,i,q) = Y[v{q'Y' (4.2.52)
i

which coincides with the generalized 7/ function r/3. Thus, the module is a general-
ization of the module providing the ̂ -function, discussed in the previous subsection.
We conclude that f(g, h, q) can be identified with (4.2.7) provided that Lo acts with
eigenvalue h — 0.

In the rest of this section we will verify by, computing f(g,h,q) explicitly, that
/ satisfies the properties listed above. By construction the last two properties are
trivially satisfied. It remains to compute the action of the modular group F. We
will do so by showing that f(g, h,r) transforms similar to an j;-type function under
the action of S : T —* — 1/r and T : T —> T •+• 1:

f\kS(g,h,T) = f(9ih,-l/T) = Tk^f(h,g-\T) (4.2.53)

f\kT(g,h,r) = f(g,h,T + l) = exp(2riEa/2A)f(g,h,T) (4.2.54)

The T- action is easily computed. Let us put

and write the power-series for F as

F(9, h, q) = Y. un/r{g,h)qn/T (4.2.55)
n/r

where r is the order of g. That is, F is given by the same module A(WS) as / .
It then follows that g acts on eac1 jfficient un/r(g,h) of F simply by the phase
exp(27rm/r). Now we compute

f\kT(g,h,r) = f((g,h)T-\Tr)

= f{g,g-lh,T + I) = exp(2iri(T + l)Ea/2A)F[S,g-1h,T + 1)

= exp(27ri£s/24)/(5,/i,r). (4.2.56)

which is indeed the desired result. The phase e is for this transformation eT(g, h) =

The verification for the 5-action is a little bit more involved. We will do this by
deriving a product representation for f{g,h,r) similar to the product representa-
tion for the classical T/-function. Such representation follows from the Frame shape
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decomposition of (g,h) and is thus a particular example of the representations con-
sidered by Mason in ref. [95]. We will closely follow his general construction to
obtain the desired product for f(g, h, T).1 In order to streamline the notation we
introduce the following variable substitutions:

r = order of g G G

s = order of h G G

t = greatest common divisor of (r,s)

gT = greatest divisor of r coprime to t (4.2.57)

gs = greatest divisor of s coprime to t

p — exp(2ni/r)

a = exp(27ri/s)

7 = exp(27ri/<).

We will split the calculation in three parts. First we will derive a product represen-
tation for the function F(g, h,r) considered above following from the Frame shape
decomposition of the element h on the j-th eigenspace of g. Subsequently, we will
obtain a similar expression for the transformed function F(h,g~l,r). From this it
will follow that these product representations, build up a product representation of
»/-function type. Finally we will show that the two representations are related to a
modular transformation on the variable r.

The first step is rather straightforward. The minimal polynomial of h on the
eigenspace Vj is easily shown to be

( Y \ (4-2-58)

where / = s/t • gs and ji is the Mobius inversion function. We recall two important
properties of the Mobius function, relating two given functions f(n) and g(n)

(4.2.59)

(4.2.60)

/ («) =

9(n) =

f(n) =

<J|n

d\n

for all n, *»

g(n/d) for all n;

rf)"(<i) for all n.

lA similar formula is announced in [98] in the context of modular functions for the Mathieu
group M24. Our discussion is independent of the analysis given there.
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Now let h act on the g-eigenspace V\ with eigenvalue <xp. Then the minimal
polynomial of h on V, reads, using (4.2.58)

n y - y*/-)*""0 (4.2.6D

Next we rewrite the module A(W9) as a product over the eigenspaces V} by using
the general property of symmetric algebra that S(A ffi B) = 5(v4) Q S(B). It follows
that the formal inverse l\{Wg) can be rewritten as

A (W,) = I I I I I1 - V^+ ( i / r )) • (4.2.62)
n>Oj=l

Combining with the minimal polynomial of h on Vj we derive the following product
representation for the function F(g,h,r):

(
n>0 j=l m|3.

After some straightforward manipulations this can be written in a more transparent
form as

F(g,h,r)=n n n v+x-)"(M-"mt> (4.2.64)
n=l m\g3 k\grt

with

It is now easy to derive a similar expression for the function F(h,g~1,r). We will
only indicate the relevant points. Recall that h acted on V'i with eigenvalue <rp.
This implies that g acts on the <7p-eigenspace of h in V with eigenvalue p. Hence, g
has eigenvalue pp> on the a eigenspace of ft, so that g~x has eigenvalue p~p on this
space. (Here we define p' by the condition that pp' — 1 (mods).) Therefore we can
immediately write down the minimal polynomial of g~l on the (T-eigenspace of h. It
reads

n(q>"'-1"'yMm) (4.2.66)
m\gr

where we now put / = r/t • gT. Then we find along similar lines

-\r)=n n n i1+yT(^-t/mt) (4.2.6?)
n=l m\gr k\gst
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with

Having obtained these product expansions we next show that the exponential factors
sum up to yield the coefficient ^ l u . This in turn would imply that (4.2.64, 67)
are in fact products over ^-functions with variable x respectively y. Thus we have
to compute the quantity

£ £ ^li{grg,t/mk). (4.2.69)
">lsr k\g,t

In this respect it is useful to introduce the Euler function (f>(n) which is defined as
the number of integers not exceeding an integer n and which are coprime to n. The
following relation between the Euler function and the Mobius function will be used
below:

d\n

= n. (4.2.70)
d\n

Using this one may rewrite (4.2.69) as

(4.2.71)

One may rewrite this as

Ey u2T2)

A little argument shows that this is precisely the factor Eg. Returning to the product
expansion for F(g, h, T) we thus conclude that the function f(g, h, T) and f(h,g~l,r)
can be represented as

\-Mr\ — +p)\ , (4.2.73)
m\g. k\grt L 9'K V T

[ ^ ( ' ) l" ( f l r 3" / m i ) . (4.2.74)
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In addition we can compute the degree k{g,h) of f(g,h,r), as introduced before
(c.f. the text following (4.2.44))

m\gg k\grt

I if dimV = l,LcG is trivial
0 otherwise. * '

Finally we have to show that /(</, ft,r) and f[h,g~l,r) are related by a modular S
transformation. For this we use the following easy to verify transformation property
for 77-functions for which the argument is 'shifted':

T + p) | t e l = es(g,h)T, (^T - / ) (4.2.76)

where the phase ts(g, h) depends only on the elements g and ft, and pp' = 1 mods.
With this property it finally follows that the S transformation transforms (4.2.74)
into (4.2.73) up to a phase depending on the pair (g, ft) G P. Ofcourse the phases tT

and e5
 a r e related through the defining relations of the modular group. In particular

it follows that from (ST)3 = S2

exp(^(£3 + Egh + Eh))t.{g,h)c.(hg,h)ct[gh,h) = Pg(h) (4.2.77)

where pg(h) satisfies pg(h) = pg-i(h). This concludes the generalization of the
modular forms T]g, appearing in the Thompson-series fig, to commuting pairs (5, ft) G
G, which are explicit examples of functions $(5, ft,r) in (4.2.7) for which Lo acts
with eigenvalue zero.

4.3. The Hopf Algebra Associated with the Fusion Algebra

In this section we will consider the algebra of functions f(g, ft, r). It will be shown
that this algebra has the structure of a commutative Hopf algebra, associated with
the Grothendieck-ring of a finite group G. The Hopf algebra is cocommutative if and
only if G is Abelian. Subsequently, we will study the representations of this algebra.
The effect of a modular transformation on these representations will be shown to
correspond to a projective version of Lusztig's non-Abelian Fourier transform [87]
on A'G(G). Finally we comment on the quantum group obtained as the quantization
of the Hopf algebra. We will begin with studying the structure of the Hopf algebra,
formally introduced in section 1.3, for rational orbifold models.
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4.3.1. THE HOPF ALGEBRA STRUCTURE OF A

We will be interested in the algebra of functions f{g,h,r) on P x F, where we
will take P as a finite G-set X x X with a diagonal action of G. We will show
that this algebra admits a comultiplication,turning it into a non-commutative non-
cocommutative Hopf algebra. If X = G and G is Abelian this Hopf algebra is
commutative and cocommutative. We begin our analysis for the case X = G, where
G is an arbitrary finite group.

Our starting point is to describe the group algebra of G in more detail. Let us
denote by Z[G] the set of formal linear combinations of elements of G with integer
coefficients. The ring obtained in this way is called the group ring of G. It is clear
that every linear representation p of the group G can be extended to a representation
of its group ring if we set

where gi £ G, and p is a representation of G. Also the converse is true, under the
condition that the unit in Z[G] goes over into the unit operator. Thus the theory of
representations for G is equivalent to the theory of Z[G]-modules. In this respect it
is natural to introduce the group algebra K[G] of G for a field K, defined by

K[G] = Z[G] © z K . (4.3.2)

The elements of K[G] can be regarded either as formal linear combinations of ele-
ments of G with coefficients in A', or as functions on G with values in K. We will use
the latter interpretation. Henceforth we assume that K is algebraically closed, and
if K / C, that the characteristic of K does not divide the order of G. In this case
we may apply a theorem of Maschke to conclude that K[G] is a semisimple algebra.
As a consequence it follows that the algebra A'[G] is isomorphic to the product

K[G}~Y[Matn,(K), (4-3.3)

where Matni denotes a matrix algebra of matrices of rank n,-, corresponding to the
dimensions of irreducible in-equivalent representations of A'[G] and where i labels
the conjugacy classes of G. It follows that the center of A'[G] is formed by functions
/ € K[G] which are constant on every conjugacy class. (Thus the dimension of the
center of the algebra A'[G] equals the number of conjugacy classes of elements of
G.) Now, define an algebra A which as a vector space has the form

A ~ FG(G) ® K[G], (4.3.4)
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where !FG(G) denotes the vector space of class functions / : G —» C on G. In section
1.3 we implemented a Hopf algebra structure on A. It followed that this structure
came from two Hopf algebras that could be implemented on A'[G] (cf.(1.3.18-19)).
This turns A into a Hopf algebra which is commutative and cocommutative only
if G is Abelian. Furthermore we mention that the two Hopf algebra structures are
dual to each other. One defines a 2-cocycle 0(31,52) € H2(K\G\,!FG(G)), i.e. a map
K[G\ ® K[G] -» TG{G), by

c(9u ?2)c(5i52</3) = c(gu g2g3)c(g2, g3). (4.3.5)

We will also consider the more general Hopf algebra denoted by Ax, which is
defined in a similar way as A, as the combination of a space TG{X x X) and the
algebra K[X X X], where X is a finite G-set and G acts on X x X 'along the diagonal'
and ^ ( X x X) is the set of functions on G,which are constant on the orbits of G.
The algebra K[X x X] is the analogue of the group algebra generalized to the set
A' x X. The definitions of the product and coproduct carry over, mutatis mutandis,
to FG{X x X). That is, multiplication is defined as pointwise multiplication:

y) (4.3.6)

and comultiplication is defined as

i, yi), (x2, y2)) = f(xix2,yly2)- (4.3.7)

The dual of this Hopf algebra is again a Hopf algebra where the multiplication and
comultiplication are given by

/*/'(*,</) = E/(*, *)/*(*.»)
(438)

Let us finally introduce a map V>: A'[G] —* K\X x X] via a map

q : G x X x X —• X x X

q(g,x,y) = (gx,y). (4.3.9)

We then define V' as

sec
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It follows that 0 is a Hopf algebra homomorphism such that its image is precisely
the center of A'[A" x A']. When we take X = G (as a G-set) the Hopf algebra Ax is
suitable discuss the algebra of functions depending on two elements g,h G G which
do not necessarily commute.

The relevance of the abstract definitions of the Hopf algebra A respectively of Ax
lies in the fact that its representation theory is conveniently described in terms of
the Grothendieck ring A'G(G) of G respectively A'G(A x X), which we will associate
with the algebras A'[G] respectively K[X x X]. To explain this we will discuss some
results in [87,88] in more detail. Let us denote by r an irreducible C[G] module
in the permutation representation of G on the functions in fG{X). Following [88]
we attach to r the vector space Mr of all functions X —+ r which commute with
the G-action. Next we define or each such function n G FG{X) and each function
/ € FG(X x X) the composition ffi G MT by

X^X (4.3.11)
vex

This provides an irreducible module of TG{X X X). By varying r it is easily seen
that one obtains each irreducible module in TG(X X A) exactly once. Using the
space Mr we will define a trace formula for a function / G TG{X X X) represented
in MT:

Tr(/,Mr) = IGI"1 £ f(gx,x)Tr(g,r). (4.3.12)
S6G

Applying this to any C[G]-module r, this assigns a complex number to each function
/ G FG(G),

f —> (dimr)-1 £ / (5)Tr(«/ , r ) . (4.3.13)
sec

Let us now introduce the Grothendieck ring A'G(A) of vector bundles on X. Since
A is a finite set, such bundles are just finite dimensional vector spaces over C with
a given representation of G on ffixexK: such that the action of an element g G G
is given by gVx = Vgxa-i. The set of all these equivariant G-bundles on which
addition is defined by the direct sum of vector bundles is called the Grothendieck
ring A"G(A). The multiplication law will be discussed below. Irreducible elements
in A 'G(A) correspond to vector bundles which cannot be written as a sum of two
other vector bundles \\ © V2. It is well known that an irreducible G-vector bundle
is parametrized uniquely up to isomorphism by a pair (O,r), where O is a G-orbit
in A and r is a representation of the centralizer Cx of a point x £O.

If G — X, an irreducible vector bundle is labelled by a conjugacy class of an
element in G together with an irreducible representation its centralizer, which as
we discussed earlier is unique up to tensoring with one dimensional representations.
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This can be used to describe the following important isomorphism. Denote by G the
set of representatives of the conjugacy classes in G and let Ca denote the centralizer
of g G G, as before. This group acts naturally on X. Denote the set of fixed
points of its action on X by Xg. Using the trace formula of above, we can define a
homomorphism which assigns to an element in KG(X) a function on Xg

KG(X) —»TXi{X-g)

i—»Tr(S,Vi). (4.3.14)

By summing over all elements g 6 G this yields a map

KG(X) ^ ®Fxt{Xs), (4.3.15)

which is in fact an isomorphism if we tensor the r.h.s. with C [88]. Using this
isomorphism, it can be shown that the multiplication map discussed above on the
set of functions T extends linearly to the groups KG(X X X) and A'G(G). In
particular this extension turns these groups into semisimple commutative algebras,
where the multiplication on A'G(G) is defined as

(V*V')= 0 (Vn®Vin). (4.3.16)

Furthermore, one can define an analogue of the map i/> in (4.3.10) which extends to
an algebra homomorphism

T/> : KG{G) —• KG(X x A'), (4.3.17)

of which the image is exactly the center of KG(X X X). The comultiplication map
extends to A"G(G), respectively KQ(X X X) as well, which thus shows that the Hopf
algebra A respectively Ax is associated with these Grothendieck rings. Henceforth
we will take the set X of the form G/H, where H is a subgroup of G, on which G
acts by translation. In this context it is useful to consider two extreme cases for the
choice of H:

1. H = G. In this case the Grothendieck ring KG(G/H X G/H) is isomorphic to
the representation ring of G;

2. H = id. Then KG(G/H x G/H) is isomorphic ic the group ring of G.

With this formalism we are well equipped to study irreducible representations of
the algebra A and to describe the right action of the modular group on these. We
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will construct a Hilbert space for A forming a representation space for KQ(G). For
the moment we take the cocycle c trivial, i.e. es = 1. Our first step will be to prove
that irreducible vector bundles on X x X respectively G form an orthonormal basis
B for the rings KG(X X X) and A'G(G). This goes as follows. Let us denote by B
the set of irreducible vector bundles in KG(X x A') and denote by V* the dual vector
bundle of V considered as a vector space. Then we define a new vector bundle V by

Ky = V;{Xiy) = V.% , (4.3.18)

where i is the permutation i(x,y) = (y,x) £ X x X. This map gives rise to a group
homomorphism Kc(X x X) —• KG(X X X). Next we introduce the unit element
CA 6 A'G(A* x A") (in the notation as in [88]) as the sum over vector bundles
Vxy jt 0 :=> x = y in the set B. Denote this subset by BQ. Define a map for all
bundles V e KG(X x X)

T : KG(X x X) —+ Z

Applying this to any vector bundle V one finds

r(V) = \Gr £ dimV£\Ct\. (4.3.20)

Applying this for any two bundles V and V' one finds the desired orthogonality
relation. This is shown in [88]. For convenience we repeat this calculation:

r(V * V') = |G|-' £ dim ( 0 Vtx ® vA * \GX
xex \zex I

fl6Cx 16X,

= \G\~X E E

f
= \

1 ifV = V
0 otherwise. <4'3-21)

This proves that the sei B of irreducible vector bundles provides an orthonormal
basis for the ring KG[X x X). One can present a similar proof for the ring A 'G(G).
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T h e a n a l o g u e of t h e m a p i is now t h e inversion g —* g~x, so t h a t V^ = V^"_i.
T h e iden t i t y S is given by t h e vector bund le V0 = C ^ j = e € G . T h e m a p
T : K G ( G ) —+ Z is t h e ana logue of t h e m a p r defined above :

= { J
so that

T(V) = dim(Vf) for any V on G. (4.3.23)

It follows along similar lines that the set of irreducible vector bundles on G provides
an orthonormal basis for KQ(G). With this fact it is now not difficult to find
irreducible representations for the algebra A defined in the previous subsection.2

Recall that elements in A'G(G) are labelled by pairs (g,r). Let us denote the set
of these by M.(G). Then a suitable Hilbert space is formed by the set of vector
bundles denoted by [/J associated to the pairs in A4(G) with two properties:

1. (Ug)-, = 0 , if 7 € G is not conjugate to g;

2- Tr(<,,([/r), = Tr(5,r) itgeCs.

We denote this Hilbert space by H?. The trace of an arbitrary element in this
Hilbert space thus reads

Tr(g,U's) = \C-3\-
1 £ Tr(^/r \ r ) . (4.3.24)

hEG

We now define a the projective action of A'G(G),provided by the phase es(ffi h)jas

iP(f)(g)Ui = es(g,h)Uj, (4.3.25)

where
•yr E r, i.e.7 £ Cs

and

9 = 9' x 7
In order to conclude that this defines a projective representation of the Hopf algebra
A we require that the multiplication and comultiplication are homomorphisms.
In particular this will give a relation between the phase es(ff, h) and the 2-cocycle
c. From the multiplication law one finds that

ps^9) , (4.3.26)

2A similar representation has been studied also by V. Pasquier [107].
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while from the fact that the comultiplication is an algebra homomorphism one finds

c(Xiy)(g,h) = c(x,y)(g)c(x,y)(h). (4.3.27)

If we restrict to the elements that commute with each other, these conditions reduce
to

c = S^s (4.3.28)

S2c = 1

in the notation of [44] so that

= 1. (4.3.29)

This cocycle condition agrees with the one introduced in [44]. One may compare
this representation with the one-dimensional representations of the fusion algebra
discussed in the beginning of this chapter. Both are induced representations of G by
the centralizer Cg. It is easily verified that the multiplication law on KQ{G) defined
in (4.3.16) precisely yields the fusion algebra for a rational orbifold model. Thus
we reach the main conclusion of this section: The commutative noncocommutative
Hopf algebra A associated with the Grothendieck ring KQ(G) describes the fusion
algebra of a rational orbifold model. Furthermore, this Hopf algebra appears as a
special case of a more general Hopf algebra Ka(X X X) for finite G-sets .Y.

Let us next discuss for both Hopf algebras ,4 and Ax the mapping to the
"dual' object. We begin with the Hopf algebra A, and show that this map is provided
by the modular transformation S on the characters of the representations of A. For
this we will rewrite the orthogonality relation shown above, in terms of the objects
Ug which is more suitable for our purposes by introducing non-Abelian Fourier
transformations in KG(G) as in [87]. Since this is of importance for us, we will
describe this idea a little bit in detail. In fact we will need a projective version of
it, using the phase ts- One starts with defining a pairing on the set MG X M(G)
denoted by {, }. Its definition reads

{(9,r),(g',r')} = \C-g\-
l\C?\-1 £ 7r(hg'k-\r)Tr(h-lgh,r')es{g,h).

(4.3.30)
One may rewrite this as

{(9,r),(g>,r')} = \G\~l £ Tr(zx-lx-\r)TT(x'x-lx'-\r')ts(x,x'), (4.3.31)

which is precisely the expression describing the modular transformation S on the
on the one loop characters /jf computed in [44]. (If we take es = 1 this definition
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coincides with the definition given in [87].) We will now show that it describes a
Fourier transformation on KQ{G). Hereto we introduce a map which assigns to any
bundle U on G a complex number depending on a given pair (g, r):

tf : t/ — (dimr)-1 £ Tr^U^Tr^^). (4.3.32)

Applying this to the bundle C| associated with the pair (g, r), for a given pair (g\ r '),
one finds straightforwardly

4(i'l) = (dimr)-1^-1 {(g,r),(g',r')}. (4.3.33)

With these definitions one can find an alternative expression for the the map r
applied to a vector bundle (/ on G:

T(U) =

= E |C,|-2£Tr(5,tMrr(7,r)(dnnr). (4.3.34)
(j,r)€vM(C) 7eCj

Then one rewrites the orthogonality relation as

Here we denote by U a basis element in KQ(G) and the sum is over all basis elements.
The elements g and g' are represented by g and g'. One can combine this result
with (4.3.34) to find an equivalent expression in terms of the object {,}:

£ {m,m'}{m',m}=6m,m., (4.3.36)
m'6.M(G)

where it is understood that the phase es depends only on m and m' trough g and
g'. This shows that the pairing (4.3.36) defines a Fourier transformation in KQ{G).

This transformation can be extended to a similar transformation for the the
representations of the Hopf algebra Ax by applying the map i/>. For convenience
we repreat the above analysis for the ring KG(X x X) goes roughly similar as for
A'G(G). We denote the set corresponding to M(G) by Mx(<?), which similarly as
for M(G), denotes the set of pairs (g,r), where r is the C[G] module of functions
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/ : Xs -+ C (Xs denoting the fixed point set of G on X), and g G G, parametrizing
the modules £ | on KG(X x X). This module is defined such that £ | = 0 if
(g,r) g A^(G) — Mx(G), (see [88]). The trace of an arbitrary vector bundle on
A' x ..Y evaluated in this module reads

, V w ) T r ( 7 , r ) . (4.3.37)

We will now rewrite the orthogonality relation (4.3.36) in terms of the modules ££,
with (g,r) G Mx(G) in a similar way as we did for the U. We will start with
obtaining an alternative expression for the value of T(V)

r(V) = \G\~l

= E
x£Xt

IQr2 £ Tr(j,Vw)Tr(7)r)((fimr). (4.3.38)

The orthogonality relation now takes the form

" m £ 5 ) i f a r ) = (9>y)'

(4.3.39)
We will now quote the following theorem from [88], which relates (4.3.35) with
(4.3.39).

Theorem 4.3.1 ([88]) For any pair (g,r) 6 MG and any G-vector bundle V on
X x X we have

TT(V,E'g-,){(g,r),(9',r')} = T ( ^ ( £ ^ ) * V) <E N (4.3.40)

^ (4.3.41)

Let us finally comment on the duality in the Hopf algebra A. Recall that since the
algebra A is commutative it has only induced characters Ajj of the form

^ = 1^1"' E Tr(hgh-\r). (4.3.42)
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On the other hand these characters correspond to the ratios

( 3 - 4 3 )

where the notion of dimension in the second equality is first discussed in [43]. The
second equality is in fact obtained after applying the Fourier transformation. The
transformation provided by {, } corresponds to a modular transformation, which we
now interpret as 'going to the dual' object.

4.3.2. OUTLOOK

In general the dimensions computed above are not integers, that is, instead of
decomposing the module f/| onto an integral number of copies of l/° one finds a real
number. This situation bears a resemblance with that of subfactors of finite index
which played an important role in the previous chapter (viz. section 3.3.2). One
may expect that only for certain values of (4.3.43) the interpretation in terms of
decomposition of modules is justified. These values would imply (positive) integral
(/-expansions of the characters. This suggests that (4.3.43) are q numbers, i.e. they
correspond to 'quantum dimensions', and the integrality condition is the condition
that q is a root of unity. For these cases one should then be able to reconstruct the
symmetry algebra of the rational conformal field theory from 'its character table',
i.e. the dual of A.

To obtain a quantum group for A which provides these q-numbers one may argue
as follows. Let V be a finite dimensional representation of A over C, and assume
that a q deformation of such representation exists. That is we assume that the
quantum group associated with A arises as y4u/(V )̂ c± GLjv,?(C). As we know from
chapter three, such a quantum group corresponds to an algebra over Cfa1/2,*?"1/2].
Assume that it makes sense to take q a root of unity. In this case one expects that
there occurs a similar reduction in the representation content as discussed in chapter
three. In fact a closer look at the representation content of the quantum group 5Z-2,,
discussed there, learns that the irreducible highest weight modules satisfy a certain
tensor product rule which can be described as follows. If q is an /-th root of unity
it is not hard to verify that the irreducible highest weight modules Vw satisfies the
decomposition

K, = K,.®Vjw.., (4.3.44)

where w = u>' + /w", with u>' and w" two other highest weights. In fact in [90] it
is shown that for the quantum group as discussed in chapter three the irreducible
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highest weight modules satisfy such a tensor product law. Let us assume that
a similar tensor product law holds for the highest weight representations of the
quantum group associated with A.

Such a tensor product law suggests that the representation theory of this quan-
tum group bears some resemblance with the representation theory of finite algebraic
groups over the field F, . In particular if B denotes a Borel subgroup of G and if
we fix a maximal torus T in £?, then it is well known that the character group
X(T) = X(B) parametrizes all irreducible G-modules denoted by L(X), A £ X(T).
These modules satisfy the Steinberg tensor product decomposition: if A' and A" are
two roots contained in X(T) such that A = A' + pA", where p is the prime number
defining the prime power q, then the modules i(A) and L(X') ® L(pX") are isomor-
phic. Furthermore these modules are contained in the G-module H°(X) which is the
6'-module induced by the representation of B corresponding to A. The multiplicities
of the module £(A) are not known; however it is conjectured that they are given by
the so-called Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials which arise as follows. U W = N(G)/T
denotes the Weyl group of G, then we denote by Wajj its associated affine Weyl
group which is constructed out of W by adding the simple reflections in the hyper-
planes defined by the positive roots of G, (see [28][page 123]). Denote by l(z) the
length of an element y G VKa//. Then the character of L(X) is conjectured as

charL(X)(z)= ^(-lfW-W2Piy(l)H
0(\), (4.3.45)

where Pz,z'(q) are the so-called Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials in q [79]. The inverse
polynomial Qz,w{q) defined as

y

measures the multiplicity of L(X) in H°(X).
In our picture the module //°(A) would correspond to the module of A on which

the character (as a function of q) is in the denominator in (4.3.43). In view of (4.3.44)
it is suggestive that (4.3.43) corresponds to a q expansion of which the coefficients
are given by the polynomial Q, thus interpreted as the Clebsch-Gordan series
of the algebra of a rational conformal field theory.
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For the reader's convenience we summarize some relevant facts on modular forms
which we use in section 2. Denote by

H = { r £ C\Imr > 0}

the upper half plane on which we have the left action of GLj(R):

T
CT ^ (:!) « < « « • » . <•>

where GZ^(R) denotes the group of real 2 x 2 matrices with positive determinant.
Henceforth we denote an arbitrary element of G2,J(R) by a. Associated with the
GLj(R) action on H there is for each non-negative integer k a right action on the
space of functions of 7i denoted by I*:

/ —> / | t a = (deta)*'2(cr + d)-kf(ar). (2)

For future usage we mention some of the relevant discrete subgroups of GXj(R).
First we have the so-called full modular group

r = si2(Z).

For each positive integer N we set

T(N) = {aeT\a = Id{modN)} (3)

UN) = { ( " j ) e r | C = 0(modJV)J. (4)

The relation between these groups and GLj(R) is conveniently described by the
following short exact sequences and inclusions

(5)
1 ,

where v denotes the reduction modulo TV and B denotes a Borel subgroup of
SL2(Z/NZ). In general we shall be interested in subgroups A of GL2(R) which
are said to be commensurable with F, which means that F fl A has finite index in

Y{N) —
T

T(N) —»

F
T

Fo(AT)

-^ SL2(Z/NZ)
T

-!U B
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both A and F. For these gn 'is A we can form a compact Riemann surface XA

by first dividing A out from H and then adjoining the cusps. For details on this
construction we refer to [105].

We next introduce a meromorphic (holomorphic) modular form for A of weight
k as a function F on H with the following properties:

1. f\ka = f for alia 6 A;

2. f is meromorphic (holomorphic) in H;

3. f is meromorphic (holomorphic) at the cusps of X&.

The last condition means that / will have a Fourier expansion at the cusps of the
form

/ = E «(")«"
n>C

for some constant C G Z. If it = 0 then / is invariant under the action of A:

/ ( « ) = / ( : ) , for all a e A . (6)

The space of all such meromorphic functions / on .Y^ is denoted by ^(A). If
A = Fo(AT) we denote this by fo(N). Clearly, each element / £ .F(A) is a map

/ : XA —» Pl . (7)

If the map is in fact a bijection, one can use / as a coordinate on P1. In this case
one says that the function field ^(A) has genus zero and its generator / is called a
Haupt-function. If A = F, then / is given as the absolute modular invariant j(z).

The space of all holomorphic modular forms for A with k > 0 is denoted by
Ai(A,k). An important fact, following from the Ri^nann-Roch theorem, is that
this is a finite dimensional vector space over C. As F(iV) C T there is a natural
action of F on M(T(N),k) and it follows that M(T(N),k) carries a representation
of F, with T(N) contained in the kernel of F on M{T(N), k). A modular form /
of weight k for a group A such that F(JV) C A C F corresponds to a vector in
/4(F(A0,A:) which is fixed by A acting on M(T{N), k); that is,

f\ka = ef VaGA. (8)

The 'eigenvalue' e is called a character of A. The triple (N, k, e) is called the signature
of the modular form / .

In addition to the space M(N, k, e) of modular forms transforming under F0(JV)
according to the character e, we introduce the subspace S(N, it, e) consisting of al
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modular forms for which the constant C in the Fourier expansion at the cusps is
strictly greater than zero. This subspace is referred to as the space of cusp-forms.

Let us discuss two important examples of functions in A1 (JV, k, e), and S(N, k, c).
The first is the so-called theta function for an even dimensional Euclidean lattice L
of dimension IT. SO L is equipped with a positive definite even quadratic form 6.
The theta function for L is defined as

0L(2) = $ > ( n ) g
n , (9)

n>0

where

a(n) = |z| e {z € L |6(x) = 2n} . (10)

One can show that (see e.g. [105]) 6L 6 M(N,k,e) with e(d) = (^) where we used
the Legendre symbol. Suppose that L is in addition a unimodular (i.e. self-dual
lattice, so that A = N = 1) and admits a group G as isometries with determinant
1. Then one can consider the sublattice L9 formed fixed points of g G G on L.
The theta function is denoted by O^g £ M(Ng,kg,eg), where Ng is the order of g,
kg = idimL9, and eg is given by the Legendre symbol. This theta function will be
used frequently later on.

For the second example we introduce the Dedekind ^-function

?(*) = *" 5(1-9"). <n>
n=0

From it we will construct a generalized TJ-function for finite set 5. Denote by A(S)
the permutation group acting on S. A typical element 7r of A(S) is thus given as
an even permutation and can be expressed as product of disjoint cycles which can
schematically is of the form

a-«_» i « i 2 " ' . . .

where a,- denotes the disjoint cycles of 7r. The order of S is given as

|S| = £ia,-. (12)

We now associate to IT the generalized ^-function T)* defined as a product of r/-
functions:

,„ = !,(*)•> i , (2*r--- (13)

We conclude that 77* has a g-expansion of the form

1 ' I
77. = q** + higher order terms . (14)
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If the \S\ is divisible by 24, then one can prove (see [94]) that

where

NT = O(w)h

for some integer h dividing the g.c.d. (24,O(TT)), and e* is the character

e* : Z/iVZ -» ±1 .

An explicit example is provided when \S\ = 24 and ir = Id, the identity. Then
Vid — '/I2)24 which is an element of 5(1,12, Id).

There exists a useful generalization of this 77-function. Namely, let there be given
a rational representation of a finite group G with unit determinant:

p:G^ SL2r(Q). (15)

The characteristic polynomial of p(g) can be written as

-tir , (16)

where t is some interdeterminate and the a,- are just integers which can be negative
in principle. We then define the generalized //-function as

In this case we define Ng to be the order of g, kg the weight of j}g equal to \Y,ai
and tg the Dirichlet character.

There is a close relation between this generalized Jj-function and the ^-function
discussed above

Theorem ([94]) Suppose that g £ G acts on an even unimodular lattice L of dimen-
sion IT with determinant 1. Then ng and O^g define two modular forms of weight
k = I £ a ; and w^i the same level N and Dirichlet character t. If all the a,- > 0
then both are elements in M(Ng,kg,eg).

Observe that it thus follows that the quotient ^t»/»/s defines a modular function in
F{G) associated with the compact Riemann surface XG- In particular when ng is
a cusp form then changing the lattice induces a change in the constant term in the
q-expansion of this quotient. These observations are at the basis of the theory on
Thompson series, used in chapter four.
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Samenvatting

(ieclurendc de laatste jaren is liet onderwerp van tweedimensionale gequantiscerde
veldentheorieën, die invariant zijn onder schaal transformaties, centraal komen te
staan in sommige gebieden van de statistische mechanica en in de zogenaamde
st ringthcorie. Schaal invariante veldentheorieën in twee dimensies blijken tevens
invariant te zijn onder conforme transformaties; men spreekt in dit verband van
conforme veldenthcorieën.

In de statistische mechanica van tweedimensionale roostermodellen blijken con-
forme veldentheorieën van belang te zijn in het beschrijven van fluctuaties van de
dynamische variabelen op op een kritiek punt. overeenkomende met een tweede orde
fase overgang. Op een dergelijk punt zijn de correlatie functies invariant onder
conforme transformaties en wordt de roostert hcorie beschreven door een conforme
veldentheorie.

Conforme veldentheorie heeft naast een grote fysische belangstelling ook de aan-
dacht van een aantal zuiver wiskundigen getrokkken. Dit komt voornamelijk door
de rol die deze theorie speelt in stringtheorie. In deze theorie is het uitgangspunt
dat elf fundamentele bouwstenen van materie geen punt vormige objecten zijn. maar
een-dimensionale 'touwtjes', zogenaamde "strings". Stringtheorie lijkt een consis-
tente beschrijving te leveren van quantumgravitatie gekoppeld aan materie, die in
overeenstemming is met het huidige standaard model van fundamentele interac-
ties. Zoals een (punt)deeltje in de loop van de tijd een lijn in ruimtetijd beschrijft,
zo beschrijft een string een oppervlak, ook wel wereldoppervlak genoemd. Een
dergelijk oppervlak wordt mathematisch beschreven door een Riemann oppervlak.
Om de dynamica van strings te beschrijven is het handig om een coördinatisering
van het wereldoppervlak in te voeren. Dit leidt ertoe dat de quantummechanische
formulering van een stringtheorie gegeven kan worden in termen van een tweed-
imensionale veldentheorie, gerealiseerd op het wereldopperviak van de string. In
een zinvolle formulering mag de keuze van de coördinaten er niet toe doen. Deze
conditie blijkt, equivalent te zijn met de eis dat de veldentheorie invariant is onder
conforme transformaties van de coördinaten op het wereldoppervlak. Een wereld-
oppervlak kan echter door quantummechanische processen een willekeurig aantal
gaten hebben, wat maakt dat een beschrijving van een conforme veldentheorie op
dergelijk oppervlak geen eenvoudige zaak is.

Op dit punt schiet de wiskunde ons te hulp. Doordat de theorie gedefinieerd is in
'slechts' twee dimensies, is een mathematische beschrijving mogelijk die krachtig ge-
noeg lijkt om een consistente beschrijving van een conforme veldentheorie te geven op
een willekeurig wereldoppervlak. Deze mathematische beschrijving heeft recentelijk
een groep zuiver wiskundigen verleid tot het bestuderen van conforme veldentheorie.

Het uitgangspunt van een abstracte beschrijving van conforme veldentheorie
vormt de algebra van conforme transformaties. Deze algebra is een deel-algebra
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van de symmetrie-algebra van de theorie. Uitsluitend in twee dimensies is de alge-
bra van conforme transformaties oneindig dimensionaal. Het eenvoudigste voorbeeld
van een dergelijke algebra is de Virasoro algebra. Elke tweedimensionale conforme
veldentheorie heeft een symmetrie-algebra waarin de Virasoro algebra bevat is. Dit
heeft tot gevolg dat een tweedimensionale conforme veldentheorie oneindig veel be-
houden grootheden kent. Deze karakteriserende eigenschap maakt het mogelijk om
een abstracte mathematische formulering van dit soort veldentheorieën te geven
in de context van de algebraïsche meetkunde. De algebraïsche meetkunde is een
hoofdstuk uit de wiskunde waarin men oplossingen van polynomiale vergelijkingen
in verschillende variabelen bestudeert. Dit soort vergelijkingen definieert wat men
noemt algebraïsche variëteiten. Een voorbeeld van een algebraïsche variëteit wordt
gegeven door een wereldoppervlak van een string (met een willekeurig aantal gaten).
Met behulp van de algebraïsche meetkunde is het mogelijk om een formulering van
een conforme veldentheorie te geven in termen van de cohomologie van de ruimte
van alle mogelijke wereldoppervlakken met een gegeven aantal gaten. Een dergelijke
ruimte heet een moduli-ruimte.

In dit proefschrift worden een aantal mathematisch-fysische eigenschappen van
stringtheorie en conforme veldentheorie beschreven in termen van de algebraïsche
meetkunde. In hoofdstuk twee zullen we gebruik maken van de cohomologie van
de bovengenoemde moduli-ruimle een expliciete beschrijving vinden van de parii-
tiefunctie van een string als een reële integratie maat op de moduli ruimte. Dit
leidt onder andere tot het inzicht dat combinaties van conforme veldentheorieën
opgevat kunnen worden als een 'ruimtctijd' waarin de string propageert. Sommige
conforme veldentheorieën kunnen geïnterpreteerd worden als een compactificatie van
ruimtetijd, andere hebben niet zo'n duidelijke 'geometrische1 interpretatie maar zijn
wel noodzakelijk in een quantummechanische formulering van een stringtheorie. Een
volledig begrip van een stringtheorie vereist daarom een classificatie van tweedimen-
sionale conforme veldentheorieën. Het ligt voor de hand om zo'n classificatie te
bereiken via een algebraïsche meetkundige beschrijving.

De eerste stappen op weg naar een classificatie van conforme veldentheorieën
zijn gezet door Belavin, Polyakov en Zamolodchikov (BPZ), die het zogenaamde
conforme 'bootstrap-programma1 formuleerden. De essentie van hun resultaat is dat
de Hilbertruimte van sommige conforme veldentheorieën volledig beschreven wordt
door middel van slechts eindig veel representaties van de Virasoro algebra. Men
noemt deze theorieën minimale modellen. Elke correlatie functie van een minimaal
model blijkt uitgedrukt te kunnen worden in correlatie functies van zogenaamde
primaire velden die geassocieerd zijn met de hoogste gewichten van de voorkomende
representaties in de Hilbertruimte. Deze correlatie functies voldoen als gevolg van
de conforme invariantie aan differentiaal vergelijkingen. Het bijzondere van een
conforme veldentheorie in twee dimensies is dat deze vergelijkingen onder bepaalde
omstandigheden exact opgelost kunnen worden. Hierbij gebruikt men de eigenschap
dat elke hogere orde correlatie functie uitgedrukt kan worden in combinaties van drie-
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[muts correlatie functies voor do primaire velden. De decompositie van hogere orde
correlatie functies in termen van drie-punts correlatie functies kan op verschillende
manieren uitgevoerd worden. De conforme invariantie impliceert dat alle mogelijke
manieren hetzelfde antwoord geven. Dit verschijnsel heet de dualiteit van de corre-
latie functies. Men kan bovengenoemde differentiaal vergelijkingen slechts oplossen
door gebruik te maken van deze eigenschap.

De minimale modellen vormen maar een (zeer kleine) deelverzameling van alle
mogelijke conforme veldentheorieën. Derhalve ligt het voor de hand om het boot-
strap programma van BPZ te generaliseren. Een mogelijke generalizatie wordt
gegeven door de klasse van modellen die een grotere symmetric-algebra waarin de
conforme algebra bevat. is. Men neemt hierbij aan dat deze modellen nog steeds
eindig veel primaire velden bevatten maar dan met betrekking tot. deze grotere
symmetrie-algebra. Dit. soort modellen heten rationale modellen.

Hot beginsel van dualiteit van de correlatie functies vereist een abstracte formu-
lering in termen van de representatie theorie van do symmetry algebra. In hoofd-
stukken drie en vier wordt aangetoond dat, een dergelijke beschrijving mogelijk is
door de dualiteit te beschrijven in termen van een Hopf algebra structuur geas-
socieerd met de symmetrie-algebra. In hoofdstuk drie wordt dit gedaan door een
speciale klasse van symmetrio-algcbra's, zogenaamde \V algebra's, die gerelateerd
zijn aan Kac-Moody algebra's. Een II'' algebra vormt de symmetrie-algebra van een
conforme veldentheorie die een extra symmetrie bezit gegenereerd door stromen van
geheeltallige spin. We tonen aan dat deze algebras geconstrueerd kunnen worden
middels een deformatie van Poisson algebra's gevormd door de algebra van functies
op do duale ruimte van een afïïenc Kac-Moody algebra. De dualiteits eigenschap
wordt beschreven door middel van een quantum groep. Dit is per definitie een
niet-commutatieve en niet-oocommutatieve Hopf algebra.

In hoofdstuk vier tenslotte wordt een algemenere klasse van conforme veldentheo-
rieën besproken, namelijk theorieën die een extra symmetrie bevatten die beschreven
wordt door een eindige groep G. Door deze groep vervolgens 'uit te delen' wordt
een zogenaamd orbifold model verkregen, waarvan de Hilbertruimte gevormd wordt
door de G'-banen in de Hilbertruimte van de oorspronkelijke theorie. De symmetrie-
algebra van een orbifold model blijkt in veel opzichten te lijken op de groeps-algcbra
van G. Indien we ons beperken tot een rationaal orbifold model, dan blijkt de du-
aliteit van de correlatie functies beschreven te worden in termen van een Fourier
transformatie van representaties van een Hopf algebra geassocieerd met de groeps-
algebra van G. Dit hoofdstuk wordt besloten met een opmerking over een mogelijke
interpretatie van de quantumgroep, geconstrueerd uit de bovengenoemde Hopf al-
gebra.

De auteur hoopt dat de resultaten beschreven in dit proefschrift de contouren
zichtbaar maken van een nieuw soort mathematische-fysica waarin de studie van
(tweedimensionale conforme) veldentheorieën gebaseerd wordt op de algebraïsche
meetkundige aspecten van hun symmetriealgebra's. Dit is eigenlijk nog een groten-
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deels braakliggend terrein van onderzoek, zodat vooralsnog enige terughoudendheid
geboden is bij het uitdragen van al te hoge verwachtingen. Eén ding is echter wel al
duidelijk: wil deze richting ooit tot volle wasdom komen dan moet men bereid zijn
meer te investeren in interdisciplinair onderzoek dan nu het geval is. De bestaande
'scheiding der geesten' tussen wiskundigen en natuurkundigen werkt in dit opzicht
contraproductief.
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